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WHEN OLD TIMERS MET

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

OLD HOME WEEK’S

Great Parade Feature
Mon., Aug. 6
4.00 o’clock

The Greatest Parade Rockland Has Seen
For Years
1500 MEN

THREE BANDS
MIDSHIPMEN

GOBS

COAST ARTILLERY MEN
FIREMEN

BOY SCOUTS

THREE BIG BANDS
CALIOPES

DECORATED CARS

FLOATS BY THE DOZEN

FIRE APPARATUS OF FOUR GENERATIONS

4.00 o’clock

PARADE ROUTE
Berry Engine House to Cottage Street, to North Main
to Main to Talbot Avenue to Union to Park and
disband
’

92-93

COMIQUE
THEATRE
CAMDEN, MAINE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AUGUST 3-4

BILLY GAW AND HIS

PARISIAN FOLLIES
DANCERS

PEOPLE

TWELVE

MOSTLY GIRLS

SINGERS

A Solid Hour of broadway Entertainment—Different Show Each
Day
Also Our Regular Picture Program
FRIDAY—OLIVE BORDEN in “THE JOY GIRL”
SATURDAY—TIM McCOY in “THE ADVENTURER”
PRICES. Matinee 15c, 35c. Evening 25c, 50c
SHOWS: FRIDAY 2.30, 7.30. SATURDAY 2.30, 6.00, 8.15

“The best time we ever had,’ was
the universal comment of the group
of men who journeyed Monday to Vi
nalhaven. The occasion was the an
nual ball game and get-together of
«•>
the Old Timers of Vinalhaven and
•••
He conquers twice who conquers
Rockland an event which is looked for
himself In victory.—Syrus.
ward to each year by everyone who ts
••• able to qualify.
H •••
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 2.45 the
Rockland veterans were met at wharf
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
by autos and taken to the field where
for a time the players exercised and
For Pr.tident
got the creaks and groans out of their
HERBERT C. HOOVER
ancient muscles.
The spirit of the occasion, as ex
of California
hibited by the Islanders, is shown
when the stores of the town are closed
For Vico President
and all—or nearly all the population
CHARLES CURTIS
turn out at the ball park to enjoy the
of Kansas
sport. The stands were full and there
were people standing in the field
For United States Senator
The features of the game—well they
FREDERICK HALE
were many. The spectacle of a 62of Portland
year old man pitching a good steady
9-lnning game was a rare one. Bums
For Representative to Congress
seems to Improve with age and for five
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
Innings Rockland did little with his
of Lewiston
pitching. Karl for Rockland did a
good job while Postmaster Veazie,
For Governor
who relieved him, showed dazzling
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
speed and wonderful change of pace.
of Gardiner
The real star was Thornton who
played a whale of a game at third,
For State Auditor
while his batting was heavy. Sanborn.
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
McLonn, Flint and White made good
of Farmingdale
catches.
The outstanding Ifeature was of
For State Senator
course the wonderful sliding to bases
ZELMA M. DWINAL
of “Dykie” Cohen. He gave an exhibi
of Camden
tion which could be equalled by few.
The foot race between Smith of Vi
For Judge of Probate
nalhaven and McLoon was won by the
MELZER T. CRAWFORD
former. After the game both teams
of Camden
returned to the I.O.O.F. hall where
the banquet was served. And. Oh!
For Clerk of Courts
such a feed! Here was where the old
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
and decrepit shone. None was too old
of Rockland
to play the game. City Marshal Web
ster and Assistant Postmaster Chatto
For Sheriff
were going strong when Toastmaster
• RANK F. HARDING
Grlfiin called a halt and saved their
of Rockland
lives. Beside the good things usually
provided by the hosts the table was
For County Attorney
adorned by a large cake sent to thp
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
members of the ball team from the
of Rockland
family of Arthur Palterson, one of
. MARY PERRY RICH
of Rockport

For Representatives to Legislature
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston,
Friendship, Cushing and Owl's Head
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
Rockport, Warren, Union and
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of
Union.
Camden, Hope and Appleton—
George E. Allen of Camden.
Vinalhaven, North
Haven, St,
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus—
Granville Bachelder of St. George.

No Embarassment

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Special Added Attraction Direct from Paramount Theatre, New
York City, With Regular Show
WILLIAM F. ALDRICH, Presents

A TRIP TO THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
WITH TILE

IMPERIAL HAWAIIAN SINGERS
FOR A RETURN ENGAGEMENT

A Filmusical Sensation that is Entirely Different !
Added—Feature Picture

Have you ever stopped to con
sider when you are in need of
ready cash to meet some passing
obligation that you can secure
Financial Assistance in a dignified
confidential and businesslike man
ner?

Stop worrying, stop fretting, let
us help you as we have helped
thousands who were in the same
predicament We will gladly loan
you money at once in a confiden
tial and dignified way which you
can repay in tmall monthly install
ments that suit your convenience.
There are no embarrassing inves
tigation for the whole transaction
is between you and our office man.
ager.

the State of Maine.
with us today.

At Almond Butter Krunch Ice Creamud

Get in touch

Confidential
Loan Company
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Office Hours 9 A. M. to S.30 P. M.
Tel. 190

LOBSTER AND CHICKEN SALADS

FOR SALE
-BY-

Rockland

NEMO’S REPAIR SHOP
Marmon Sedan Used 2000 miles

Ford 1-Ton Truck (cheap)
Ford Half-Ton Truck (cheaper)

1924 Studebaker Touring

WATCH FOR THE OPENING OF

Used three summers; good trade

MORTIMER’S FILLING STATION

28-Foot Cabin Cruiser, Dodge En
gine

14-Foot Skiff

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4

FIERCE SEA BATTLE

High tribute is paid to Congress
man White, chairman of the House
committee on merchant marine, by
Hon. Edward C. Plummer vice chair
man of the United States Shipping
Board.
Commissioner Plummer says that
Congressman White made a complete
study ,of the shipping situation, pre
pared the shipping measure which
bears his name only after he had
given each section the most careful
consideration, and then was able to
see its enactment by his constant
and untiring energy.
“Congressman White is an able
member of Congress’’ declares Com
missioner Plummer, “devotes great
study to the matters brought to his
consideration, stands well among his
colleagues and is a man of whom the
State of Maine should be proud.”

hotel aldington

V

Arlington at Tremont Street

Boston, Mass.
Desirable as regards

location • Service - 'Rates
All outside rooms and with bath.

Rafts

Single $2.50 $3.00 $3.50
Double $3.50 $4.00 $4.50
Large rooms with 4 beds $1.25
per person

►

Special weekly rates

◄

A battle of the sea. such a strug
gle for supremacy of the water as
is seldom witnessed by man, was
waged a few’ miles off Seguin Light
Wednesday. A monster whale, 70 or
80 feet long, and a 12-foot swordfish
k«»S«aged in mortal combat, while a
party of 15 persons who had oeen
taken out to visit the lighthouse by
Capt. Herman A. Spinney watched the
conflict. For a time neither gained
any advantage and then the sword
fish, in a mighty lunge, sank nis
sword its full length into the wha’e
about amidships on the right side.
It appeared to the onlookers that
victory was won for the swordfish.
But to the surface came the whale,
the swordfish’s sword still penetrat
ing its side. And then began a tre
mendous rolling and lashing of the
water. From side* to side the huge
body rolled, slapping the swordfish
out of the water and against the
waves with such force that in a short
time it Was literally reduced to pulp.
Capt. Spinney said later that when
he had gone about half a mile away
he saw the whalp again rise and con
tinue efforts to rid himself of his op
ponent’s sword. Seldom has a sword
fish been known to come so near the
shore in that vicinity, in fact, Capt.
Spinney and other fishermen there
abouts say they never knew’ it to hap
pen before. And to all of them a
battle between a swordifish and a
w’hale is unheard of although they
have followed the tea all their lives.

The United Telephone
and Telegraph Company
First Lien 5’A% Gold Bonds
Due May 1, 1953

Price 100 and interest, to yield 5.50%

There are over 21,900 stations connected with
exchanges in 58 cities and towns and 1756 miles of toll
lines. Inter-connection with the Bell System provides
long distance service throughout North America.
These bonds will be secured by deposit of all the
bonds and stock (other than directors’ qualifying shares)
of the present subsidiaries.

These bonds will be outstanding to the extent of
less than 45% of the appraisal value of the securing
properties, less depreciation.
Net earnings for the year 1927 were over twice the
annual interest charges on this issue.

13-Foot Skiff with Trailer

Piano, good for a cottage

OYSTER RIVER BRIDGE
STATE HIGHWAY TO WARREN AND UNION

Real Estate

ARTHUR PERRY & CO.

Outboard Motors

Confectionery, Tobaccos, Ice Cream, Cold Drinks

Light Lunches To Take Out

And

Enrollments to
Yacht Club

Rockland

Masonic Temple, Portland, Me.
Telephone Forest 9230
WORCESTER

Try Our FRIED CLAMS—They Are Delicious
92-93

S. NILO SPEAR
91-93

HARTFORD

Volume 83.................. Number 92.

PAT” STANDS WITH WIFE

MRS. BOK’S GIFT

Matches Her Husband’s Hos
pital Contribution With distinguished Member of Supreme Bench Will Support
Gardiner and Hoover, and Tells Why.
Another $5000.
Recent visitors at the Knox
William R. (Pattangall, Associate
County General Hospital were! Justice of the 'Supreme Judicial
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Bok of J Court and for several years the ac
Philactelphia and Camden, who| knowledged leader of the Maine
Democracy will support the Republi

made a tour of inspection of that can ticket in both the state and na
institution, and had many warm tion in the coming elections accord
words of approval of what they ing to a statement made by him
saw of its equipment and man yesterday. The action of Judge Pat
tangall follows that of his wife, Mrs.
agement. Both, it will be recalled Gertrude M.
Pattangall, Tor nine
were liberal givers to the cam years a member of the Democratic
National Committee from Maine who
paign of two years ago, testimon announced last week that she could
not support Gov. Smith as a Demo
ial to which appears upon the cratic
presidential candidate be
door of one of the private rooms cause of his prohibition stand, or
Edward C. Moran Jr., of Rockland
in the new east wing, in the form the Democratic candidate for Gov
of a bronze plate bearing the in ernor, because he disagrees with the
party platform on the question of
scription, “Mr. and Mrs. Edward the exploitation of water power from
W. Bok’s Room.” The room, the State.
Justice Pattangall. one of the lead
which is tastefully furnished, is ing members of the Maine bar, cast
available for the general uses of I his lot with the Democratic party
when he became a voter. He later
the hospital, except at such times joined the Republican party and as
as it might be required for ally a member of it served in the lower
branch of the legislature from the
member of the Bok family.
Machias class in 1897 and 1901. IDFollowing this visit Mr. Bok, as again became a Democrat about 25
years ago and as such was an un
already noted, sent unsolicited successful candidate for Congress
his check for $5,000 for the 'hos against the late Gov. Powers in the
Fourth District.
pital’s present campaign.
He has served two terms as at
general, three times as mayor
Mrs. Bok yesterday followed torney
of Waterville, tw’o ’terms In the
her husband’s generous example House of Representatives from Wa
terville, was a Democratic candidate
with an additional $5,000 contri for Governor in 1922 and 1924 and
bution.

has been three times a candidate
for Congress in the Third District.
Justice Pattangall’s announcement
comes in the form of a letter which
he sent to the editor of the New
York World. The letter follows:
“Charles Michaelson in his Wash
ington letter of July 29, published
in your morning edition of July 30
under the sub-title ’Families Arc
Divided’ makes the statement that
‘Mrs. Pattangall, wife of the most
prominent Democrat in Maine, is op
posed to Smith because he is Wet,
while her husband who was a Dem
ocratic candidate for Governor in the
last election is trying to bring Maine
into the Democratic column.’
“I accepted an appointment as as
sociate justice of the Supreme Court
of Maine two years ago and since
then in accordance with the tradi
tions of our bench I have taken no
part whatever in partisan politics.
**I do not intend to do so this year,
hut I still enjoy the privilege of
voting and in view of Mr. Michaelson’s statement I think it not im
proper to state that my family is
not divided on the proposition and I
think it is a present duty of Dem
ocrats who are interested in the ul
timate good of their party to vote in
September for tlie Republican candidate for Governor and in November
for the Republican electors.
“I am moved to take this position
because of my very sincere belief
that the control and management of
the Democratic party in my State
and in the Nation has for the time
being passed into hands not properly
qualified to administer the affairs of
government.”

LOCAL FRATERNITIES BENEFIT

ALL GAINED WEIGHT

Twenty-Eight Rockland Chil Aurora Lodge and Claremont Commandery Receive $2500
dren Had Fine J ime At
Each From Will of Late Edward R. True.
Christmas Cove.
The 28 children who spent two
weeks in the S. A. Miles Christmas
Cove Camp returned to this city Mon
day. Many of the children look much
improved in physique. Adjutant Phil
lips, superintendent of the Camp,
says: “The last contingent of children
(of which those from Rockland were
a part) numbering 112 has shown a
gain in weight from three to eight
pounds for each child.”
The camp is arranged to bring
about the best results, with the sea on
one side and the woods on the other.
A staff of efficient workers assists
Adjutant and Mrs. Phillips in the
work of taking care of the children,
and from 7 a. m. until 8 p. m. the pro
gram Is arranged to build up the
children both in Iwdy and mind. Plf$rsical exercise, swimming, hiking in
the woods, singing to develop lung
force, with a menu for the children
so planned as to produce muscle and
brawn.
The Camp Is owned by S. A. Miles of
New York and is supervised by the
Salvation Army.
If more citizens
could make it convenient to run in
and see the camp in operation, it
would add to its success in caring for
the under-nourished children of our
cities, as this camp is open to children
all over the State of Maine, who would
have no other vacation.
Captain Geo. Winsor of the Bockland Corps of the Salvation Army,
wishes to thank the members of the
Rotary Club who used their cars to
bring the children home from the
camp to this city. W. A. Glover of AY.
H. Glover Co, Fred LFnekin of the
Rockland Garage, H. P. Blodgett of
the Central Maine Power Co., Ray
mond E. Thurston of the Thurston Oil
Co., and A. F. McAIary of the Camden
& Rockland Water Co. secured these

The late Edward R. True of Wash
ington, D. C., by whose will, probat
ed Monday the First Baptist Church
of Yarmouth will receive $5,000 in
trust, throughout his life generously
has remembered the Yarmouth
church, this gift bringing the total to
$18,000. Besides this ho had been a
contributor for repairs and altera
tions. These gifts have been in
memory of his father and mother,
the late Louis and Eliza Titcomb
True.
Mr. True was born in North Yar
mouth flO years ago last January.
As a young man lie came to Rockland,
where lie was employed in a bank,
rising to a position of some promi
nence. During tlie first administra
tion of President Lincoln, Mr. True
went to Washington and was em
ployed in the Treasury Department
until his retirement 15 years ago,
being cashier of the department at
the time of his death. He was mar
ried twice, and leaves a son by Ills
second marriage, Edward Russell
True, Jr., who graduated from Am
herst College in 1927, and Is a stu
dent at Harvard Law School.
Mr. True’s will disposes of an es
tate of $630,000, the bulk of which
goes to his son and to nephews and
nieces. Aurora Lodge of Masons of
Rockland and Claremont Command
ery, Knights Templar, also of that
city, each receiving $2,500 by the will.

BOSTON

C. J. STOCKMAN, Repruentative

PROV1DENCB

Political campaigns in my native
home of Tenant's Harbor are the
only ones that Interest me these
days. With such good general can
didates I can see no reason for busi
ness to be apprehensive of the pres
ent Presidential campaign. In my
boyhood days there were times when
political uncertainty was fraught
with dangers to general prosperity.
In my opinion It will make practical
ly no difference to business what
candidates are elected in November,
so far as business prosperity is con
cerned. I think the result of the
election will he of little significance
one way or the other.
There -was a tradition among my
old and respected neighbors that
Presidential years were bad for
business. The vital features of that
relation have disappeared hut the
tradition more or less survives. In
the entire period since 1880 there has
not been an election year when there
was less reason than now for busi
ness to be affected. I can remember
when business men could not secure
loans from the banks. This was
followed by scares of other sorts, at
a time when the Greenback move
ment was loudly preached. In 1908
we had another depression partly
due to the hey-day of “trust-bust
ing.".
I have reached a conclusion, impos
sible 25 years ago, that business and
finance have become (emancipated
from politics. On economical ques
tions the country is better Informed
and better Intentioned than ever be
fore. Neither party bas any desire
to interfere with honest business.
In driving an auto there are three
important things to consider, the car.
the road and the traffic. We are not
influenced by what is happening
somewhere else.
Business is the
same. Its promoters must under
stand their equipment, the course
and the traffic, to he encountered.
They should realize that business Is
business not politics.
G. K. Marshall
Somerville. Mass

Mr. True died in Washington July 25.
Mr. True was a life member of Au
rora Lodge and its third oldest mem
ber In point of membership, having
joined in 1865.
♦In correspondence with its secre
tary, A. H. .Newbert, several years
ago, be indicated that he had re
membered Aurora in his will. The
amount which he indicated at that
time, however, was $1500, Instead of
$2500 as stated in the Washington
despatch. No mention of Claremont
Commandery was made in this cor
respondence. As his father was a
member of the Commandery the
legacy was probably made on that
accoulnt.
Mr. True left Rockland while the
Civil War was on, and in Washing
ton, I). C., served first as paymas
ter's clerk. He then went to the
Treasury Department, where he was
employed 37 years.
During the last week in June Fred
W. Wight, assistant to the director
of tii© Bureau of the Budget, called
upon Mr. True, who had then been
sick about four months. The inva
lid was greatly cheered by this op
portunity to talk over the old days,
and the gossip which Mr. Wight was
able to furnish iiim in his charac
teristic 'manner. His last message,
sent by Mr. Wight, was to he re
membered kindly to all who might
know him.

ACCIDENT MAY BE FATAL
Truck and Lime Rock Railroad Train Collide This Morning
—Lauriston Mank Worst Hurt of Three.

What may prove to be fatal In
juries were sustained by Lauriston
Mank this morning when a Ford
BUSINESS AND POLITICS
truck containing Mr. Mank, William
Brown and Ernest Cayting. was in
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, “Kib" Is Satisfied That They No collision with the Limerock Rail
with the home news, at Hoteling's News
Longer Conflict.
road train at the Cedar street cross
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.

The tubsidiaries of this company operate, without
competition, telephone systems in well settled and pros
perous parts of Kansas and Missouri.

A SPECIALTY

...CHISHOLM’S tSPA...

the founders of Old Timers’ annual l
reunion, it being his 60th birthday.
Toastmaster Griffin introduced the j
members who were strange to each !
other and called for speeches. Almost 1
everybody was so full of lobster and >
the other good things that he could '
hardly make himself heard.. Rill Flint *
was the exception. He and Tom 1
Qhisholm were in excellent voice and ,
most everybody pn the island heard
them.
A basket of fruit and a bouquet of j
flowers were sent to Arthur Patter- j
son by the members of both teams and I
a bouquet was presented to Billy 1
Burns, who was so surprised he could
not speak, for once in his life. After
the speeches all adjourned to the hall
above when Manuel Bernard, the tal
ented brother of Harry Cohen, pre
sented an informal program of piano
music.
The return trip across the moonlit
bay on such a wonderful night surely
was a climax to a perfect day. Those
who went for Rockland were: Milton
M. Griffin, W. I. Ayer. Capt. Ross Wil
son. Manuel Cqjien, City Marshal
Webster, Sheriff Harding. George St.
Clair, Harry W. French, Thomas
Chisholm, William Flint, Frank
Rhodes, Charles Thornton, Postmas
ter Veazie, Harry Cohen, Elmec. Lar
rabee, Wallace McLeod, A. C. Mc
Loon, David Hodgkins and Harold
Karl.
—
Following is a summary of the
game:
_
Rockland—Ciwn c, Karl p. VeSfcie
p, Larrabee lb, Hodgkins 2b, Thorn
ton 3b, Chisholm ss, McLoon If, Flint
cf. Ayer rf, St. Clair rf, Griffin rf.
Vinalhaven—G. L. Snowman c, W.
H. Burns p, C. L. Roman lh, B. K.
Smith 2b, I). Mills 3b. L. Sanborn ss,
R. Nickerson If, I. Fifleld cf, F. White
3b.
Rockland ....... 1 1 0 0 0 6 3 3 4—15
Vinalhaven
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0— 5
Base hits, Rockland 18, Vinalhaven
14. Errors, Rockland 3, Vinalhaven 4.
Bases on balls, off Karl 2, off Veazie
2. Struck out, by Karl 6. by Veazie 1,
by Burns 4. Two-base hits, Karl. San
born.
Three-base lilt, Thornton.
Double play, Sanborn, Smith and Boman. Umpire, Harry Snow.

Paid By Vice Chairman E. C. Swordfish and Whale Have a Notable
Plummer of the U. S. Shipping
Struggle Off Seguin Light.
Board.

RIGHT NOW
We will wager that the shortage
of cash for some important need
it causing you no end of worry

You will find our organization
friendly and courteous and the
charge it simply legal interest
which is governed by the law of

A New and Original Flavor

TRIBUTE TO WHITE
Is

Borrow Confidentially

«4 STRKND

Corner Lindsey and Main Streets

Rockland’s Veteran Ball Players Given Further Evidence
That Vinalhaven la the Best Place On Earth.

For County Commissioner

MUSICAL COMEDY REVUE

TWELVE

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the (ourier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

ing.

The truck was coming down Ce
dar street, and a trainload of empty
cars was proceeding in the direction
of the quarries.
According to the story told by
Cayting to Patrolman E. C. Ingra
ham the auto brakes were not

KENT’S HILL SEMINARY
Another Big Reunion At
South Thomaston Will Be
Held Aug. 18.
“Kent's Hill Sem” will have a re
union at Wessaweskeag Grange hall,
South Thomaston Saturday, Aug. 18.
The program calls for socializing
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m., with busi
ness meeting and entertainment from
3 to 6 p. m.
Basket lunches will be taken, the
committee to furnish steamed clams,
fish chowder and hot coffee. But
members are invited to attend even
if unable to furnish a basket lunch.
Take sweets, fruit and soft drinks.
Auto parties should go via Rockland,
following Main street, directly south
tQ South Thomaston Village, four
miles. Standard time will govern
the program.
It is expected that Phoebe Pendle
ton Crosby of Islesboro and New
York, a noted soprano, and Walter
Gile, of Boston, will be among the
artists on the program.
Dr. R. W. Bickford of Rockland is
president of the Association.
J. H. McCuen, temporary manager
of the Eastern Speakers’ bureau of the
Republican National Committee, an
nounced Tuesday that the first cam
paign speaking engagements will be
made for the State of Maine, which
holds its election Sept. 7. McCuen said
that 15 or 20 nationally known speak
ers would be sent Into Maine, includ
ing possibly Senator Curtis, Vice Pres
idential nominee,

working well. When the driver saw
that a collision with the train could
not be averted he turned to the
right, the same direction that the
train was going.
The truck was overturned. Mr.
Mank was pulled out of the wreck
age unconscious and together with
Mr. Brown, who was dazed from
cuts and bruises around the head,
was taken to Knox Hospital in the
Burpee ambulance.
His condition
was regarded as very serious when
this paper went to press.
Cayting also had bruises about the
head.
BRIGHTENED THE CORNER
Editor of The •Courier-Gazette: —
Passing the corner of Cedar and
Brewster streets I noticed :he Mike
Arrnata house, recently the David
Smith estate, glistening under a new
coat of paint, as was the Christian
•Science Church.
The two large
buildings on opposite corners, ail
dressed up in their shiny new coats,
certainly improve tlie looks of that
corner Inquiring who painted these
bn'ldir-gs I learned that “Sim” Dun
can and William *T" Burns were J
artists, two old painters of 40 years'
experience. The work speaks for
itjivlf.
D. A. Cjp*i:e.

Mr. Justice Riddell of Toronto,
Canada, who with Mrs. Riddell is
spending his 22nd season at the Sam
oset, will be the speaker at tomor
row’s luncheon of the Rotary Club.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
ure In poetry is the greatest, of literary pleas
ures.—Viscount Grey of Falloden.

RENDEZVOUS
I count that friendship little worth
Which has not many things untold.
(beat longings that no word can hold,
And passion-secrete waiting birth.

Along the slender wires of speech
Some message from the hear! Is sent.
But who ran tell the whole that’s meant?
Our dearest thoughts are out of reach.
I have not seen thee, though mine eyes
Hold now the Image of thy face:
In vain, through form, I strive to trace
The soul I love: that deeper lies.
A thousand accidents control
Our meeting here Clasp hand in hand
And swear to meet me In that land
Where friends hold converse soul to soul
llenv van Pvke.

The Courier-Gazette

QUEER GAME AT BELFAST

BIG FAIR NEXT WEEK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rotkland, Me.. Aug. 2. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath declares that he is rressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of .luly 31. 1928, there
was printed a total of 6,273 copies.
Before Ute,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 2, 1928.

Page Two

Rockland, With Seven Run Lead, Ha* To Be Content With Rockland To Kick Up Heels In Old Home Week Celebra
tion—Parade, Carnival, Bouts, Races.
Tie—Camden Pressing Belfast.

pick a straw out of the broom?
No! Electricity is the cook!

The stage is being set for |he
able to do little or nothing with Aube.
Rainsboro, by George Gilbert, M.
The tables were turned with start Rockland Fair and Old home Week Hughes, Bangor.
at Camden.
ling suddenness. With two down Bel celebration, which has its beginning
Babbitt, by Unknown, T. J. Kelly,
Rockland.
at Camden at fast began to indulge in the hammer next Monday, and a surprise awaits Bangor.
O’Dell, by William. T. J. Kelly, Ban
Belfast at 4.30. ing process, and with the aid of an
Everybody remembers the
infield error reduced Rockland's lead everybody who goes out to the mod gor.
to four. Even then nobody on the ernized trotting park on the New
Vi-'Directum, by Unknown, T. J.
cake that Mother used to make
The League Standing
Rockland side of the fence became County road. •
Kelly. Bangor.
—bakad to perfection—light,
Monday will be known as Child
Those who had thought the League unduly alarmed, for four runs is a
Frisco Star, by San Francisco, Cone
The August review of general busi
yet richly satisfying—delicate
race a cinch for Belfast are now re big lead with the game half gone and ren’s Day. and many special features & Groves, Calais.
ness conditions issued by the Na vising their opinions, somewhat, for the opposing pitcher tottering.
are being planned for the entertain
Flying Nimbus, by Hailcloud, Ira
ly browned.
tional City Bank of New York de Camden is only a game and a half
But in the fifth young Milliken ment of the young folks who visit W. Condon, Belfast.
clares that the optimist now has dis behind Belfast, and looms as a very ceased to totter, and the Rockland Rockland Trotting Park.
At 4 p. m. Monday will take place 2.19 Mixed Purse, $400, “The Ameri
And. too. we remember hew
tinctly the better of the argument as dangerous competitor. Rockland has batters went to the bench in one. two,
can Legion
one advantage; its position is not three order. Thereafter the visiting the big Home Week parade in Rock
hard it was for her—working
to whether 1928 is to show improve threateneed. The standing:
team never got within spy-glass dis land. for which a half hundred floats
Ben Evans, by Oliver Evans, T. J.
over a hot stove—testhi? it so
ment over 1927 or the reverse. The
Won Lost P.C. tance of home plate.
have already been entered, along Kelly. Bangor.
Three singles and a double netted with other features.
7
.632
Justice Bell, by Justice Brooke, B.
often with a straw-- h. ere,
last quarter of 1927 showed a let Belfast ........................ 12
Camden ..................... 11
9
.550 Belfast two more runs in the fifth but
The battleship Wyoming will be ijj C. Wells, agent, Waterville.
uncertainty and worry heaped
down of activity which caused mis Rockland .................:..
6
12
.333 she did not score in the sixth. In the port and her men will have shore
Captain Harvey, by Harvestworthy,
upon her >vith the rest of the
givings about the new year, but the
seventh Kunitz led off with a single leave every day. A program of fistic J C. Getchell, Brewer.
• * •<
household duties.
and Clancy walked. Kunitz scored on bouts will be given at the Park one
Possibeauty,
by Possibility,
T.
first quarter of 1928 showed recov
Camden 1, Rockland 0
Thurston’s single and the score was night by the classy boxers from the S. Wheeler. Augusta.
ery, the second quarter gave in
Sounds like a close game, but as a
tied when Clancy crossed the pan on ship.
Tiler B. Silk, by Bingen Silk, T. S.
creased confidence and the beginning matter of fact there were only three Paiement’s ground-out.
A pretty
Ben Williams’ big shows have al Wheeler, Augusta.
Today it is different. Mother
innings in which a Rockland man saw heave by our new catcher McCall,
of the third quarter lias established
ready
arrived
and
a
tented
city
is
Pierella Scott, by Peter Scott, E. E.
prepares the food at her con
first base and only one inning in
snuffed
Thurston
at
third,
and
lost
springing
up
inside
the
grounds.
Foye, Gardiner.
a general belief that the year's record which Rockland had more than one
venience—places it in the oven
to Belfast her best chance of win
The
detailed
program
will
appear
Tiny Wilkes, by Online B., Jesse
The Lime ning.
will surpass that of 1927. Retail mton on the base paths.
—sets the Time and Temper
in Saturday’s issue.
Staples. Belfast.
City
outfit
was
partaking
of
the
diet
• • • •
trade has improved with the advent
Belfast had two men on in the
Ash wood, by Ash leaf, James A.
ature Controls and Electricity
prescribed bv Stan Klosek and eat eighth, but Clancy failed utterly to
The program of racing events of Brown. Camden.
of more seasonable weather titan that ing naught else except what the hol
does the rest.
solve the delivery of Davidson, who fered for the Rockland Fair has never
Mr. Worthy, by Harvest worthy,
of the spring months or June. The low of his hand contained. The big
had meantime replaced Aube.
had a superior on that track, and with Franz Simmons stable. Rockland
crop situation as a whole is good, fellow certainly had his revenge for
Those who like lots of batting surely purses aggregating $3,700 ought to t King Brino, by Greenbrino, F. M
the spanking which the same team got their money’s worth in this game,
with the prices of most agricultural
furnish some rare sport. Here is the ' Blackington. agent, Rockland.
gave him not so long ago.
in which seven batters hit for extra card for the three racing days—Tues
Xater A North, by Northern Man. i
products better than last year, the
The fact that Camden made only bases. The score:
day. Wednesday and Thursday:
Dr. R. V. N. Bliss. Bluehlll.
Iron and steel industry is having the one score was due .to*some exceeedRockland
Tuesday—2.24 trot, purse $400; 2.13
Mandy Forbes, P. I) Nelson, Dextr. •
greatest year in its history, which is ingly sharp fielding, one particularly
ab r bh tb po a e pace, purse $400; 2.19 mixed, purse, . Margaret
Wilkes,
by
Pollard .
brilliant play being the double by Wot- Conway. 2b ....... 4 1113
$400.
Wilkes. A. MJStratton. Albion.
significant of general industrial ac ton and McCall, when the bases were
Bachand. ss
3 2 2 4 1
Wednesday—2.1® mixed, purse $400;
Dromore Bill by Dromore I, J. Rob- •,
tivity. The employment situation is choked.
4 :
Walsh. 3b ....
2.19 trot, purse $400; 2.17 pace, purse ert Clark. Waterville.
Rockland offered a new battery for French, cf ......... 4
better than a year ago, and the na
$400.
Lady Patchen, by Possibility, Dr. E.
4
tional income is higher. The country tlie fans’ approval, the box-man being Beaudoin, if
Thursday—Free for all. purse $500; E. Russell. Farmington.
Turner, late of the Salem New Eng Aube, p, rf ..,
Beeswing, by Hollywood Bob, Tren
2.22 pace, purse $400; 2.28 trot, purse
is holding its own in foreign trade land League team. He held Camden hi
Wotton, lb ..
ton Farms, Newark.
$400.
and although it has lost approxi hitless until fifth inning when Mas- McCall, c ....
Togo M., by Togo, Waldoboro Ga
The following list of entries will
mately $000,000,000 in gold during terman found him for a single and Turner, rf ...
make highly interesting reading for rage. Waldoboro.
Loftus for a double. Small forced Davidson, p
Flying Nimbus, by Hailcloud, Ira
the past year, the financial situation Masterman at second, but Loftus’
horsemen and turf fans:
W. Condon, Belfast.
is essentially sound. Interest rates double left men on Second and third.
8 10 16 24 12 1 Free for All, Purse $503, “The Hotel
Walter Patch, by Walter Direct, A.
Rockland”
are higher, but this is to be regard Small was thrown out at the plate
Belfast
E. Merrick. Bangor..
when
Walls
hit
to
Conway.
It
was
a
ab
tb
e
r
bh
a
Peter Kennedy, by Peter The Great.
ed as a wholesome development, the
po
Johnny Dugan, by Hedgewood Boy, i
sharp, well timed play, and Camden Cogan. ss .... .... 4 0 1 9 2 3 0
A. Richardson, Jr.. Waterville.
effect of which will be to curb the would probably have been blanked if
0 n 2 2 0 0
Murphy, cf
Auto Pace by Autocrat, B. C. Well.
Birch Creek, by Unknown, J. M.
tendency to undesirable credit expan a wild pitch had not allowed Loftus to Kunitz. c .... .... 4 1 1 1 8 1 1
Staples, Stockton Springs.
score.
This
was
the
only
run
made
in
2
....
4
0
0
Clancy, rf ....
3 1 1
sion. In brief this is good campaign
Fred R.. by El Frisco, C. G. Brown.
Vi-Directum. T. J. Kelly, Bangor.
the game, and the only thing that
9 3 4 8 0 0 Bowdoinham.
Warren The Great, by Peter The
material for the supporters of Mr. marred a fine pitching exhibition by Thurston, lb .... 3
I*aiement. 3b „.. 4 1 3 5 1 2 1
Rubicon, bv Chestnut Peter, Fred Great. C. P. Chappette. Bangor.
Hoover. The country has never been Turner. Three of the six hits credited Mackley. If .... 4 1 1 1 0 0 0
Hyde. Lewiston.
known to turn against the Republi to Camden were “scratches.”
McMahon 2b .... 4 0 0 0 1 0 1
Beau Dillon, by Dillon Axworthy, 222 Pace, Purse $400, “Rockland
The
new
catch
?r,
McCall,
who
Chamber of Commerce”
0
0
Milliken, p .. .... 4
1 1
1 0 Fenton Farm. Newark.
can party in the midst of a general
comes from Woburn, Mass., made a
I.ittle
Raven,
bv
Walter
Direct,
Tramp
Chimes, by Tramp Ever, F.
prosperity.
good impression.
36 8 13 17 24 7 3 John H. Farnham. Poston.
P. Knight. Rockland.
An odd feature of the game was the Rockland .... ........ 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0—8
Betty Direct, by Empire’Direct, E. ■ Marion Earl, by Earl Jr. F. G. Col
There is a steadily growing opin fact that Camden hit only flies to Belfast ........ ....... 0 1 0 II 0 <1 2 0L—S P. Piper. Belfast.
burn. Farmington.
Rockland
outfielders,
while
Rockland
Two-base hits. Bachan< 2 Walsh.
ion that it is not the huge metro
tCaruso, by William. Cane & Groves.
Hollywood Bob Jr., by Hollywood
batters hit 10 into the hands of the Aube, Cogan. Thurston. Three-base Calais.
politan dailies that sway opinion. three vigilant guardians of Camden’s
Bob. E. O. Kidder. Rumford.
hits. French. Paiement. Bases on balls,
Possibeauty, by Possibility, T. L.
Rather it is the county weekly, the outer garden.
off Aube 3. off Davidson 1, off Milli 2.13 Pace Purse $400, “The Thorndike Wheeler, Augusta.
For a limited time ohly—
Hotel”
The only Rockland men who hit ken 1. Struck out. by Aube 3. by Da
small city daily, whose influence is
Capt. Harvey, by Harvestworthy,
the
apple
safely
were
Bachand,
WbtPeter
Bingen,
by
The
Vladimes,
J.
vidson 2. by Milliken 8. Double play,
felt in the community which it
J. C. Getchell. Brewer.
ton and Turner, who made one safety Bachand, Conway and Wotton. Um H. Hobbs.
Peter B. Silk, by Bingen Silk, T. S.
serves. That noted editorial writer apiece.
Betty
Direct,
by
Empire
Direct,
E.
pires.
Martin
and
McDonough.
Wheeler, Augusta.
Arthur Brisbane, who daily supplies
And because of this the Rockland Scorer, Winslow.
P. Piper, Belfast.
Tiny Wilkes, by Online B., Jesse E.
Randolph Direct, by Empire Direct,
a syndicate column for many of the team descended another step on the
Staples, Belfast.
cellar stairway. The score:
E. Fiye, Gardiner.
leading papers, in a paragraph here
Randolph Direct, by Empire Direct.
NEW YACHT CLUB
Rubicon, by Chestnut Peter, F. G.
Camden
E. E. Foye, Gardiner.
appended expresses similar views.
Installed
Hyde.
Lewiston.
ab r bh tb po
Major Ward, by Jim Ward, James A.
Its Main Purpose To Provide Beau Dillon, by Dillon Axworthy, Brown.
The smaller newspapers of the Cole, ss............
0 0 0
Camden.
Farms, Newark.
country (he writes) are the most im Ogier. If ....... .
4
1 3
Brother Q., by Diamond Q., Evelyn
Attractive Entrance For Fenton
Little Raven, by Walter Direct,
portant newspapers, and incidentally, Nanigian. cf ...
4
1 3
Tweedie, Thorndike.
—These
Summer
Folk.
John
H.
Farnham,
Boston.
in proportion to their circulation, Wilson, lb ....
3
0 11
Bob Braden, by Braden’s Last.
Trampolone. by Trampfast, Frank
their advertising results are the big Masterman, c
3
1 1
Franz Simmons stable, Rockland.
A very enthusiastic meeting of the Cone, agent. Bangor.
gest, and their advertising rates the Small, 2b ......
4
Ben Evans, by Olivet Evans. T. J.
Kenney Silk, by Bingen Silk, Frank
Rt^kland Yacht Club was held at the
smallest in the country. They are Loftus, rf ......... 4
Kelly. Bangor.
Cone,
agent.
Bangor.
Berry
engine
house
Tuesday
evening.
read through from end to end. Every Walls, 3b
Johnny Dugan, by Hedgewood Boy.
Western Gale, by Barongale, F. S.
1 The surprising number of 249 paid
copy of circulation means an entire Klosek, p
A. Richardson, Jr.. Waterville.
York.
Bangor.
1
memberships
showed
interest
in
this
family, not a family that lives in one
Elam B., by Direct Braden, Franz
Delight, by King Joe.
1 new organization.
Without doubt
room with a can opener, but a family
31 1 6 7 27 13
Simmons stable, Rockland.
Tommy
Finch.
Jr.,
by
Tommy
| this will be the largest association of
that owns its own house, and land
Rockland
Gyda Dewey, by John Dewey. Franz
inch. I*. D. Nelson, Dexter.
the kind on the New England Coast.
around it, at least ninety times out
ab r bh tb PO a
Mary R.. by The Rev., A. Richard , Simmons stable, Rockland.
Every citizen seems interested in pro
of a hundred; a family that buys Conway. 2b .. .... 3 0 0 0 2 4
King Brino. by Greenbrino, F. M.
At
viding an attractive entrance to our son, Jr., Waterville.
everything from the roof on tire Bachand. ss .... 4 0 1 1 2 4
Derby Dillon, by Warren Dillon, A. Blackingtop, agent, Rockland.
city from the sea, for our island neigh
house, to the cement on the cellar Walsh, 3b .. .... 4 0 0 0 2 0
Lady Maud, by Hedgewood Boy.
Richardson, Jr.. Waterville.
bors and shipping generally.
floor; from the hat on mother's head French cf .... .... 3 0 0 0 1 0
Marvel Todd, by Todd Mac, A. Rich- Henry Clukey, Dexter.
John G. Snow was elected vice com
to the shoes on the boys’ feet. The Beaudoin, If .... 3 0 0 0 1 0
Work Direct, by Mr. Work, Henry
modore and a board of governors ap irdson, Jr., Waterville.
service that their publishers render Aube, rf ..... ..... 3 0 0 0 0 0
Babbitt, by Unknown, T. J. Kelly, . Clukey, Dexter.
pointed consisting of:
to the public is, in my opinion, the Wotton. lb .. ..... 3 0 1 1 15 1
Dainty Direct, by Empire Direct, E.
H. E. Robinson, .M. R. Pillsbury, Bangor.
most important service, rendered by McCall, c ..... ..... 3 0 0 0 4 1
Warren The Great, by Peter the p .Piper, Belfast.
A. S. Baker, N. F. Cobb. Elmer C.
any class of citizens in the United Turner, p .... ..... 3 0 1 1 0 4
Carrie Cary, by Chestnut Peter, F.
Benjamin Q., by Diamond Q., P. D.
States. The country editors are dis
Davis, Henry Sleeper. C. T. Smalley, Great. C. P. Chappelle .agent, Bangor.
O. Simonson, Limestone.
Nelsdn,
Dexter.
tributors of information; they reach
L. B. Cook. W W. Case, M. B. Perry, 2.15 Mixed, Purse $400, “The CourierWalter Moore, bv Atlantic Express.
29 0 3 3 27 14
Ira Brooke, by Justice Brooke, C.
the minds of the boys that leave the
C. A. -Porter, C. G. Hewett, J. F.
A. M. Newbert, Boston.
Gazette’
Camden ....... .... 0 0 0 (i 1 0 0 0 X
i G. Brown. Bowdoinham.
farms, and they’ are the nation's
Ruth S„ by Intent, A. W. McKusick,
Rockland .... ..... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 Carver, J. G. Snow.
Helen Bingen, by Nemo Bingen, A.
Gwendolyn Aubrey, by Capt. Au
mental police force.
An office will be opened today over
Bangor.
Two-base hit, Loftus. Bases on Moor's drug store where membership brey. Jack Kingsley, agent, Medford. M. Stratton. Albion.
Grace Worthy, by Morgan Ax
Sadie Dillon, by Nelson Dillon, F.
Justice Bell, by Justice Brooke, B.
Mr. Ford, who on Monday arrived balls off Turner 3 Struck out, by applications can be made and infor
worthy,, B. C. Wells, agent, Water
W .Woodman, Haverhill.
C. Wells, agent, Waterville.
Klosek 1. by Turner 2. Sacrifice hits, mation received.
at the honorable age of sixty-flve
Ra-Ha, by Earl Jr., Fred E. Hyde, ville.
Randolph Direct, by Empire Direct,
S £onway. Double plays, Bachand. Con
The sole idea of a yacht club is to
Varro, by Gen. Watts, A. Richard- j
\old the interviewers that lie expect way and Wotton; Wotton and Mc
Lewiston.
E. E. Foye, Gardiner.
help bring to Rockland summer visi
Strayfast, by Trampfast Fred G. son, Jr., Waterville.
Delight, by Empire Direct, E. E. 1
Umpires, Martin and Mc tors. Today the modern motor boat
to do more work in the next five Call.
Charles Watts, by Gen. Watts, R.
' Hyde, Lewiston.
Foye. Gardiner.
is to the islands what the auto is To
years than he has done in the past Donough. Scorer. Winslow.
jay
direct, by Empire Direct, A Richardso-n, Jr., Waterville.
Pierel’.a Scott, by Peter Scott, E. E.
5ay l^irect
the mainland. Consider that from
Harry Harvester, by The Harvester,
twenty.
Foye, Gardiner.
Richardson Jr., Waterville.
Rockland 8 Belfast 8
North Haven to Rockland is now only
Northern Silk, by Bingen Silk, E. ! Fairy Silk, by Bingen Silk, A. Rich- A. Richardson, Jr„ Waterville.
“Men of 65,” he said, “perhaps
When Belfast went to bat in the 30 minutes by boat, that people living O. Kidder. Rumford.
ardson, Jr., Waterville
2.28 Trot, Purse $400, “The Rockland
should not do too much running and
last half of the fourth inning at Bel there hop in a sp^ed boat and come
Kinney Silk, by Bingen Silk, Frank , feirch Creek, by Unknown, J. M.
Forty Club”
Jumping, but that is no reason they
fast last night the score stood S to 1 in here for shopping and amusement as Cove, Bangor.
Staples, Stockton Sp’ings.
Should not do as much work with
Kitty McKane, by Chestnut Peter,
favor of Rockland and the followers easily as you take your auto for
Vi-iDirectum, T. J. Kelly, Bangor.
Trampolone, by Trampfast, Frank
the mind as everyone, and better
Jacob Wirth, 'Boston.
of the home team were indulging In a trip to Thomaston. This applies to all Cove, agent, Bangor.
Warren The Great, by Peter The
work. You take all the experience
Edna Klyo, by Peter McKlyo, Frank
joyfest over the prospects of certain the surrounding islands. In the sum
Great,
C.
P.
Chappelle,
Bangor.
Togo
M.,
by
Togo,
Waldoboro
Ga

and judgment of men over 5b out of
Cone, agent. Bangor.
victory. Milliken had been ham- mertime thousands of the wealthiest rage.
the world and there wouldn’t be
Tramp Jolla ,by Binjola, F. M.
2.19 Trot, Purse $400, “The Rotary
mt red to all points of the compass, people have their rummer homes on
Mandy Forbes, by J. Malcolm
enough left to run it. Youngsters
Blackington, Rockland.
Club”
and with tlie exception of Paiement’s Penobscot Bay all going to market in Forbes, Peter D. Nelson, Dexter.
have their place and are necessary,
Ruth S., by Intern, A. W. McKusick,
triple which had driven in Belfast’s boats. From these things one gets an
Lorna Doone, by Thfstle Doone, Ja aangor.
Tommy Finch, Jr., by Tommy
but the experience and judgment of
lone score, the home team had been idea of the vast need of providing a Finch. P. D. Nelson, Dexter.
cob Wirvh, Boston.
men over 50 are what give purpose
Hardest Watts, bv Gen. Watts, C.
clean, safe and attractive depot for
Black Ebony, by Senator Wptts, A. ! Hollywood The Great, by Caductus G. Brown, Bowdoinham.
and meaning to younger men’s
this business.
Richardson,
Jr.,
Waterville.
I
The
Great,
Wlaldohoro
Garage.
efforts.”
Shadowdale, by Kernai, C. G.
Every business house in Rockland
MICKIE SAYS—
Marvel Todd, by Todd Mack, A. : Mr. Hoover, by The Harvester, A Brown, Bowdoinham.
The great motor-car manufacturer
should interest itself In this project
Richardson,
Jr.,
Waterville.
M.
Stratton,
Albion.
Helena Bingen, by Nemo Bingen,
It means people on our streets and
/has the proper view, brought out of r
Babbitt, by Unknown. T. J. Kelly, ' Walter Moore, by Atlantic Express A. M. Stratton, Albion.
better business for the city.
WHFM A MEROHALtr TAKES HIS
his own experience. The world for
A. M. Newbert, Bosfon.
Bangor.
Carrie Cary, by Chestnue Peter, F.
AD OUT OF TH' WEWSPAPER BECUI
Grace Worthy, by Morgan Anthony, O. Simonson. Limestone.
O’Dell, by William, T. J. Kelly, Ban
the older man has changed. He no
THE TELEPHONE INDUSTRY
business is setter, i always
B C. Wells, agent, Waterville.
gor.
Hollywood the Great, Waldoboro
longer at three-score retires to the
Carrie Cary, by Chestnut Peter, F Garage.
U/OUOER IF, UJHEU HE GOES OUT
Frisco Star, by San Francisco, Cone
Companies Will Spend Two Billion
chimney corner, spending idle days
O. Simonson, Limestone.
&
Groves.
FISHIHfi, HE QUITS PUTTIWSr
Harry Harvester, by The Harvester,
Dollars Or More In Next Five Years.
Hollywood Viceroy, by Joe Dodge, A. Richardson, Jr., Waterville.
in brooding on the past and mutter
BAIT OU HIS HOOK WHEU TH'FISH
2.17 Pace, Purse $400, “The Rockland , E. E. Foye, Gardiner.
During
the
past
five
years
construe
START BITiUGing up the chimney. He is out in
City Club”
tion expenditures for the telephone
Dromore Bill, by Dromore I., J
TUNNEY TO RETIRE
the market-place, smartly dressed
industry have total ed $1,80000,000. In
Possibeauty. by Possibility, T. S. Robert dlark, Waterville.
close shaven mind and body alert,
this period service throughout the Wheeler. Augusta.
Badia, by Bingen, A. E. Merrick Doesn’t Care To Wait Two or Three
nation has been greatly improved and
Tiler B. Silk, by Bingen Silk, T. L. Bangor
repulsing the younger shoulder that
Years Until a Contender Arises.
Varro, by Gen. Watts, A. Rlcha.dextended, transatlantic telephony lias Wheeler, Augusta.
would force him against the wall, and
come into being, contact has been es
Delight, by King Joe,, E. E. Foye. , son, Jr., Waterville.
Gene Tunney, heavyweight cham
refusing to recognize any statute of
Charles Watts, by Gen. Watts, A
tablished between our country and Gardiner.
pion boxer, announced his retirement
1
Richardson,
Jr.,
Waterville.
other
countries
on
this
continent,
and
Randolph
Direct,
by
Empire
Direct,
age limitation.
Harry Harvester, iy The Harvester from the ring Tuesday at a luncheon
television has been made a reality.
E. E. Foye, Gardiner.
given in honor of William Muldoon of
Now it is announced that the con
John Opp. by Crescent Simmons, A. Richardton, Jr.. Waterville.
Another indication of the turn to
Shadowdale, by Kernai, C. G. Brown the New York State Athletic commis
struction and expansion program for G. W. Bachelder, Rockland.
Hoover—they are multiplying on
the coming five yea»*s will involve a
The Sheik, by The Hero, Dr. Wm. ■ Bowdoinham.
sion.
many sides—is the reversal of the
still greater sum, estimated at two Ellingwood, Rocklan l.
2.24 Trot, Purse $400, “The Elks Club
“I have fought my last bout as a
billion
dollars
or
more.
More
districts
Lady
Maud
K.,
by
Hedgewood
Boy.
attitude of the Progressive Maga
Tramp Jolla, by Binjola, F. M professional boxer,” bis statement
will be opened up. and brought closer Henry Clukey, Dexter.
zine, which had been a strong oppo
to world civilization; it will be s till
Work Direct, by Mr. W|ork, Henry Blackington. Rockland.
said.
nent of Mr. Hoover, previous to his
Edna Klyo, by Peter McKbo, Frank
easier for us to project our voices Clukey. Dexter.
“Feeling that I am still young
Kiargaret Wilkes,
by
Pollard ' Cone, agent. Bangor.
thousands of miles away.
nomination, but in its August issue
Lorna Doone, by Thistle Doone. enough to make another start In new
Such
a
record
is
a
great
tribute
to
Wilkes,
A
M.
Stratton,
Albion.
warmly announces its support of thal
fields.” Tunney declared himself
the executive ability, economy and
Lady Batchen, by Possibility, Dr. Jacob Wirth, Boston.
gentleman. The articles it prints :n
Harvest Watts, ty Gen. Watts, C. "grateful for the benefits conferred”
efficiency of the telephone industry E. E. Russell. Farmington.
and “anxious to leave the game bet?
Its motto—to give the best possible
Johnny Dugan, by Hedgewood Boy, G. Brown. Bowdoinham.
the connection declare that his abil
Shadowdale, by Kernai, C. G. Brown ter than I found it.” There is no con
service at the least possible cost—ba A. Richardson, Jr., Waterville.
ity and experience especially rec
tender at tfie present time who ap
been maintained unflaggingly.
Marvel Todd, by Todd Mack, a. Bowdoinham.
ommend him to those groups of GeiHollywood The Great, by Caductus pears capable of attracting real pub
Richardson, Jr., Waterville.
man-Americans who because of their
The Great, Waldoboro Garage.
lic interest. If there were, I might
Black Ebony, b>' Senator Watts.
The Tenth Annual Lakewood Tenni
delay my retirement long enough to
Tournament will be held on the
admiration for a man of grea
face them in the ring, but it looks as
courts at the famous theatrical resort
humanitarian principles, with a high
if it might be two or three years be
from August 13th to the 25th inclu
SPACE
record of efficiency and economy
fore a dangerous opponent is de
sive. Play will begin at 2.30 daily. The
TO LET—At The—
veloped. That is too long to stand and
entry fee is one dollar and contestant
should naturally throw to Mr. Hoover
wait.
z
their full measure of support. Fol support, this attitude of the New must make application before Aug.
ROCKLAND
FAIR
AND
OLD
HOME
WEEK
“I have no thought of trying to nom
11. Entries should be addressed
lowing upon the visit to that candi York magazine, which has a great John B. Hymer, Lakewood, Skowhe
SPACE UNDER GRAND STAND
inate my successor. To the victor be
longs the spoils. I merely step afcide
date by a committee of leading Ger following among that group of citi gan, Maine. Mr. Hymer and Dr. L. P
F.
S.
REED,
Narragansett
Hotel
and say ‘may the best man win.’ ”
man-Ame leans, pledging him their zens, should have widespread effect. Wyman will act as referees.
Coming Games

Tonight—Rockland
Friday—Belfast at
Saturday—Belfast
Wisdom’s ways are ways of pleas
antness, and all her paths are peace 1.30 and Camden at
—Proverbs 3:17

$193

Installed
Convenient terms
may
be
arranged
through our Budget
Plan—$15 down and
12 monthly payments
of $12.33 each

Any of our em
ployes will be glad to
give you further in
formation concern
ing electric cookery
or just phone the
local electric shop
without
obligation
whatever.

June 4—
August 15
Convenient terms may be arranged

through our Budget Plan—$20 down
and 12 monthly payments of $16.

To the purchaser
of either of the
above
Electric
Ranges we will
include an Alu
minum Triplicate
Vegetable Set.

two modelsl are now on display—

Central Maine Power Company

EXHIBITION

our itorat

any of

SPECIAL OFFER!
FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST
i
we will
i

CLEANSE AND PRESS ANY
>
DRESS
(full pleated excepted)

for $2.00
f

Arthur F. Lamb
CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING

HAT RENOVATING
297 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 69-J

Just think, July is gone, and onfy a little over a month before
cchool begins again. Gee, I can’t realize it, can you? Our fall
goods are coming in. We are ready to serve you.

>1

BOYS’ SUITS (two pairs pants, coat and,vest) .... $9.75, $12.00, $13.75
JUVENILE SUITS "............... ....... . ............................... $3.75, $5.03
WASH SUITS ..........................j....................... .............. $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
BOYS’ PANTS .......a............................................ ............ $1.50, $2.00, $2.53
KAYN6£ SHIRTS OR BLOUSES—handsome patterns $1.00, $1.50
RAIN COATS .........................................................
$3.75, $4.25, $4.75
SCHOOL STOCKINGS ............................ .............................. 25c, 35c, 50c
MEN’S PANTS . ............................................................ $3.00, $3.75, $5.00
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS ............................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.03
FANCY SWEATERS .................................................... $3.00, $3.50, $5.03

We should be awfully glad to have you look our goods over
even if you did not intend to buy.

WILLIS AYER

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Every-Other-Day
Prof. Pole* has completed his stay
in the local territory and gone to
other delds.

COMING ME IGMBORHOQB (VCNTt
2- Thomaston, anoual Baptist fair
Big Are Il» Uevere, Mass., early
aud sale on the Mall.
Aug. 6-11- Rockland fair and Old Home this looming, according to Globe
Week celebration at Rockland Trotting Park. News bulletin.
Aug. 7—Knox County Field Day Association
meets at Glencove.
Quite a number of Main street
Aug. M- Rockport Baptist Fair.
Aug. 10 -Annual Muster of Maine BtgXs business establishments are decorat
Band Engine League at Knox Trotting Park.
Aug. 16—Louise Bickford public subscrip ed for Old Home Week.
tion concert at The Samoset.
Aug. 13—Manuel Bernard piano recital
American Legion meeting tonight
benefit Universallst church organ fund.
Aug. 14 (io a. mJ—Livestock Development at 7.30. Important business must be
Train visits Rockland.
settled. All Legionnaires interested
Aug. 15—Field meeting of Knox Academy Is a Legion picnic are asked to be
of Arts and Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
present.
Aug. 15—Owl’s Head fair.
Aug. 15—Annual State Field Day meeting
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences at £nox
Mrs. Edith Follansbee who fell and
Arboretum.
Aug. 17-18—Friendship Field Day.
severely injured one of her legs eleven
Aug. 22—Thomaston: Library fair on the weeks ago has resumed her duties in
Mall.
Aug. 23-24—Maine State Amateur Golf the composing room of The CourierChampionship Tournament In Bangor.
Gazette.

NEW PLANT STARTS

4ux.

RESERVED SEATS

F. J. Simonton Co.

Central Maine Touches the
Button On Androscggin
Development.

SPECIAL

SPECIALS
EVERY WEEK
HOSIERY
and
UNDERCARMENT
DEPT.

Central Maine Power Company’s
latest hydroelectric development on
the Androscoggin River, a 5500 horse
i
power station, located on the Lewiston
side of the present Defer Rips devel
opment apd automatically controlled
Boys
ANOTHER SPECIAL
from that plant, was put In operation
saVurdAy
yesterday. The new station is just
below the recently completed Gulf
of those $1.50
Island station making a series of
thre developments within a mile, from
which over 41,000 horsepower is gen
erated
This station, although compara
tively small has many unique fea
Sept. 10—State election.
Khaki
tures. In the first place it is auto
Nov. 6—Presidential election.
on sale
matic. A 300 foot river span carries
The third annual meeting of the
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.
■Chambray
Broadcloth
On Sale
Afternoon 2 to 5. Evening 7 to 9
the main generator leads and also
Oct. 24-26—States Gathers’ convention In Maine Masohtc Home Association, of
Bangor.
cables
for
complete
station
opera

which E. S. Vose of Cushing is pres
tion across the river to the facer Rips
9c Value
ident, will be held in Masonic Temple
REUNIONS
Rockland Fair Association
station, on the Auburn side of the
Aug. 8—Hall family at Penobscot View tomorrow night.
river, from where the operators will
Grange Hall. Glencove.
Aug. 15—Smalley family at A. S. Smalley’s,
control the unit. The unit can be
Any firm or merchant wishing ex
St. George.
started up, wheel gates opened, gen
All New 'Styles
Aug. 16- iStarrett-Spear families at Reunlou hibition space ip the grandstand at
Regular Price
erators brought up to speed, thrown
Grove Farm, Warren.
Aug IS -HhlMta family *t W. A. Chad- the Rockland fair next week should
on the lines and s**t to carry any de
get In touch with Frank S. Reed at
wick’s, Thomaston.
sired load by operators in the other
the Ngrrag^Miett Hotel.
Unwonted quiet prevailed around
THE STARRETT CASE station.
Empire Theatre closes Saturflay
Pleasant street and environs Tuesday
These operators can also open and
night. Give it another call.
Members of the High School class afternoon, due to the fact that sta
Clerk of Courts Griffin has received close the windows for ventilation, an
of 1916 who' wish to attend the re- tion HAM was silent.
from Associate Justice Bassett an | important point in maintaining room
Kev. J. Charles MacDonald offl- union at Crescent Beach Thursday,
order to suspend the sale of Thom- temperature.
ciated at the funeral of Miss Lillian j Aug. 9, should notify Lola Lakeman
The race program for the New Bel aston property which had been
The water wheel Is of the high speed
Penley, a former parishioner. In Au- j Smith or Kenneth R. Spear at' once, fast Fair Labor Day Week has been seized on an execution in the case of I type built like a shin's rudder turned
F. J. SIMONTON CO.
burn Tuesday.
,
----arranged, and will embrace six class George H. 'Starrett vs. the Inhabi- ' back end to, and containing live
----The battleship Wyoming is due at es with purses aggregating $1550.
tants of the Town of Thomaston. A blades. The water passages are Wid
The big crowd of dancers at Oak- I this port 'Saturday and will remain
petition for review had been filed by enough for a large man to pass
NO AGE LIMIT FOR WORK
, The Belfast team comes to ComHeadline—“Mussolini Only Man in
land Park Tuesday night certainly through Old Home Week. Free mothrough with ease. This particular
William Taylor of -North Grafton, the town.
----munity Bark tomorrow night, fully
did enjoy Lee Doucette's jazz band,i tion pictures will be shown for the Mass., and 'Mae Nason of New Lon
type wheel was developed for the
Rome to Defy Heat." But if the heat
which will he on deck again tonight, i sailors at Strand Theatre Sunday
Louisville Hydroelectric Company, Experience and Valu^ of Men Over | determined that Rockland shall get
THE LEHING CONCERT
don, Conn., have hied .marriage In
50 Is Cited By Henry Ford
no 8 to 1 lead this time. Rockland Is had the temerity to *h*l.v Mussolini,
together with a comedy team and; night.
tentions at the city clerk’s office.
A benefit concert will be given Kentucky, and has an expected effithat would be the news.—Life.
o
£
|
eiency,
based
on
tsets
of
94
percent.
dance novelties.
j
If there is an age limit for work. playing in Camden tonight.
Aug. 15 by the management
___
| The Sheik, owned by Dr. William
This is as efficient as any wheel yet Henry Ford hasn’t found it, he said
Crescent
Beach
Inn
with
Mrs.
Joyce
1
The Rockland Syndicate store,
Patrolman E. U. Price completes | ®l‘n8wood, won second money in the
developed. Th$ draft tube is the sec Monday.
... ? 30 class of Dumarlsnnt ta v**<atpr- clothing dealers in Chisholm block, Lehi ng, a well-known New York
his annual vacation Sunday, and will 2.30 class at Damariscotta yester- has closed temporarily pending ad singer, presenting two groups of j ond one of its type used, the first one
The motor magnate, who was 05
be succeeded in the “sporting" role by terday and Walter Moore, owned by justment, an assignment having been songs. Mrs. Lehi ng has met with - being developed for the famous Cono- years old that day, told interviewers
A.
M.
Newbert,
won
third
money
in
wingo
development
on
the
Susque

E. C. Ihgraham who has had no vaca
that he expects to do more in the
marked success in her concert work ,
made.
hanna river. The Conowingo tubes next five years than he has in the
tion since he joined the force two that race.
grams.
were
decidedly
larger,
however,
being
last 20. The automobile manufact
years and four months ago.
The class of 1902. Rockland High
A coupe containing four girls came and in broadcasting special pro- for wheels with a capacity of 54,000 urer now is interested in increasing
There will be several prominent
School
Is
to
have
a
reunion
at
Cres

to
grief
at
Main
street
and
Tillson
horsepower
as
against
5500
for
the
production of his new ear.
Mrs. Frank Blackington is moving
assisting artists from Boston ahd
“Men of 65,”'' he said, “perhaps
her beauty parlor from the Donohue cent Beach Inn Aug. 11, and mem avenue this morning when it got be Miss Dorothy Stewart will pre Androscoggin development.
bers
are
requested
to
make
no
other
This
development
follows
closely
yond
control
and
crashed
into
the
should not do too much running anil
building, foot of Myrtle street to the
sent a group of her lovely dances.
plans.
R.
9.
Sherman
can
furnish
Stevenson
tea
store
building.
Little
the
Gulf
Island
development
and
was
New Bicknell, having the store re
The patronesses will be Mrs. W. O. constructed largely because of con jumping, but that is no reason they
damage resulted except to the ma
should not do as much work with
cently occupied by H. H. Payson at them with a bill of particulars.
Fuller, Mrs. C. T. Smalley, Miss
ditions resulting from building Gulf
chine.
the foot of Summer street.
Wendell.
Miss
'Williams,
[Mrs. Island dam ’which entirely changed the mind as everyone and better
The management of the concert to
work.
Glover, Mrs. R. W. Wiggin, Mrs. M.
“You take all the experience and
The well known Park street grocery A. Johnson, Mrs. A. C. Jones, Mrs. the regular flow of the river below the
The only men who have been longer be given at -the Littlefield Memorial
Church
nexbvMonday
evening
feels
dam.
Previously
the
old
Deer
Rips
judgment of men over 50 out of the
on the membership rolls of Aurora
firm of Hall & Melvin has been sold Lull, Mrs. Betty Knowlton, Mrs.
fortunate
in'paving
Louise
Bickford
station,
a
mile
below,
bad
utilized
the
world and there wouldn’t be enough
Lodge than the late Edward R. True
to E. F. Harrington, a former South Emily Faber, Mrs. Fales. Mrs. Brad
appear in one number previous to
of Washington, D. C. are Capt. J. F.
Thomaston business man. who has bury Cushing. Mrs. Arthur Race. normal flow of the river with a slight left to run it. Youngsters have their
her
public
cancert
given
in
the
ball

regulation
of
flow
by
means
of
some
place and are necessary ibilt the
Gregory and George D. Hayden, who
been In the employ of the Arthur Mrs. Frank Hall, Mrs. Orrin Perry
pondage.
But the large reservoir experience and judgment of men
were initiated a few months previous room of the Samoset Hotel the fol Shea Co. Mr. Melvin will take an and Mrs. Sleeper.
lowing Friday evening.
created
by
the
Gull
Island
dam
made
over 50 are what gives purpose and
AND
ly in 1865.
extended vacation before engaging in
available a useful storage of a half meaning to younger men’s efforts.”
other affairs.
BIG CARNIVAL ARRIVES
motor
boat
Special
pictures
of
the
n
billion
cubic
feet
of
water,
in
addi

Asked how much money had he
Forty entries have already been re
races held at Portland
nd will be reBen Williams' big shows arrived In tion ty the regular river flow. The nor lost in making the change from the
ceived for the Old Home Week parade
A car owned and driven by Edwin town today and a crew is busy erect mal amount of water passing through
peated
at
(Park
Theatre
today.
They
model T to the model A car, Mr. Ford
Monday afternoon and not three as
Kenrick of Rockland and a new car
stated in another paper yesterday. are so good that tha management owned and driven by Henry Sim ing the tented city which will furnish Gulf Island wheels is greatly in excess replied:
thought
it
best
to
hold
them
over
for
the
amusement
and
the
big
midway
of
the
amount
required
by
the
Deer
“We can’t lose what doesn’t belong
The committee would glady see a
mons of Damariscotta were in col
Rockland, Me.
hundred of ’em. Anyhow the public another day so as to give everybody lision at the foot of Waldoboro hill at Rockland Trotting Park all next Rips station and to utilize this water to us. The profits we made on
which
otherwise
would
he
wasted
was
an
opportunity
to
see
them.
They
week.
Without
a
doubt
this
is
the
15,000,000 model T cars wasn’t our
will see a dandy parade.
last night, the latter being demol largest show that has come to Rock the reason for the Company building money. The public paid it to us.
will be shown three times today.
ished. An occupant ol* Ihe Kenrick land in some time, and when it is all a second station at Deer Rips.
The money profits came from the
If Wednesday, Aug. 15, Is stormy the
Ray Thompson an employe of the car. whose name was not learned, set up the people of this section will 1 Construction work on this devel people and we look upon them simply
field meeting of Knox Academy of
was
slightly
injured.
Mr.
Simmons
then realize the work and money that ’ opment started last October and car- as a public trust, which must be put
Arts and Sciences, at Knox Arbore Eastern Steamship Lines Inc. re
is said'to have become confused by. have been put into the Rockland Fair ried on through the winter without back into the manufacture of some
tum will be held the first pleasant da^ turning from a social call in Thom
the
headlights.
any let-up. employing an average of thing which will help men and wom
and Okl Hume Week.
But as Curator Lermond put in an aston tlie other night encountered one
A large tent'has already been erect 110 men throughout the ten months of en to better and more productive
early order for real out of doors Of l^ose cats which carry a peculiar
Harry Moscovitz. flutist, who is ap ed on the lot to take care of the troU construction. Taking out the cost of lives.”
weather there will probably be no brand of perfume. He rode home in
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
a highly ventilated car and parked in pearing in the Louise Bickford con ting horses as there will be the larg equipment and material, there was
postponement.
a garage until a change of clothing cert, at The Samoset, is a native of est number that has ever been entered expended on payrolls alone a total of
BORN
FREE STAGE ATTRACTIONS
$125,000. With few exceptions the
Anderson—Yinalliaven, July 29, to Mr. and
Russia and an artist pupil of Mr. Lau in this county.
In response to a query in Tuesday’s had been secured.
Mrs.
John
Anderson,
a
daughter
—
Marlon
Enentire
personnel
was
made
up
of
lo

SIX ACTS OF REFINED VAUDEVILLE
rent, first flutist of the Boston Sym
Monday is the opening day and is
issue Irvin .1. Gray offers the informa
sena.
From Bath comes word that the phony Orchestra. He appeared last known as Children’s Day, and many cal men.
Johnson—Vinalhuven, July 29, to Mr. and
tion that it was “Squire” Ingraham,
Featuring the Famous Musical Act
Mrs. John Johnson, a daughter Lilia Athene.
father of W. E. Ingraham who used to Senator Baxter hand engine has been year as soloist under Ethel Leginska. features have been planned for the
Luce—Union, July 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
keep the restaurant on Atlantic equipped with a new set of wheels Because Miss Bickford is a Rockland little ones which will be announced
EXTENSION WORK
Luce, a son—weight 10 pounds.
wharf. Will somebody now tell us and chocks aiql is out to redeem itself girl and therefore there are many who in the next issue of this paper—adv.
Butler—Rockland, July 31. to Mr. and Mrs.
William Butler, a daughter. Boris Julietta.
when Barnum’s Circus made its last for the defeat handed it by the Gen. wish to hear the splendid combina
Achorn
—Waldoboro, July 29, to Mr. and
Will
Get
a
Valuable
Boost
Berry at Bath. The R. H. Counce of tion of artists. Manager iScott has
visit to Rockland?
Mrs. Amos Achorn. a daughter.
PARK THEATRE
Thomaston and Massasoit of Damari extended the^ hospitality of the hotel
TurnerBurkettville, July 26, to Mr. and
Through Additional Fund.
The feature picture for today will
Mrs. Roy Turner, a son.
The influx of summer visitors is scotta botli second class engines are to the public. It is expected that be “Turn Back the Hours,” featuring
bringing to attention some classy mo the latest entries for next week's many will avail themselves of the Myrna Loy and Walter I’idgeon. In
Greatest out of door singer in New England
In discussing the Capper Keteham
MARRIED
opportunity to enjoy so notable a mu
tor cars. At the Fireproof Garage muster.
Act under which Maine received this
conjunction
there
will
be
pictures
of
Jacobson-Dickey-Rockland.
Aug.
1.
by
Always featured at Brockton Fair
sical occasion.
yesterday was noted 3 Rolls Royces
the motor boat races recently held in year for the first time $20,000 addi Harry Bradbury, J. I’., Albert Jacobson of
A well-baby clinic will be con
one of which bore a Texas license and
AlbercromWe,
N.
D.,
and
Mae
A.
Dickey
of
Portland. The double feature pro tional funds for extension work, Di- I
BEAUTIFUL FIREWORKS DISPLAYS
is said to have cost $18,000, and four ducted each month under the auspices
The Old Home Week parade next gram for iFriday and Saturday is rector Morrill pointed out that it I Rockland.
Pierce Arrows. Most of these cars of the Red Cross, the first taking place Monday afternoon gives promise of
was
the
purpose
of
the
act
to
fur

“
Chicken
a
la
King.
”
featuring
Nancy
Put
on by the American Fireworks Co. of Boston
DIED
belong to guests at the Samoset, who at 1.30 p. m».Aug. 6, at Knox Hospi being one of the longest processions
ther develop the co-operative ex
Hall—Vinalhaven, July 28, Addle, wife of
probably would not he here but for the tal. The Red Cross nurses will be ever seen in this city. In the line of Carroll, and “Fleetwings” with Harry tension system in this and other James Hall, aged 70 years.
In attendance. Weighing, measuring march, in the order named, will be Barton.
existence of that hotel.
Macdonald—Vinalhaven, July 27. Effle <M.,
“Chicken a la King” concerns a states in accord with the Smith- wife of Edward Macdonald, aged 53 years.
and general examination will be given the UjS.*S. Wyoming Band, a bat
Lever
Act
under
which
Maine
re

Bragg
—Rockland, July 31, Emmaiiette A.,
Concerning H. W. Keep who went by physicians in attendance—also talion from the Wyoming, the Rock middle aged married man who ceives most of its extension funds.
widow of Kenas 0. ■Bragg, aged 82 years. 3
Furnished by the Ben Williams Carnival Co. of New
on the Central Maine Power Co.’s advice, but no treatment. The clinics land Band, three companies of Coast becomes interested in a burlesque girl
mouths.
8 days. Funeral Friday at 4 o’clock
“While we do have in most of the
retired list yesterday, the Exciter will be open to young Infants and Artillery. Rockland Boys’ Band. Rock who has an idea that the world would counties, a county agent and a home from 41 Warren street.
York
Morton
—
Rockport,
July
31,
J.
Frank
Mor

suffer a loss unless she receives im
said: "Mr. Keep is a member of Cen children up lo three years of age.
land Fire
Department.
business mediate voice culture.
demonstration agent, yet it has been ton. aged 82 years 3 months 7 days.. Funeral
Ten
Carloads
of
New
and
Up To Date Novelties in
tral Maine Power Company's honor
Friday at 2 o’clock.
floats, decorated automobiles and hor
“Fleetwing” is a fascinating ro my experience that either extension
The Malnej W.C T.U. will hold its
society, the ’Old Timers Club,’ Jocu
Shows, Rides, Etc.
agents
had
been
unable
to
organize
ribles.
The
parade
route
will
he
from
CARD OF THANKS
larly claiming to be the youngest of annual convention at the Green street the Berry engine house up Main to mance of an Arabian dancing girl, more communities for extension
We wish to express our tdneere thanks and
the old. His many friends all over M. E. Church. Augusta Sept. 26. 27 and Cottage, up Cottage to North Main, and tingling with adventurous action work or to limit the projects which appreciation
for the many kindnesses shown
EVERY DAY WILL BE FEATURED
Company's territory extend best 28. The State President, Mrs. Al down North Main to Main, down The heart of Thirya, the litt’e dancer they were undertaking, because of and the beautiful floral tributes sent at the
wishes for many happy years as a thea O. Qutuihy, will preside. Mrs. Main to Talbot avenue, up Talbot is laid bare. A pawn of fate, the girl the time which they had available. time of tlie death of our mother and grand
And
Every
Evening will delight the patron:; with the
mother.
Mary Harris I Armor of Georgia will
is but a toy, to be played witn and
retired employe."
In many states county club agents
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne. Mr. and Mrs.
avenue
to
Union,
over
Union
to
(Park,
Scenery and Displays on the
be the national speaker. Mrs. Armor
then flung aside.
However, fatehave been appointed to take charge George W. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent
is director of the evangelstlc depart and disband. Fred C. Black is gen shows a new hand in the game and of boys’ and girls’ club work, there
Rockland Fair Grounds
ment of the National ’W.C.T.II. and eral chairman of the Rockland end brings happiness to Thirya, when it by, relieving the county agent and
of
the
Old
Home
Week
celebration;
CARD OF THANKS
from her brilliant platform work lias
introduces Jafaar, a shiek, into her the home demonstration agent of this
We wish to thank our kind friends and
The Race Program Will Be a
earned the soubriquet of “The Geor Postmaster Veazie is chairman of life.—adv.
neighbors for their kindness and sympathy
responsibility.
the
parade
committee,
and
Major
gia Cyclone."
during
our
bereavement
and
the
beautiful
BIG FEATURE OF EVENTS
“Under this act a total appropria floral offerings; and also extend thanks to
Brown will l$e parade marshal. All
A MONTH’S TRAINING
tion of $980,000 was made, each state those who so kindly loaned their automobiles
At Rockland Meeting
In .Saturday’s issue of The Courier- who have entered autos for this pa
Edward McDonuld and family.
and the territory of JJawaii to re
Gazette, Mrs. Veazie describes a new rade, with Mr. Black, will receive Has Been Profitable For Lads Who
Vinalhaven.
ceive $20,000 annually, providing the
weed In her^yard. ’‘From her descrip cards which tell them of their place
Attended Camp at Fort McKinley.
terms of the act are accepted by the
IN MEMORIAM
tion,” write® a correspondent, “one in line. The auto division will form
Tomorrow will mark the end of a state. Inasmuch as the Maine legis
In loving memory of our dear one, Archie M
would thinlj it was the pretty little on Pleasant street.
month’s training of 850 boys from all lature was not in session at this time York, who was taken from us three years
speed-well—thyme-leaved speedwell
sections Of New England at the Citi the governor has acted in behalf of ago, Aug. 1, 1925.
‘Twits very bard to pari with him,
—or in ottyer words Veronica sferpylliGLENMERE
zens’ Military Training Camp at Fort the state and given approval to the
The Boy Scouts in Athletic Contests
To feel that he must die:
folia. It surely must belong to that
Xlr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and McKinley, the largest In New Eng terms of the act. In order to re
And see death’s seal upon bis brow
The Firemen’s Muster Displays
family if it Is not the thyme-leaved. young son of Rockland are passing land and one that was rated by tlie ceive the appropriation of $20,000 an
And In that deep bright eye.
Ob. may we strive to meet bint there.
It used to goow profusely in the yards their vacation with Mr. and Mrs. army’s highest active officer last nually it will be necessary that the
The
“Man-o-Meter” Tugs of War
Beyond
the
bright
blue
sky,
about here Diit we have failed to find Byron M. Davis.
week, Maj. Gen. Summerali, chief of Maine legislature at its next session
Where pain and sorrow never comes
The “Dynamometer”
it this year and we miss its bright
And loved ones never die.
Mrs. Charles Wiley, Mrs. Frank the staff, as “the very best 1 have seen approve The terms of the Capper
Never will be be forgotten by bis mother Mrs
beauty.”
,
Wiley, and Mrs. Eugene Smith vis in the United States."
Power registering machine used in horse pulling
Keteham Act.
I). H. Weed, brothers, Oscar E. York. Dyer and
ited Mrs. Churles Davis last week.
Practically all of tlte companies
“An additional sum of $500,000 to Parker Weed and sister Blanche Sherman.
Contests
Harry W. French was struck by an
Rockland, Aug. 1, 1928.
Mrs. Myrtle Wineapatv and daugh have completed rifle practice on the be divided among the states in ac
*
automobile
on
the
Owl
’
s
Head
road
ter Edith have employment in Cam target range. Some excellent scores cordance with the proportion which
Something
Doing
Every Minute
Triangle
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Tuesday night and received multiple den.
have been made and a number of their rural population bears to the
Whereas It has ideaaed Divine Providence to
bruises which will confine him to his
Mr. and Mrs. Cushman of Boston boys from widely scattered points total rural population of the Vnited remove from Earth a beloved and distinguished
Moccasin Toe, Blucher Cut, Un
home for some time. He is reported who were visiting Mr. and Mrs. Win have qualified as sharpshooters.
OLD HOME WEEK AT ROCKLAND
States, becomes available next year member of the Democratic County Committee,
lined, Uskide Sole and Hael; Good
as fairly eojnfortable this morning field Hooper have returned to Port I Twenty-three of the students have beginning July 1 and for each year the Honorable Jesse Overlock, late of Wash
Leather Upper*
lngton.
though srtlr abed. Mr French was Clyde.
been recommended for ultimate com thereafter if an offset is provided
Be It Resolved, that the Democratic County
ADMISSION PRICES
Extra Special at
leaving his own car to enter the Perry
Thurley Dockings was a weekend j missions in the Officer*’ Reserve Corps within the State. It is expected that Committee, representing the Democratic Party
Gate Admission, Day,
50c
ice cream pat lor whan he was hit by a visitor with his family at Capt. O. j The regulation provides that students Maine will receive approximately of Knox County, give public expression to Ids
high character, bis uusweiving loyalty and
machine operated W Hr. J. A. Richan. A. Andrews.
so recommended may receive commis $4,500 additional if an equal amount sincere devotion to the principles of bis Party,
Gate
Admission,
Evening,
25c
There were several cars parked in the
Charles Davis and Frank Harris sions after they have completed one is provided to offset the federal ap To him public office was a public trust. He
Children under 16 years when accompanied by parent
brought to It rugged honesty ami a (leterml
vicinity and the Richan car was pro are doing some repair work for Mrs. years' enlisted service witli any one propriation for Maine.
nation to do his full duly. To him was given
ceeding slowly else more serious re Digets on her cottage.
or guardian admitted Free day and evening
component of the a-my. This enlist
“It is clearly evident from one of in a large way the respect and confidence of
sults might have followed.
Frank Wiley has gone to Magee ment may be either the regular army, the clauses in the act that these his constituents regardless of political affilia
Grand Stand Seats, Day,
50c
tion.
'Island where he has employment.
national guard or organized reserves. funds are intended for the develop
Be It further resolved that In coininemoia
“They are Hell-bent.” “They ay
Grand Stand Reserved Seats, Day,
7 5c
Miss Irene Bond has returned to
Many advancements from the basic ment of the county extension organ tion of his life and public service, a copy of
not,” referring to American youth as Milton. Mass., after two weeks’ vaca to the red, red to tlie white and white ization, since it specified that at least these resolutions be sent to bis family, a copy
Grand Stand Box Seats, Day,
$1.00
upon our records, and a copy pub
discussed in a recent magazine ar tion here.
to blue courses have also been made 80 percent of the money must be spread
lislied In the County Newspapers.
ticle, will be considered Friday at 2
Gran<^ Stand Bleacher Seats, Day,
35c
Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Barter and during the week and in one instance utilised for the payment of salaries
Elisha W. Pike. Chairman,
p. m. at the Educational Club’s box family who passed their vacation at
Lena K. Sargent, Secretary,
three students "jumped" a class being of county extension agents. We now
Grand Stand, Night, Not Reserved,
35c
(’. H. Roberts. Treasurer.
luncheon picnic with Mrs. Minnie Glenmere and Tenant's Harbor have advanced from the basic lo red course have plans under consideration for
•
<’ommltt(‘o on Resolutions.
Miles 31 Ocean street. There will be returned to their home In Winthrop. ' during the present month. These boyi the use of these funds in Maine,
Grand Stand Box Seats, Night,
50c
several speakers following and pre Mass.
| will be allowed to return another which will call for the Use of a large
Grand Stand Bleacher Seats, Night,
25c
Triancle
ceding the 6 o’clock club coffee to
Mrs. S. E. Packard and Mr. and year as white students, eliminating a part of the entire amount for work
enliven the occasion. Chapter XV in Mrs. Eugene 'Smith attended the year's service as reds Tills is con- in the counties.”
Now Is the Time
RACES START AT 1.30 P. M. STANDARD
Shoe* a* above out, Uskide Sole
Civics will be studied. There’s never Knox celebration In Thomaston last , sidered very unusual and was occaTo Hav* Your
and Heel or Leather Sole and Heel
one dull or unprofitable moment at week.
EVENING ENTERTAINMENT AT 7.00 P. M.
Virginia paper—-The stalk left a
sioned only by the exceptionally good
Our Leading Number
these popular.plchies, to be held rain
Miss Mollie Henderson of Boston Is showing made by the students in mil- new baby at the home of Mr. and
RESERVE YOUR SEATS EARLY
Special at
or shine. Membership drive reports passing her vacation with her itary subjects,
Mrs. Edward Mayberry on Sunday.
are due.
mother Mrs. Elsie Giles.
,___________________
Plenty of Parking Space Reserved For Our Patrons

Friday, Saturday and Monday

FOR ROCKLAND FAIR

I

DRESS VOILES

On Sale At
ROCKLAND HOTEL

WASH

$1.00

I
| FRIDAY, AUG. 3, & SATURDAY, AUG. 4

DRESSES

SUITS

$1

15% off

FIGURED P. K.

The sale on Esmond Blankets will continue
for a while longer. Prices—$2.98 and up
Jzrerera/aJHrarajgrgrarajzmirajaK

ROCKLAND FAIR ASSOCIATION

OLD HOME WEEK
CELEBRATION
Race Meeting
August 6-11
RACING DATES AUG. 7-8-9

“THE CLARION TRUMPETERS”

MISS EDNA AYER, Soloist

THE MIDWAY-CARNIVAL SHOWS

McLAlN Shoe Store

Work Shoe
SPECIALS

SEE===

$3.29

Water Pipes Relaid

$2.29

Th.ee number, are for a few day.
only as the eupply is limited.

BUY NOW 1

McLAIN Shoe Store
AT THE WALKOVER SIGN
ROCKLAND

TEL 374-W

Th« new porch at Two Steps Inn
may be reserved for luncheons,
dinners or bridge parties. Special
menus may be arranged to fit the
occasion. Phone 784-J fer infor
mation.

91-93

The Biggest Family
!n Thii Town Is^the
Family of Readers of

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
OPENS SEPTEMBER 10
Coursess in Business Administration, Secretarial, Etc.
89Th-ri-tf

-------- THIS PAPER----------

Piping Iniido and Out—Digging
Included. Call—

at 50c per car

S. E. EATON

Rockland Fair Association

Telephone 534-J

92»lt

ROCKLAND, MAINE

r

Page Four

Machine Packed
From the tea gardens to the consumer SALADA
is untouched by hand.
It must be pure.

H

n
SALADA'
TEA
it's almost impossible to J
1

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 2, 1928
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SCRUB THE DIRT OUT OF

JUNIOR'S

"

CLOTHES

DON'T SCRUB./ C.
LET RINSO SOAK OUT
THE DIRT

RAZORV1LLE
The next session of Trinity Union
will he held at Friends Church. South
China. Aug. 12. Be careful to re mem
ber the date as the meeting was for
merly planned for Aug. 19. Everybody
come.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard are
passing a week with his sister Mrs.
Edith Overlook and other relatives.
Several from this place were in
West Washington to attend the fu
neral of the late Mrs. Amy Turner.
Rev. Mr. Rogers of Union officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman of
China and Mr. and Mrs. Owen Dow of
Augusta were visitors in town Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Kilgore of Liv
ermore Falls visited Sunday at W. S.
Savage’s.
Stanley Jones is haying for Lester
Black.
Miss Villa Burroughs has gone to
Burkettville where for two weeks she
will conduct the Vacation Bible
School for children of school age. but
all are invited to attend who are in
terested in the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Clark were
home from Thorndike Sunday.
Mrs. Carrie Smith spent Sunday at
J. W Farrar's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannan passed
the weekend at Madison with rela
tives.
Mrs. Linna Frost of Augusta has
been visiting at Charles Vanner’s.
W. C. Lessner and Warren Smalley
were in Union last week.

PORT CLYDE

Gets clothes whiter
than you could scrub them
B
E kind to your clothes, to your
household package of Rinso from
hands, to yourself! Change to
your grocer. It’s all you need—no
Rmso. Rinso loosens dirt like magic. bar soaps, chips or powders. Follow
It soaks clothes spotless. It saves
the easy directions on the box.
scrubbing and boiling.
And you never saw such whiteness
as Rinso achieves! Clothes fairly
gleam. No wonder millions use this
safe granulated soap.
For washing machines, Rinso is
perfect! The makers of 34 leading
The granulated soap
washers endorse it. Get the big
—soaks clothes whiter

Rinso

Prepare for hot

days with the
right breakfast
What you eat in the morn
ing determines how you feel
during the day. Eat too
little or too much and hot
weather bothers you most.
Be sure of a comfortable
day by eating Shredded
Wheat regularly. The
whole wheat insures clear
thinking and ample nourish
ment. Its vitamins, bran and
proteins give you energy
and vigor to keep active
despite the weather.
Try Shredded Wheat
with whole milk and
fresh fruit or berries.
Delicious, satisfying and
healthful!
Made by The Shredded Wheat Company
at Niagara Falls
Visitors Welcome

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Mrs. Lizzie Boyles spent the week

end with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim-
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ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
89-94

a SUPER.

Wall Board

57

THICKER'STIFFER-STRONGER
'The perfect form of lumber for
nandif economical uses.
JUMBO

BEAVE k
BOAkD

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Man Street

Tel. 14

Rockland, Me.

Great hay • weather and we ar
about through.
We got a refreshing shower and saw
a beautiful rainbow Monday night
just at sun down.
Mrs. George L. Alley is guest of
her parents for a few’ days.
A. B Beal and Mrs. Beal returne
home Tuesday from a short visit with
relatives and friends at Beals.
Callers at the station last week
were Lermond Thompson. Miss Eve
lyn Ames, Mrs. Albert M. Ripley and
friends from Matinicus.
Guests last week of the Hilt and
Beal families were Miss Marian
Clark of Sanford, Miss Vesta Patch of
Winthrop, Mass.. Miss Julia Young
and Miss Jennie Young of Matini
cus,

Hl
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HORIZONTAL
1-Representatlve
•-Part of the hand
11- Loud deeper
12- Slmpler
14-Obeerve
18-Tool
16- Untll
17- Thua
18- Make publlo
20-Spread
22- Part of the face
23- lnsect
24- Near
28-Commanded
27-Pen
25- Church seats
•O-PItcher
81-Dletant
32-Help
•4-Noted town of
Nevada
•7-Propellors
••-Recede

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
44- Sln
45- Accompllshed
47-Guided
50- Confusion
51- Preposition
52- Jurip
54-Aver
56- Accomplish
57- Musical term
59-Corrected
61- Klnd of duck
62- Revolvlng part of a
machine
VERTICAL
1- Rub with oil
2- Leave
3- Period of time
4- Succeedlng
5- Woody plant
6- Golf term
7- Listen
8- Employ
9- Musieal note
10- Alao
11- Metal waste (pi.)
13-Cowboy

Dr. Tibbetts of Rockland is at the
Trailing Yew for a short stay.
NORTH WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rankin with
Mrs. Fred Cole and daughter Shir
maid of New York are at the Bars ley Cole of Augusta are spending a
tow cottage for the remainder of the short vacation at M. *W. Lenfest’s.
season.
Blueberry season is on now, and
the berry fields resound with the
merry voices of a full corps of pick
MARTINSVILLE
Mrs. Velma Cook and a friend are ers, working for the different own
ers. The crop here will be much
guests of Mrs. Fred Hooper.
lighter this season than usual it is
Oscar Stanley is suffering from an
reported.
infected thumb.
W. L. Leigher lost a valuable
Misses Baxter and Murdock of Hol
horse one night last week caused by
den Mass., are occupying their cottage
getting its foot over the halter and
here.
choking to death in the stall.
Mrs. Clyson Coffin and son Joseph
are guests of Mrs. Margaret Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carlin of Ev
ent, Mass., who have been at the
Wayside returned home Monday.
Miss Marjorie Hupper is at home
after having been on a motor trip to
Frederick, N. B.
Miss Martha Eastern is a guest of
Mrs. Jerome Jones.
The Ladies Circle me* with Mrs. R
H. Hupper at Spruce Cove, Thursday
There were 22 present. It was the
last meeting before the Fair Aug. 15,
Capt. S. T. Lowe arrived Tuesday
from City Island for a few' days visit
with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster and family are
occupying the Mason cottage.

MATINICUS ROCK

39

38

CUSHING

Three Standard Sizes

1

35

im
■ r
■r
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17
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51
35

13
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Mr. and Mrs. Chester JFowles of
Augusta were guests of Mrs. Frank
Hopkins Sunday.
Fred Ingerson. Wallace Thomp
son and Ralph Simmons have re
turned to Attleboro. Mass., after a
week at their respective homes here.
Miss Marion Geel of Boston is
passing two weeks with Mrs. Ada
Brennan.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cook of Wor
cester were in this place Sunday and
visited friends.
Mrs. Nora Clark of Tenant’s Har
bor spend Sunday with IMrs. Maud
Anthony.
The funeral services of the late,
John Freeman who died in Augusta
42- Aeaert
were held in the Baptist chapel
43- Mualcal note
Thursday afternoon.
Rev. Sidney
Packard officiated.
The Baptist Circle held a success
BURKETTVILLE
ful sale Wednesday afternoon at t’ne
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Collins ot
library.
Massachusetts spent the weekend in
Miss Catharine Simmons was home town.
from Massachusetts over the week
Mr. and Mrs. George Danforth ijf
end.
Washington spent Sunday at Minnie
Light’s.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Day and George
MONHEGAN
Miks Mary Barstow, of Gardiner Day and family were Sunday visitors
has opened her cottage here for a in this vicinity.
Oscar Poland of Florida formerly
few weeks.
Mrs. Eleanor Kincaid returned to of Washington was looking up
her home In South Portland Monday friends here Friday.
Mrs. Alice Esancy and family were
after a visit with Mrs. Charles
in this place Sunday and visited oldDyer and Mrs. Leslie Davis.
M. J. iWelch has returned to his time neighbors.
The stork arrived at Roy Turner's
business in Boston following a two
months’ vacation passed at his cot Thursday and left a fine boy.
Mrs. Mary Turner has returned
tage here.
Mrs. Emma Stanley Is visiting her from a visit in Lewiston.
The farm buddings tielonging to
family’ in Rockland.
Oscar Burton and son Vernon Howard Collins and occupied by
have returned to Cushing, after Dwight Collins and family were to
spending the weekend with Mr. and tally destroyed by Are Tuesday
morning.
Mrs. Frank Wincapaw.
Visitors the past week at Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Chadwick and
daughter Phyllis are in New Harbor Calderwood’s were Fred Mansfield of
New Haven Conn., Mr. and Mrs. El
for a few days.
William Orne of Magee Island was mer Light. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mat
«n the Island Friday with a party thews. Arthur Farris and family and
Fred Simmons and son of Union.
of friends.

Oscar Wallace of Malden, Mass., is
in town at the home of his brother
Vinal Wallace.
Sewell R. Payson and family have
returned to their home in West Rox
bury. Mass.
Barbara, young daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Irving Fales, was operated
on for adenoids by T>r. Ellingwood at
Camden Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bedell and son
Fred were entertained Sunday by Mr,
and Mrs. Ellis Petrie at the Brow’n
bungalow’, Hathorn’s Point.
Several in this vicinity have been
suffering from severe colds the past
week.
Another big success was scored a
the Ladies’ Aid supper last w’eek
with Mrs. Lana KiReran as house
keeper. The sum of $26.15 was real
ized.

1

7

VERTICAL (Cont.)
19-Beam
21- Blrd
22- Edlct
26-Former Russian
ruler
26-Couch
28- Parent
29- Greek god of lovt
31-Pro

33- Exiata
34-Sound producer
35- Show
36- Man'a name
(familiar)
38- Be ill
39- Glrl’a name
40- 0no who offera
41- Llneage
46-Tender paaalon
48- Alwaya
49- Extinct bird
52-Posaeesed
63-By
55-Humer
58-Musical note
60-Prepoaitlon

WALDOBORO
Mrs. H. O. Megert has returned
from Boston.
Rev. L. W. West a former pastor of
the Baptist Church was in town last
week.
Florlan Clark returned to Portland
Sunday.
Mrs. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick, son
Stanley Herrick lnd Miss Alice Her
rick Mrs. ,W. F. B. Feyler and Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Feyler have been on a
motor trip to WUaliourn, Caribou and
Grand Fails.
Rev. L. G. March, district superin
tendent. will preach at the Methodist
church Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Acorn are the
proud parents of a daughter born
SUnday. July 29.
I. P. Bailey of Weld has heed spend
ing a few days at his home here.
Henry Crowell returned from Win
throp Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Herrick and
Mrs. Anna Boyer of New Jersey have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. B.
Feyler.
Judge Lauren Sanborn of Portland
was in town Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cranahan of
Rochester, N. Y’., were in town last
week.
Miss Ellen A. Smith of Coopers
Mills was the weekend guest of her
parents, Judge and Mrs. Harold R.
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Oral E. Ludwig have
returned from Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were in
Augusta Monday.
Mrs. Charles Rowe, Virginia and
harles, Jr., were in Lewiston Mon
day.
Capt. Willard Wade has returned
from New York.
Mrs. Janie Mank and grandsons
Richard and George Dow of Framing
ham Mass., have been visiting Mrs.
Fannie Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of
Cambridge, arrived Friday and are
now at Martin's Point.
The carnival given by the local fire
company began last evening with
games, races and a street dance and
continues tonight with a supper
served in Odd Fellows Hall, a parade
and a street dance. Friday evening
will be the Jester’s Jubilee with a
prize for the most original costume.
The Virginia Reel will be a feature of
the program that night. The gaily
decorated booths add much to the ap
pearance of the Midway. The Waldo
boro Band and two orchestras furnish
music for the carnival.

NORTH WALDOBORO
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GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hines and
daughter Merle of Damariscotta were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Annie Creamer.
Dexter Gross was in Jefferson Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross and chil
dren of West Waldoboro spent Sat
urday afternoon at William Gross’
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler’s Corner
and guests from New Hampshire
spent Sunday with Mrs. Alfred Waltz
Melvin Genthner and son Charles
were over the weekend at their home
from Harbor Island.
Elmer Hahn and Ernest Castner of
Whldoboro were at Charles Geele’s
on business recently.
Miss Alice Simmons who has been
for several weeks at North Waldo
boro returned home Friday.
Harry Creamer who has employ
ment in Thomaston spent the week
end with his mother Mrs. Annie
Creamer.
Mrs. Frank Morse and children of
East Friendship are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and
two children of Newcastle and Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Eugley and son of
Whldoboro visited Saturday at Mc
Clellan Eugley’s.
William Gross is assisting William
Winchenbach of Dutch Neck in hay
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Creamer and
sons and Byron Natfh of Friendship
were Sunday visitors in this place.
Waldron Masten of Nutley, N. J.,
spent the week at Charles Geele’s.
Ralph Eugley was in East Friendship
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
and daughters motored to Wioolwich
Sunday.
Mrs. William Gross and Mr. and
Mrs. William Winchenbach and chil
dren were in Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gross are en
tertaining friends from Providence,
IL I.
Alden Waltz was in Rockland Frl
day.

SOUTH CHINA

When your
Children Cry
for It
Baby lias little upsets at times.
A11 your care cannot prevent them.
But you con be prepared. Then you
can do what any experienced nurse
would do—what most physicians
would tell you to do—give a few
drops of plain Castoria. No sooner
done than Baby is soothed; relief is
just a matter of moments. Yet you
have eased your child without use
of a single doubtful drug; Castoria

is vegetable. So it’s safe to use as
often as an infant has any httle pain
you cannot pat away. And its always
ready for the cruelor pangs of colic,

Among those who attended the
weekly hand concert at WfcterviUe
Tuesday evening were Irving lenders
of Augusta Edmund Dowe, Clarence
and Ralph Esancy. Gertrude and Hazel
Esancy, Gladys Hall and Evelee Denico.
The play “Suppressed Desires’’ and
playlet “Please Pass the Cream’’ pre
sented for the benefit of the Erskine
Academy building fund was very well
attended.
The entertainment was
followed by a social.
Miss Glenis Hall is visiting her aunt
in Hallowell.
Herbert and Clarence Esancy were
in (Waterville Saturday.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy sons Clarence
and Ralph and daughters Doris. Elea
nor and Evelyn were visiting friends
in Burkettville and Liberty Sunday.
Franklin Milliken of Walpole Mass,
who is pitching for the Belfast team
, of the Ma|ne Coaat ,
p
gund
vlslt()r at
„ome f
•
. ,,

i ?°',sln’

^"cy enroute

Lcxton Mank and family. Ruth
Howard and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Laforest Mank. Mr. and Mr... E. I>.
Mank, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dean, Mr.
and Mrs. George Sherman and Foster
Mank and family enjoyed a picnic at
Cushing. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Waiter were
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Simmons at Waldoboro.
Rev. C. R. Duncan and Miss Alice
Winchenbach were recent guests of
Mrs. Alice Morse and daughter, Mrs.
Angie Glidden.
Mrs. Maude Mank has employment
at Peter Hildebrandt's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ames have re
turned from Jersey City where he
has been employed.
Clifford Miller of Everett, Mass., Is
visiting at L. H. Oliver's.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Durfee and son
Ray of Providence are visiting Mrs.
Alice Morse.
Miss Lesa Robinson has gone to
New Harbor where she has employ
ment.
Mrs. D. O. Stahl is visiting Mrs.
G. B. Walter in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Pearl [Whitehouse who was
operated on for gall stones at Knox
Hospital last week is gaining.
Mrs. John Burnheimer is ill. She
is attended by Dr. Sanborn of Wal
doboro and Dr. Ellingwood of Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of
Union were 'Sunday guests at A. W.
Winchenbachs.
Rev. Chester Duncan is attending
the Empire Grove Campmeeting this
week at East Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach
spent Thursday with her sister Mrs.
Louie Carroll at Union.

FRIENDSHIP

^oy this beach
Sunday, August 5
Round
$2.50
Trip
From ROCKLAND
SPECIAL. LEAVES 7.20 A. M.

Maine
Central MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD CRentral
ailroad
MAINE
Railroad

91-93
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naihj Onf-Day Excursions

from ROCKLAND
BANGOR LINE
Steamer "Belfast” or '’Camden” leavea Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern
Standard Time, for Camden, Northport. Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport,
Kangor. and reluming, leaves Bangor at 2 I’. M., Eastern Standard Time,

due in Rockland at 7 B. M. Sec time table for leaving and returning times
from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at all landings between
Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue.

Out-tray fart for the round trip

BAB HABBOB LIVE
Steamer "J. T. Morse” leaves Rockland, 5.13 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue, and will be sold
from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate points. ONE-WAY

E'ARE for the round trip.

BLUE HILL LINE
Stramrr "Southport” leaves Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern Standard Time.
Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will be sold
from all landings to Blue Hill and Io intermediate points at ONE-WAY

FARE for the round trip.

Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship lanes Ticket Offices

EASTERN
steamship lines

CASTORIA

-«C

MONHEGAN ISLAND
STMR. GOV. DOUGLAS makes a
round trip daily, except Sunday,
leaving Creighton’s Wharf at 6.30
A. M., Standard Time. This gives
you five hours at Monhegan.
89Th-tf
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

I
'
I

SIMON K. HART

i
Mrs. Virginia Goderre returned to
Manufacturer of
I
her home in Gardner Mass., .Monday
.
after visiting two weeks with Mrs.
CEMETERY WORK
H. L. Bossa.
Anil Dealer In
Mrs. Harry Mason of Martin re
ceived word Monday of the destruc
NATIVE AND SCOTCH
tion by fire of the home of her brother
C. W. Hoyt of Hingham. Mass. It was
GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
of the old Colonial type dating back
to Revolutionary days and was fur
ETC.
nished with valuable antiques.
Cor, Brick and Pleasant Streets
John Patton and Miss Reba Patton
TEL. 911-M
ROCKLAND
of Philadelphia have arrived at Da
73-tf
vis Point for the remainder of the
•to
summer.
The condition of Herbert Parsons,
who is ill at the Marine Hospital in
Portland is very much improved.
Robert King of Auburndale, Mass.,
is visiting George II. Bryant at the
Tel. 527R
Harbor.
,
Clement Rinehart of New York has
joined his wife at the home of her
J. F. WHALEN
mother, Mrs. Marilla Armstrong.
ASH POINT, MAINE
Miss Fanny Childs has returned to
40-tf
her home in Springfield after visiting
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Baldwin have ar
H. M. de ROCHfeMONT
rived at Camp Wapello from the Pa
cific Coast.
Andreas Hartel, Jr., arrived WledPLUMBING, HEATING
nesday to spend a week’s vacation
with his family here.
KM PUasant St.
Rockland
Mrs. Helen Evans of Waban. Mass.,
Talaphona 244-W
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
A. Hartel, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson and
family of Boston are spending their
annual vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Poland.
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
Mrs. Earl H. Weltz and family re
ON REAL ESTATE
turned to their home in Swarthmore.
Pa.. Thursday, after visiting Mrs. F.
HARRY BERMAN
Douglas Armstrong for three weeks.
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
Mrs. Vera Cushman is improving in
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
health at the State Street Hospital. ______________________ U3-Th-tf
Portland and expects to be home soon.
She has been there three months.
DR. E. B. HOWARD
L. M. Neal has finished taking out
the hot air registers in the schoolDentist .
house which were formerly used with
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
the old heating system and the holes
Office Hours: 9 to
—1 to I
have been filled with plaster.
The
OPEN EVENINGS
schoolhouse will he redecorated and
BY APPOINTMENT
the ceilings whitened before school
Tai. 1020
opens.
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

FOR ICE

LOANS

or constipation, or diarrhea; effpi.: ■ '’on. Tog.,s where he had been playtive, too, for older children. Tteenty. in«’ He waB a^omnanied by Clancy
TENANT’S HARBOR
/ire million toftlea were bought last and Sterling of the Belfast team,
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Other recent visitors there were
Movies at Odd Fellows hall Friday
year.
George Starky and Harold Fletcher of night. The feature will he “Private
Dentist
China and Charles Mosher of Weeks' Izzy Murphy.” This Is a fine comedy
400
Main
St.
Rockland
Mills.
feature full of laughs; also a regular
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Edmund Dowe and Ralph Esancy two reel comedy and the Pathe Fables.
were in Burkettville on business Mon Don't miss this show if you want to
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
day,
have a good laugh.—adv,
Evenings by Appointment

ri

1

for

Augusta, J7.45 a. in., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
J6.10 p. m.
Bangor, t7.45 a. tn., tl-55 p- m., k4.45 p. tn.,
J6.10 p. tn.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m., k4.45 p. tn.,
J6.10 p. m.
Brunswick, |7.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Lewiston, f7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m.
New York, k4.45 p. m., J6*10 p. tn.
Philadelphia, C6*10 p. nt.
Portland, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. in., k4.45 p. tn.,
tft.10 p. tn.
Washington, C6*10 p. m.
Waterville, t7.4o a. m., tl-55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
6.10 p. m.
Daily, except. Sunday t Daily, except Saturday.
Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2. inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues , Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

i

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Vinalhavan. North Havon. Stonington and
Swan's Island
Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Cliage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vlnalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 6.30 a. in., Stonington 7.30, North
Haven 8.30; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan's Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. BTINSON,

F. B. ADAMS. M. D.
Office Hours; 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P.
Sundays By Appointment

M.

Nurse In Attendance

Electric Treatment Given
Tel. 1W

400 Main Street

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limarock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours; 1 to 3 and 7 to I P. W
Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 114

THOMASTON. ME.

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295: Residence 253-M

79-tf

General

Every-Othcr-Day
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UDWEISER Malt is
everybody’sfriend—
a product of perfect

FORMITY blended to give you per
fect satisfaction.

D

EPEND upon Budweiser Malt to do
what you want it to

ENEVER you
use it. It is sold
£ by quality, not by

W;

E
E
S
E

XTRA inducements
offered merely to in
fluence you to buy.

IS made by America’s
foremost maltsters to
give you complete

ATISFACTIO
time you u
and to giv

XACTLY the sai
results always. To
sure of the b<

ESULTS, insist on
getting the red can
of this uniform

R

ALT which is produced complete in
the $40,000,000

M
A1

NHEUSER-BUSCH
AN1
plant at St. Louis and
recommended by

•W-EAD
EADING grocers'and
dealers in virtually

11 Jdeev.ery city and town
h ROUGHOUT

the
country.
co
Ask your
dealer for it by name.
d<

T

|

The following; company enjoyed
Sunday at "SeMAll” cottage: Mr. and
Sirs. E. G. Carver, daughter Celeste,
Mr. and Mrs. Albei t E. Carver, daugh
ters Marilyn and Ruth and son Albert
Edward Carver. Jr., and Mrs. Mary
Noyes. Out of town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Gerry of Easton. Mrs.
Mary Britton of Hartland. N. B.. Mrs.
Jennie Hibbard of St. Stephen. N. B.,
and Frank Dickinson of Portland.
Miss Winnie Hayes of Boston Is a
guest of Mrs. Walter Willey at larne's
Island.
Mrs. Charles Erickson and daughter
Helen are visiting relatives in New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. E A. Robey and
daughter Shirley of Lowell Massa.,
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Raymond.
The following enjoyed the day
Tuesday at The Birches. Ames Farm:
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver, daugh
ters Marilyn and Ruth and son Al
bert E., Mrs. Mary Noyes. Mrs. Mary
Britton. Mrs. Jennie Hibbard, *Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Gerry.
Mrs. Della Annis and guests are at
her cottage Lookout at Shore Acres.
Ethelyn Carlson Is visiting friends in
Camden.
Raymond Moir of Marlboro, Mass.,
Is passing his vacation with his uncle
Alfred Raymond.
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe arrived to
day from Worcester and is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs.' A. J. Raymond.
Those at CamjiXBosstter this week
are: Ellen Wareham, Dorothy Cassie,
Ruth Ross, Ruth Smith, Helen Carlon,
Virginia Black, Rebecca Patterson,
Guests the past few days were: Mrs.
Victor Shields Miss Priscilla Smith.
Kenneth Itaytnond of Boston is
spending his vacation with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Raymond.
Mrs. Raymond is expected today,
Thursday.
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained friends
nt The Wlgwam*VuMday.
Miss

Rara

Bunker

lias returned

from a visit at Exeter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster son
James, Mi68 Mary Spencer of Brewer,
Mr. and Mrs. IJrancis Conway and
Earl Calder wCTe at Silver Birch
Camp for the weekend
The B. F. Keith vaudeville company
were guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bray at Seaside cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. i Bradshaw Crandall
of New York. Mrs. Mills and Fred
Cady of Winter Park, Florida who
were guests at "The Breakers" left
here Thursday. Mr. Crandall is an ar
tist and designer of the Saturday
Evening Post cover.
Rev. A. G. Henderson returned
Monday from Farmington and will
spend the remainder of his vacation in
town.
The Vlnalhaven and Rockland Old
Timers Base Bali team played Mon
day afternoon at the School street
grounds. The game was most inter
esting but Rockland out did us with a
score of 15 to 5. A six o'clock ban
quet was served in Odd Fellows’ hall
by the Rebekah Circle covers being
iaid for 55 guests. The date of the
game fell on the birthday anniversary
of A. U. Patterson one of the instiga
tors of the team. He presented a
mammoth birthday cake, decorated
with the motto "Welcome Old Timers
from Pat," whirl* was served at the
banquet. The
was made and
presented to Mr. Patterson by Mrs.
Charles Chilles. Mr. Patterson was
also the recipient of a wonderful bas
ket of fruit and goodies of all kinds;
also a large bouquet of cut flowers
from "The Old Timers." He was also
remembered with flowers, gifts and a
shower of post cards by other friends
and relatives.
x
Mrs. Lorna Folk a student nurse
at Maine General Hospital, Portland
arrived Monday to spend a month's
vacation with her husband and par
ents here, making the Journey byauto and visiting enroute at Boothbay and Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hardy. Don
ald Anderson and May Richardson
returned
Monday to Worcester.
Mass., after spending several days
at the Rhodes cottage at Did Har
bor.
The service at Saints Church last
Sunday evening was made up of spe
cial music by Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Young and Mrs. jtustin Brown sing
ing the beautiful' hymn "Face to
Face” with ^Archie Beggs occupying
the pulpit.
Sydney Rhodes and family of Wor
cester have arrived for a two weeks'
vacatloa and are occupying the
Rhodes cottage.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Her
man Young at Deep Hollow last
Tuesday there was a gathering of
relatives in honor of Mrs. Young's
«Oth birthday. She was the recip
ient of many useful gifts including
cut glass, linen, etc., and a very
pleasant and ha,ppy time was en
joyed.
Those present were Mrs.
Jos. Donahue of Boston. Mrs. Gert
rude Robbins, Mrs. Austin Brown.
Mrs. Mildred Cbiburn and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Walls and family.
Dinner was served and also supper,
and the table was laden with deli
cious foods. The occasion was one
long to be remembered.
Several
beautiful selections were played on
the organ by Mrs. Pearl Donahue
and Mrs. Morris Brown, both of
whom are talented musicians.
• • • .
Mrs. Effie M. Macdonald

Rockland Produce Co.
Distributor,

Rockland, Maine

BM-89

French Tutor
( M. Marieta Shibles, M. A
Certificates and diplomas from Unlv. of
Grenoble, La Sorbonne, Dijon and Colum
bia.
(N. Y. State Reseats permanent
certificate)
Rockport—Tel. Camden 33*11
8$-102

Mrs. Effie M. Macdonald, died at
her home July 27. She was the wife
of Edward Macdonald and laughter
of the late Ira and Susan (Grant) Al
len. Mrs. Macdonald was born in Vl
nalhaven, 53 years ago. iShe was a
devoted wife and mother and will be
greatly missed by neighbors and a
large circle of friends. Besides her
husband she is survived by these
daughters and sons: Mrs. Lvna
Stimpson of California. Almond Mac
donald of Camden. Mrs. Lewis Eupea
of Camden. Ira, Edward Jr., Herbert.
Raymond. Maxine'and Harold of this
town. She is also survived by sisters:
Mrs. Frank Walls, Mrs. Floyde Young
Mrs. William Warren and a brother
Oscar Allen. Funeral services were
held at the home' Monday Rev. E. C.
Jenkins officiating. There were beau
tiful floral offerings and interment
was made at Bay View cemetery. The
bearers were Hilton Ames, George
Ames, Herbert Ames and Flavius
Ames.
• • « •

r
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MOST people know this absolute
antidote for pain, but are you careful
to say Bayer when you buy it? And
do you always give a glance to see
Bayer on the box—and the word
genuine printed in red? It isn’t the
genuine Bayer Aspirin without itl A
drugstore always has Bayer, with the
proven directions tucked in every box;

Mr. and Mrs. Fernival Winchen-.
baugh and children of 'Medford, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Winchenhaugh and Alvin
Cushman and children Kelsey and
Phyllis of Friendship were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest I. Mank
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Flanders and
Misses Carolyn and Barbara Tyler
of Portland were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Fred Morton. Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Barton and Mrs. Nellie Reever and
Reginald Monaghan motored to Au
gusta Sunday.
Miss Carolyn Hovey of New York,
who has been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Bovey has re
turned to her work. Mr. and Mrs.
Bovey motored with her as far as
Boston.
Harris Doherty of Roslindale and
Frank Foore of Dorchester, Mass.,
were guests at John Flanders last
week.
Miss Mabel Bartley who has been
passing a month at “Aunt Lydia's
Tavern” returned Friday to New
Jersey.
Mrs. Alice Burrows and Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Jackson of South Waldo
boro were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Odbury Coffin and
grandson. Miss Leonard and Walter
Coffin of Wiscasset were at Clar
ence Coffin’s Sunday.
JIr. and Mrs. Samuel Feyler of
Billings, Montana, Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Flanders, Marion Flanders, Caro
lyn Tyler and Barbara Tyler of Port
land. Mrs. Cora Studley and Mr.
and Mrs. Wendell Studley of War
ren were at L. I. Mank's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham of
Warren visited Monday at Mrs.
Laura Orff’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank of
Round Pond were weekend guests
at Fred Mank’s.
Mr. and Mrs. James Creamer,
Glen Russell of Whitefield, Mr. and
Mrs. White of Rockland, Mrs. Kelley
and son of Boston, Mrs. Edna Wil
bur and Miss Hazel Wilbur of Mar
tinsville were at Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Wilson's Saturday.

Westley and Annie (Brown) Dyer.
She was of a genial nature and leaves
many friends and neighbors who will
miss her. She leaves one daughter
Mrs. Daniel Pattinson of Haverhill.
Mass., a granddaughter Miss Dorothy
Sanders of BlueHill, a half sister and
brother; Mrs. R. H. Peabody of Houl
ton and Charles Dyer of Alington
Heights. Mass. Funeral services were
held at the home Tuesday afternoon
Itev. E. C. Jenkins pastor of Union
UNION
Church officiating. There were many
Miss Augusta Roakes who has
floral offerings and Interment was been in New Hampshire caring for
made in Ocean View cemetery.
her sister, Mrs. George Seavey has
returned home.
Mrs. Hattie Reeves of Syracuse,
LAKEWOOD ITEMS
N. Y„ is visiting friends and rela
The Augusta Country Club Tennis tives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lucas were
Team will meet the Igtkewood Coun
try Club Tennis Team on the Lake- at Damariscotta Monday to attend
wood courts next Saturday afternoon the goldein wedding anniversary of
for the preliminaries of a tournament Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Genthner.
Miss Beatrice Wight and Cather
in which the country clubs of Maine
will compete this summer. The Lake- ine Bigelow of Presque Isle were
wood eight consists of Warren Hy- guests of Mr. and Mrs. George E.
mer, Yale. Clayton Smith, Colby. Fossett over the weekend.
Mrs. Ada Lucas is the guest of
Richard Laney, Bowdoin, Newton
Wyman. Pennsylvania Military Col Mrs. Grace M. Gleason, Washing
lege. Percy Houle. Bowdoin. Leslie ton.
N. H. Cole of Portland has arrived
Cooley, Columbia, Rollin Kirby, Uni
versity of Michigan, and Chesley in town to get the blueberry factory
Morris, Colby. Kirby, who is car in readiness for the packing.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Luce are re
toonist for the New York Morning
World, is the teams captain, and the ceiving congratulations on the birth
Manager is Arthur Byron, Jr., son of of a 10 pound son who arrived July
the dramatic star who is appearing 26.
Richard Golden is recovering from
at Lakewood this week in “Your Uncle
an operation for sonsils and ade
Dudley."
• • • *
noids.
George Williams and family of
Nydia Wlestman, sister of the late
Theodore 'Wlestman, who has starred Washington, D. C„ who have been
under the management of John Gold visiting relatives in town, returned
en in “I.ightnin’ ” "Pigs.” "Two Girls home Wednesday accompanied by
Wanted" and other successes, has ar their niece Miss Laura Farris who
rived at Lakewood to join the Lake- will attend school there taking a post
wood Players. Miss 'Westman will graduate course. Miss Farris grad
make an early appearance in a play uated from Union High School in
June and she was very popular
to be announced shortly.
• • * •
with the younger set. and is also
The Kiwanis Clubs of Maine will loved and respected by’ both young
hold their annitnl field day at laake- and old for her sweet personality
wood on Aug. 8, with a matinee of wins her friends wherever she goes.
“The Noose” at two-thirty as the fea She will be away a year and will be
ture. The public will be admitted to missed from this place.
Mr. iNewton of Kent’s Hill is vis
this special performance.
• * * ♦
iting friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard
AVillard Mack, author of “The
Noose" next week’s attraction at were in -Boston last week.
A large company of Odd Fellows
Lakewood, and “A Free Soul” seen
there last summer. Las been invited to went to Rockland Saturday night
attend the opening performance of his and report a fine time.
melodrama next Monday night. Un
less his Broadway obligations pre
APPLETON RIDGE
vent, he will spend the week at the
Mrs. Hazel IPerry and daughter
resort finishing a new play for Da
and Charles Graham were in Rock
vid Belasco.
land Thursday.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant Jr. of
Ellen Dorr and Donald Dlllaway,
who have been absent from the casts A tlantic, Mass., are passing a couple
of Lakewood productions for two of weeks at the Grant farm.
Maude Whitney and Cecilia (Whit
weeks, return next Monday night in
the leading roles of “The Noose.” Miss ney were recent supper and after
Dorr spent her holiday with her noon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
mother at the Chateau Frontenac in Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. -Stanley and
Quebec.
daughter and Mrs. W. M. Newbert
• « * •
I^akewood is arranging a rousing were in Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown and
reception in honor of George M. Co
han, who will arrive Saturday morn family and Miss Bertha Johnson
ing to see Grant Mitchell in “Andrew -were in Belfast Friday.
Mrs. Hazel Perry and daughter
Takes a Wife.’ A special matinee for
Mr. Cohan will he given at two o’clock and Charles Graham leave Thurs
Saturday afternoon to which the pub day for Massachusetts to visit rel
atives.
lic will be admitted.
Cecilia Whitney was a weekend
« * ♦ ♦
Ruth Garland of the Lakewood guest of Roena Brown.
Players returns to New’ York next
THE SHIBLES FAMILY
week to begin rehearsal^ in “A
The fortieth annual reunion of the
Stormy Path’ which Patterson Mc
Nutt is producing with Minor Whtson Shibles family’ will be held Wednes
and Violet Heining in the stellar roles. day Aug. 15 with Capt: H. A. Chad
Malcolm Duncan, another Lakewood wick In Main street Thomaston. Make
player, is also in the cast. The play this the largest and happiest.
A. H. Bohndell
opens in New York on September 17th
92-94
Sec. and Treas.
at the Maxine Elliott Theatre.

• « • •

Arthur Byron in "Your Uncle Dud
ley" at Ixikewood last week drew rec
ord houses at each performance es
tablishing a new high mark in busi
ness at the theatrical resort.

• • • »

Grant Mitchell nas promised to re
turn to Lakewood next summer for a
revival of his greatest success, “The
Taijor Made Man”

• • • ♦

So great has been the interest in
Muriel Robinson’s exhibition of the
theatrical drawings and sketches in
the lounge of the Lakewood Inn that
it is being held over for another week.
• * • •
Oswald C. Hering the globe-trotting
architect and amateur motion picture
expert, will give the last part of his
travelogues, “Around the fWbrld," at
the Lakewood Theatre next Sunday
evening. There will be special songs
by Ellen Dorr and Jean Hawthorne.
• • • •
The theatrical colony at Lakewood
will have an old fashioned hay ride
Mra. Addie Hall
a week from Saturday. Six hay racks
Mrs. Addie Hall, 70 . widow of will be required to accommodate the
James Hall died at (ter home last Sat party.
urday after a long illness during
"Don't git fault-flndin' on a hot
which she was tenderly cared for by
her stepdaughter, Mrs. Sadie Cobb day," remarked Uncle Ezra. "Re
and daughter Mrs. Laverne Pattinson member de other folks ain't no mo'
of Haverhill. Mass. Mrs. Hall was responsible foh de weather dan you
liorp al North Ha veil, the daughter of Is,"

iffs
Premium
Ham

‘WIFT’S Premium Bacon in cartons can always

be identified.
Premium Hams and Bacon can now be iden
tified not only by the brand “Swift Premium” but

also by the distinctive marking of the name “Swift”
in dots on the side.

rich brown color of the broiled ham and bacon.

This means of identification insures the discrimi
nating consumer and protects the dealer.

Look for the identification

When it is being sliced
by the dealer
After it is sliced and on
display
When it is delivered to
your home.

Swift & Company

ORFF'S CORNER

WASHINGTON

Mrs. Charles Rowe and Miss Leila
The Daily Vacation Bible school unWaltz of the village were the guests icr the able supervision of Miss Villa
of Mrs. Sanford Walter recently.
iurroughs, field worker for Knox
Miss Donna deRoeheniont of Rock bounty Sunday Schools, has just
land is the guest of Miss Eleanoi closed. The enrollment was 24 and
Achorn.
he children were very much inter
James Weeks and Albert Winters red. Miss Burroughs was assisted
of Medfield, Mass., were Sunday by Miss Doris Overlock, Miss Marcia
guests at A. H. Brown's.
Hatch and the pastor Rev. Mr. RogMr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig .Mr. rs. Much credit is due Mr. Rogers
and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Roxbury for his untiring work In aiding to
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of make this school even more success
Medfield, Mass., who have been ful than it otherwise would have been.
guests of Mrs. Addie Achorn re
The annual church fair of this town
turned Monday to their respective will he held Aug. 8.
homes.
Miss Florence Herbert is the guest
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meyer and son of her grandmother Mrs. Sarah Pier
Leonard of Dorchester. Mass., ar pont.
rived Sunday* to spend the month
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth recently vis
with Mrs. Addie Achorn.
ited her mother Carrie Curtis in LibMr. and Mrs. H. E. Porter and erty.
daughter Geraldine amj Mrs. Ida
Charles Sukeforth. Elween Fitch
Lash have returned from a week's and Miss Evelyn Sukeforth motored
ramping trip.
to Augusta Saturday and wen* accom
panied on the return trip by Fred
Sukeforth who remained over the
ASH POINT
weekend.
■Perfect weather, efficient and en
Oscar Poland who is visiting rela
thusiastic workers, willing and gen tives and friends here passed the
erous purchasers, combined in mak weekend with his brother’s family in
ing the fair at Ash Point Tuesday a Rockport.
great success. 'The following chair
men were assisted by an able corps
EAST APPLETON
of workers: General chairman, Mrs.
Chester Daggett and family mo
Kate Heard Curtis; chowder, Mrs.
Effie Dyer; coffee, Mrs. Abbie Heard; tored from Monmouth and were
cooked food, Miss Eleanor Dyer; ice guests recently of Mr. and Mrs. J.
cream, Mrs. Snowdeal; candy, Miss Candell also calling on Ferd Shep
Roberta Willis;
lemonade, Mrs. herd and family and other friends in
Oliver
Heard;
sandwiches
and town.
Walter Hill and brother Alfred Hill
frankfurts, James Mullen, Francis
Dyer, flowers, Mrs. Marion Kline; of Ludlow. Mass., are guests at Mead
fancy table, Mrs. Everett C. Her owbrook farm. Alvan Ames and fam
rick. Mrs. Rodney Weeks. The fair ily have also been visitors.
Mrs. Luther Calderwood and chil
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable netted about $175.
Under the leadership of William dren Lee and Rosalind May of WoronCompound Helped Her So Much
Reid, summer pastor, interest in the oco, Mass, are guests of relatives here.
Richard Ames of Camden was a
Kingston, Mo.—“I have not taken work at the dhapel, has been revived.
anything but Lydia E. Pinkham’s Mr. Reid preaches each Sunday Sunday visitor in town.
Mrs. Walter Hill and mother Mrs.
Vegetable Com morning and evening and at the eve
pound for 18 ning services there are special mu George Ames visited friends on Moody
Mountain Thursday.
months and I sical attractions.
George Thomas, a college student
cannot praise it
of Tennessee was in town the past
enough.! weighed
LIBERTY
week selling Bibles, dictionaries and
about 100 pounds
Marieta Leigher and Arabele Suke- other books during his vacation. He
and was not able
to do any kind forth have returned home after a made many sales and expressed pleas
of
work.
My week’s visit with Mrs. Forest Tibbetts ure at the friendliness that had been
shown him by the people. Maine is
housework
was in Palermo.
done
by
my
Mrs. Carrie Curtis and Charles Es noted for its hospitality as well as Its
mother and my ancy were at Mrs. Inez Leighcr's re beautiful lakes, mountains, pine trees
and coast, scenery.
out-of-doors work cently.
was not done. I
Cards have been received from Miss
Mrs. Otis Jones Mary Jones and
have taken four bottles of the Vege Marieta Leigher are picking blueber Rosa C. Gushee who is on a tour
table Compound and now I am well ries for Mr# Lolie Powell.
through the* Canadian Rockies, camp
and strong and feel fine. I got my
Rosewell Pinkham has finished hay ing in Yoho valley. British Columbia,
sister-in-law to take it after her last ing for W. M. Prescott and is now as while enroute for California. A splen
baby came and she is stronger now. sisting W. W. Light.
did vacation trip.
I cannot praise it enough.”—Mas.
People in this vicinity are through
Esther Fuller has returned home
Hattie V. Partin, R. 1, Kingston, after passing a few weeks in Unity haying and all ready for the blue
Missouri.
berry picking and early harvest.
and Benton.
f

CANT PRAISE

JTJENOUGH

This branding resembles the

PLEASANT BEACH
Mr. Thomas and family were here
Sunday making their cottage ready
for their regular August occupants,
the Holmes family of iMalden, Mass.
Mrs. Jennie Holmes and daughter
Betty arrived Aug. 1 and Mr. Holmes
and Miss Marjorie will arrive about
ten days later.
Judge and Mrs. John H. Noyes of
Washington, D. C., and Plaistow, N.
H., are guests of the Goulds this
week.
Madam Haskell has been seriously
ill the past week suffering from a
severe attack of indigestion.
The Blethen family, consisting of
Mrs. Blethen, Mr. and Mrs. George
Roberts. Mr. and iMrs. Arthur Law
• rence, Miss Gladys Blethen and her
friend, Miss Alice Libby, all of Rock
land, were at the Blethen cottage
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Stover and Miss
Minerva Stover of Portland and
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
McGarry and children were down
here over Sunday and will return
Wednesday for the month of August.
Dr. James M. Marsh, an eminent
physician of Troy, N. Y., who sum
mers at Ocean Point, East Boothbay,
was a visitor at the Smith cottage
last Wednesday. Dr. Marsh is Dr.
Smith's physician in Troy and came
up to see how his patient was pro
gressing in the .Maine climate. After
a thorough examination lie expressed
himself as greatly pleased at Dr.
Smith’s improved condition.
Every year a few of the cottagers
over on the Point club together and

NOW
NEW

Low Prices
ON

YALE
TIRES
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

pay for the digging out of the grass
and rolling the tennis court and then
some come down to the beach and
calmly monopolize the use of the
court. Isn't it lamentable the gall
and selfishness of some people?

CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. John T. Williams had as guests
last Sunday her son and family, Mr.
and Mrs. William Williams and
daughter of Quincy, Mass., her
brother Bill Williams and a friend,
Gass Bounds of Vlnalhaven and
brother James Williams of South
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jackson and
daughter Dorothy are on a motor trip
to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison and
daughter Hazel arc visiting relatives
and friends in New Hampshire.
James Kinney of Vermont is the
guest of his cousin Mrs. James Harri
son.
EASTER IN ENGLAND

Easter, as far as communicants of
the Church of England are concerned,
will hereafter fall annually on the
Sunday after the second Saturday In
April, instead of being determined, as
at present, by the phases of the moon.
The hill embodying this cnange for
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
was given its third reading in the
House of Lords Friday It previousI ly had passed the House of Commons
1 and now needs only the assent of
I King George to become lwa.

YALE TIRES
"First Because They Last”
YALE REGULAR CORDS for pas
senger cars at low pressure

YALE HEAVY DUTY CORDS for
trucks, busses and for those who
want unusual comfort and mileage

YALE BALLOONS built with aix
plies—extra comfort and mileage
We are exclusive distributors in Cen
tral and Western Maine

Kendall & Whitney
213 Federal Street

Portland, Maine

1

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

MRS. JARLEY SCORES

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thomas of
’Detroit. Mich., are visiting with Mr.
Thomas’ parents at their home on
Bay View street.
Russell Rich of Philadelphia is the
guest of his family on Elm street.
The Jitney Players gave the Gilbert
X- Sullivan play “The Sorcerer” before
a large audience on the grounds of
Whitehall Inn Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Frank Hart is visiting her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor of
Mountain street.
The committee in charge of the
series of summer concerts arranged
by Frank Bibb met at the residence
of the Misses Alden Wednesday eve
ning to formulate plans for assur
ing these concerts a great success.
John Pendleton of Waterville and
his brother Forrest Pendleton of New
Orleans, who are vacationing atNorthport. spent Tuesday as guests of rela
tives in town.
Members of the Camden Rotary
Club and their ladies are invited to
attend the installation of the officers
of the Belfast club which will be held
at Northport tonight. A banquet will
be served at 6 o’clock.
The Camden ball team started the
week with two victories. Fans should
give their best support to our snappy
team during the final lap of the sea
sons race.
The Down Bast Boat Corporation
has recently sold several of their
speed boats in Portland and vicinity.
Their line showing made in the races
at the Portland regatta was re
sponsible for their very valuable pub-

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to ex

Charles Patten Per^y of Brooklyn, Her Appearance In Thomas- '
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cerits. Additional lines 5 cents
N. Y., is the guest of bis sister, Mrs.
^‘u//crgain's
each for one time. 10 cents for three times.
John E. Wlalker for two weeks.
ton Marked By a Flattering
Six words make a line.
Capt. Blanchard Orne of yacht Ara
Success.
is at home.
Notice To Berry Pickers
^VcA/ant/,
Mrs. Stonie W. J iir.eson of Boston
The one and only Mrs. Jarley fa
NOTICE
—All trespassers and berry pickers
was the guest of Mrs. Edward Brown vored Thomaston Tuesday evening
keep out of tin* Lovejoy and Tolman pasture
Tuesday.
under
penalty
of the law. JOSEPH W. ALLEN.
when she presented her world famous
Hoe Hoad.
01*93
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant went to Port chambers of wax figures to a capacity
We will can blueberries at our Rockland
announce //c/r
NOTICE—Trespassers and berry pickers are
land Wednesday.
audience in Watts hall for the benefit
strictly forbidden on all property belonging
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner are of the Thomaston Nurse Association.
to Carl Libby on the Owl’s Head road. 92-94
factory
passing a few days in Boston.
It is 21 years since she last brought
y/nnua/ u^a/c o^ ^fcne ^ttri
Mrs. Theodore McLain and daugh her great educational and moral en
For Sale
ter are in Portland.
tertainment to enlighten and uplif*
FOR SALE—’Kitchen range with hot water
Blueberry fanners please call Rockland 260
Mrs. Clarence Robinson is visiting and she spoke truly when she as
coll and gas stove attachment, also open grate
her sister Mrs. John Barry in An sured the eager spectators that
stove suitable for cottage. Must be sold be
dover, Mass.
“every person, no matter how well
fore Saturday. Apply 10 PLEASANT ST
or write us if you have any to cell
92-94
Mrs. A. O. Keene visited her sis informed, will learn some points of
ter in Tenant’s Harbor Wednesday.
FOR SALE—House lot on Franklin Street. |
geographic, literary and historical im
SStf
J. W. SMALL, Glencove.
92*9" '
Stanley Kalloch is at home again portance that he could not obtain
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire KOCKhaving been transferred from Water from, any other source.”
LAVD COAL 4XXWPANY.
92 tf
ville to Rockland by the Armour Co.
The curtain first rose upon a group
FOR SALE—1924 Ford touring car. A-1 con
Miss Lorinda Orne has returned of characters from American His
dition. PAYSON NASH CO.. Vnlon, Me
from a visit in Bangor.
tory. and one saw enacted, through
92-94
Edward Hanley arrived home Tues the agency of the remarkable mechan
FOR SALE—Dining set, parlor set. good
day after winter in the wilds of Lab ism contained in the figures some
range, Ice «chest. bureaus, buffet, beds and
other household goods. 4 NO. MAIN ST. Tel.
rador in the employ of the Great scene from their lives. This was fol
Rockland, Maine
7
87-J._______ _ _______________________91*93 |
Northern Paper Co.
lowed by an entirely new departure
FOR SALE -Before Aug. 15—One-half or
Miss Ruth Pillsbury went to Bath on Mrs Jarley’s part, the chamber
90-97
whole Interest in general store irt South Thom
Wednesday for a week’s visit with of children. Her third chamber was
aston. Maine. Stock, fixtures, real estate. Call
friends.
phone or write WILLIAM HANSC0M, South
particularly interesting and instruc
All Goods at Miller’s Shoe Store
ill Be Sold at
Thomaston. Tel. 4147-2.
92-94
Oscar Hodgkins of Portland is
tive. being one of travel with figures
FOR SALE—Three hot water radiators and
spending a week with his grand
Less
Than
Cost
from far-away lands: that and the
hot water heater. All in good condition. LiBmother Mrs. Oscar Blunt.
EKALK PA1ADINO. City
92*94
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker and miscellaneous chamber treated the
Everything in Men’s, Women’s, Misses and Chil
FOR SALE —Ford touring car In good con
son Dr. Guy Baker of Beverly, Mass., audience to a greater perfection of '
dition Two new rear tires, some extras. Will
action on the part of the characters. J
are in town for a few days.
dren s Shoes and Rubber Goods of First Quality
sell cheap for cash. Enquire at 8 FCLTON
ST. any night after 5.30.
92*tf
Harris Shaw, organist at Grace Epis since, by a more modern contrivance,
many
of
the
figures
were
able
to
sing
Will
Be
Sold
copal Church in Salem. Mass., with
FOR SALI-1.ainch. Ice cream, home cook- i
and
dance
in
truly
life-like
manner,
;
'
ing.
etc.,
small
town,
excellent
chance
for
man '
some members of the choir visited in
and wife. Will stand Investigation. N. R Con- I
WE ALSO DO
1Uity.
town Monday enroute to Glenmere though of course there was always I
rier-Gatette.
92*103
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING AT LOWEST PRICES
Miss Miriam Cobb of Mansfield,
where they have been for a few days danger of their running down before •
FOR SALE Friendship sloop 34»xl<2xG.G, I
Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. 4 cyl.
at Mr. Shaw’s cottage. They are re they had quite finished. The audf- i
12 li p. fAIT A M. JOHNSON. 9GL.»
ence, however, was .most gracious in 1
Standish Perry, High street.
turning to Salem today.
Camden St., Rockland.
91*93 '
overlooking
any
small
difficulty
in
I
.Either of the popular summer
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton and
FOR SALE - Nice home on Broadway, six
view
of
the
great
benefit
they
were
;
CAMDEN, ME.
IE WASHINGTON STREET,
series of Masonic assemblies will be rooms, all modern. Rooming house on I'nion i
Betty Thompson of Middleboro, Mass.,
$4.00 TO $5.00 PER DAY
street, all modern, excellent condition. Large
92Tii9S
visited Mrs. It. J. McPhail Tuesday on obtaining from the entertainment as |
held at East I’nion tonight. These double
business lot on new Thomaston road,
a
whole.
Mrs.
Jarley
was
much
dis1
their way to their farm in South
are getting bigger and better each very low priced. One double lot on Rankin
Will be Paid to Willing and Capable Help
Cushing, where they will be for the re- turbed at the failure of President
time and nobody misses them who St.. Also 50 lots in all parts of the city ; these 1
are
all
extra
good
lots
that
will
grade
them.
Coolidge
to
respond.
Oiling
his
mander of the summer.
can possibly help it.
selves. List your property witn m* today.
Miss Sarah Block is working in the Joints and shaking him up proving
Avaughn M. Ames who recently Ha e larx** number of cust mi is now wailing I
ineffectual, she was obliged to dis
for good opportunities. T. .!. FOLEY. Phone
Thomaston National Bank.
purchased
Chandler's
Pharmacy
is
a
Association offers its deeply sincere
ROCKPORT
91-93
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Wlnchenbach miss the matter with a resigned. “It’s thanks. It especially appreciates the I MrJ G D Carter Mrs QeOrge newly elected member of the Rotary "T2-M.
TOR SALE—One 3-pc. parlor set ; one 3who have been passing a few days no use. He does not choose to run.”
Club.
generosity of those outside its bor- gf,aj|ou and sons Harold and Lee i
pc. reed set, tables, chairs, couch, stoves, I
The cast follows:
with their son Alton in North VassalMr. anMrs. O. D. Qreene of at 10 PLEASANT ST.
91*93 ,
Mrs. Jarley ............... Gladys Doherty ders—to Mr. Mathews who so ably Portland are gUests of Mr. and Mi- Adams. N. Y.. were weekend guests
boro are at home again.
led his tine orchestra, to his son John pearl Marshall
FOR SALE—28-ft. Cabin Cruiser also John
Telephone 260
Rockland
Mrs. Edmund Risteen is visiting her Assistants ................................................
of
their
daughter.
Mrs.
Hugh
Mont

son
Outboard
Motor,
practically
new.
H. L. J
Mathews, to Mr. Fleming. Mr. BlethMrs. Annie J. Gardiner and daugh
MASON at Thurston’s Oil Station, Park St.
1
son in Skowhegan.
....... Alfred Strout. Warren Knights en. Mr. White, Mr. Munro. Miss Cross
gomery.
*
88-96
ters Mrs. Elsie Gilbert and Miss
91-tf
Mrs. Henry Coats of Wakefield,
Dr. M. B. Long is driving a new
Chamber of American History
and Mrs. Jackson of Rockland, and Frances Gardiner with Miss Mildi- d
FOR SALE—Two pieces of land. 24 RAWMass., was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Columbus ...................... Stephen Barry to Miss Margaret Copeland of New- Kibble have returned from a very ight cylinder Paige sedan.
SDN AVE . Camden. Maine
91*93
E. P. Starrett Tuesday.
Tickets have gone fast for the local
FOR SALE OR TO LET—G-room cottage at
Mrs. Edith W. Hodgkins and son of Queen Isabella ................ Anita yllie ton Center who not only played for enjoyable motor trip to Rangehy play “Tommy.” to be presented at the
Cooper’s Beach, one <»f best locations. C. O.
owhatan ........................ Ralph Roland the orchestra but accompanied most Lakp aIHj Quebec.
Worcester, Mass., and Miss Viola
Lost and Found
Summer Cottag’es and Board
BDRGERSDN. Rockland. Tel. 371-12.
9«*92
I Randall Stanley of Tremont for- opera house Friday evening.
Smith of South Portland are visiting Pocahontas ......................... Jane Barry of the singers.
Merrill
Hay
of
Portland
was
a
FOR SALE—At a trade tor cash 26 ft. lob
LOST
—
.Inly
31,
between
Detail
avenue
and
aptain
John
Smith
..
Lewis
Smalley
But mention must also be made of merly of Rockport is at the Bar HarMrs. Ozora Turner and Mrs. John
ster bo it Annie M.. 4 years )ld, formerly owned (
t street small brown suitcase containing
If you have a cottage to lei or desire sum
William Penn ............... William Vinal Miss Rita Creighton Smith from bor Hospital following a surgical weekend guest at H. N. McDougall’s by Sherman Eaton. High bow with 20 h. p. h
suits. MRS El’GENE L.LMB. Tel. mer boarders advertise the fact In this pa
Bourne.
.ake
Megunticook
cottage.
Kermuth
engine.
All
ready
for
business.
5
92-94 per where thousands will read of It.
operation.
His
many
Rockport
Mrs. J. A. Stuart and Miss Theresa John Alden ..................... Enoch Clark whose witty pen fell the lines which
Miss Margaret McAuley has entered AMERICAN LOBSTER GO.. Rockland. 90-92 “ LOST—Gray coat wvitli squirrel collar
Stuart of Augusta visited Mrs. G. B. "Priscilla ....................... June Creighton were so amusingly rendered by Miss friends hope for a speedy recovery. the employ of the new McDougallFOR SALE—Rhode Island Red Chickens s ontewhere between I’bilbrook’s Garage and
FOR SALE—24 desirable cottage lots with
Miss Fannie H. Fuller of Brookline
eneral Knox..................... Mr. Carroll Gladys Doherty. Miss Doherty’s ease
Mathews Wednesday.
add & Chandler insurance offices about eight weeks old. Price very reasonable. Siununer St. TEL. 1166 or The Courier-Gazette. nice view of salt water and bav at Ash Point.
ELMER K VERRILL. 354 Broadway.
90*92
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. DeCosta of Madam Knox ......... „ Mildred Robbins and vivacity interpreted Mrs. Jarley Mass., is the guest of her moth*r. in the Camden block.
91-93 L. W. BENNER, 2 Lafayette Sq.
89-94
Presque Isle are guests of Mrs. John George Washington ....... Billy Spear most delightfully Much credit falls Mrs. Emma Fuller for a few week'.
FOR SALE—Oak sectional bookcase and
LOST—Between Ced.tr street and boat wharf
The
Cedar
Crest
over-night
camps
TO
LET
—
Two
cottages
at
Pleasant
Beach
The Trytohelp Club enjoyed a pic
’resident Coolidge .. Orett Robinson also to Miss Hilda George who not
Vulcan gas hot water heater. CALL 818. 90-95 I
Hewett.
for month of August. TEL. 818.
90-95
report the largest business since they
FOR SALE—2 Harley-Davidson motor cycles. '
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Johnson and Goddess of Liberty ..... Lorinda Orne only worked tirelessly in planning. nic Monday evening at Small's
have
been
running
and
t^e
Camden
TO LET—“Red Roof’ Farm, Alford’s Lake,
both good running condition. ARTHUR HARChildren's Chamber
arranging and making costumes (one Beach with Miss Helen Small as
friends Mr. and Mrs. Dilley of Oak
90*92
LOST—Gray rimmed glasses on Gleason <• six rooms completely furnished, water in the
hotels and tea rooms are having the .TULA. Thomaston. Tel. 168-4
1..1
r»
r>v.
, . ,
of the most exacting and difficult hostess.
Pa.rk. Ill., who have been spending a tLittle
house, screened In porch, if desired, garage.
Boy Blue .... Raymond Anderson
FOR SALE—Glenwood cook stove. DANIEL ’ lain Sts., Thomaston. Reward, Return Me
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Cooper of Fast argest tourist business in their his
week in hown have returned to their Bo Peep ............................. Eloise Dunn parts of any large production which
IONALD
’8 DRUG STORE .
90-92 Inquire of DtH AR S. DUNCAN. 15G Main St.
COLLETTE,
White
Head
Coast
Guard
Station.
_
Tel. 457.
84-tf
tory.
aims at perfection of detail) but who Orange, N. J., are guests of Mr. and
home.
90-92
LOST—Tortoise shell glasses in soft leather
uss in Boots .. Reginadl McLaughlin
A crew has been busy this week
ase.
Inquire
at
MRS.
BURKETT
’
S,
75
Broad
also loaned her valuable collection of Mrs. E. B. Thompson West street.
FOR
RENT
—
-Cottage
at
Martin
’
s
Point
for
Miss Christine McFarland who has Little Eva ..................
FOR SALE—100 gallon glass bottles with
Marian Miller costumes gathered during her recent
90*92 month of August. Accommodations for six or
Dr. L. A. Ellis of Thomaston has painting in new crossings, zones, handles. Cl^an. Convenient to have around. ’ It.
been at her home in South Bristol Topsy .........................
eight
people.
N.
W.
BRAZIER,
Martin,
Me.
....... Dolly Felt trip around the world. With Miss bought Mrs. Effie Salisbury's lot on parking lines, curb rules, etc, to
CORNER DRUG STORE. City.
90*92
LOST—Between tny home and Maverick Sq.
convalescing from an attack of grippe
88*93
Prince .......................... Richard Small
FOR SALE—New Guaranteed Cord tires. ‘ n Maverick St., a pair of Ice tongs. Would apChristine Moore as her chief assist Commercial street and is building a* he traffic regulations in town
has returned to town.
reclate
their return. P. L. HAVENER. Tel.
FOR SALE OR TO LET—G-room furnished
Cinderella .................... .. Mary Condon
30x3
Vi.
$4.98:
29x4.40,
$6.49.
PACKARD
irnple and rulings more obvious to
»
ant, and a skilled committee aided house there.
Mrs. Eva Roberts of Dorchester, Red Riding Hood ....
92.
90-92
summer cottage at Ingraham HUI, city water,
STORE. 5G Old County Road.
89-tf
..... Amy Miller by many others, a wonderful series
Next Wednesday is the date of the strangers.
Mass., is spending two weeks with
LOST—Between Willow St. and Pleasant St. elec, lights, 5 minutes to elec, cars, nice view
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
Mary with Lamb ..... . .... Betty Brown of pictures resulted, with Stanley midsummer fair to be held by the
of harbor. Also summer cottage lots for sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler re
Mrs. E. P. Starrett.
for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE. War
Apply to (I. A. TARR. Tel. G14-.M or 232 W
Baptist Ladies Circle. There will be turned Sunday from a motor
ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
89*112
The presentation of Mrs. Jarley’s Alice (before taking) .... Lizzie Tuttle j Cuahing in charge of the make-up.
76Wax Works at Watts hall Tuesday Alice (after taking).. Charlotte Gray
It will be a surprise to the many a sale of fancy articles, embroidery, through Massachusetts.
FOR SALE—Dayton 4-shelf display cabinet
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains,
who werp heard eJaculallng .nvhal aprons, cooked food, homemade
brand new, never used. JOHN A. KARL At <’O.,
drew a large audience A tidy sum Little Girl with a Curl ....................
small and large, summer homes and resi
Rockland.
89-92
....................... Marilyn Miller a iot G[- work jj nlUjit have been !” to candy and ice cream. The fair will
dences. mountain, river or lake. Copy free.
Wanted
will be added to the funds of the town
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Held of grass, price reasonable.
Travel Chamber
| learn that the whole affair—the be held on the church lawn, after program was rendered under
nurse association.
WANTED- Man for haying, bv day or
MRS.
JOHN
SPEAR,
Warren.
Me.
R.
I).
2.
FOB SALE—Cottage nt Hobb's Pond, Hope,
lonth.
Tel.
987-W.
K.
E.
PACKARD.
R
ED
.
The annual meeting of the Baptist Portuguese Girl ....... Leona Williams Writing by Miss Smith, the memoriz- noon and evening.
90*92
♦ * * *
Tty.
92-94 Me., one mile from post office, all furnished,
Society will be held in the vestry next Spanish ................................. Ethel Crie ‘ ing of the evening-long monologue
ready to occupy; or will let for the season
FOR SALE 4 months old live Mammoth
J.
Frank
Morton
ony.
There
were
several
visiting
WANTED-Girl
to
take
care
of
children.
at $150. Communicate with J. F BURGESS,
Monday evening.
Pekih
Ducks.
Raised
Tor
breeders.
HAROLD
Black Forest ............. Alice Collamon by Miss Doherty, the casting and
92-tf Rockland. Me. Tel. 426-lt or 118G-M.
79-tf
A. ROBBINS. Tel. 30S-.I. Rockland; 218-G
J. Frank Morton. 82, died at the tarians and guests present.
Hollis Gillchrest shipped a monu Tyrolean Mountaineer ........................ 'costuming of characters and the end90*92
WANTED—Girl for general housework. InThe ladies of the Methodist society Camden.
ment to Belfast Wednesday to be set
.......... John Creighton less other details—was all done in home of his nephew, Zadoc Knight
lulre
MRS
DAVID
RUBENSTEIN.
Talbot
FOR SALE—The Limero«’K Restaurant.
ill hold a food sale at the store
Camden street last Tuesday. He was
in the cemetery there.
... Margaret Hanley about three weeks.
venue. Tel. 1285.
91-tf
Miscellaneous
Egyptian ....
Write or call for Information at RESTAl’The ell of the Barnard house, corner Arab Sheik
......... Clifford Roland
Thomaston certainly appreciates born in Rockland April 24, 1846. the Alphonso Prince Saturday at
RANT. 7 Limerock St.
87-tf
WANTED—Experienced table girl at OWL'S
o
’
clock.
son
of
the
late
William
and
Martha
FURNITURE
VAN returning to Massachu
of Main and Booker streets is being Hindu ........
91-93
. ............. Hilda George ' having a Public Health Nurse, and
FOR SALE—Small farm near Rockland. Easy | IEAD INN. Tel. 385-4.
setts empty. Inquire FULLER-COBB DAMS
The August meeting of the Cam terms. Call at 59 GRANITE ST. Tel. 152-R.
reshingled.
...... Dorothy Starrett the efforts of all who helped to make (Brewster) Morton. He was married
WANTED—At ouce—Housekeeper, can go for load.
Javanese ...............
92-93
88-tf home nights If preferred. HAROLD CONNON,
in 1866 to Mary Alice Aldrich of den Garden Club will be held at the
Filipina ................. Mildred Demmons • uch service possible.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM and Magnetic Healer,
Perry's Market.
91*93
Y.M.C.A. Aug. 21, when the secre
Rockport,
who
survives
him.
The
FOR
SALE
—
1
Victor
Table
Model
Phono
Hawaiian ............... . .............. Alice Felt
readings by appointment. PHONE 305-W.
WARREN
87-92
WANTED—Married Man desires permanent
greater part of his life was spent tary of the Massachuse *' Horticul graph*. STUDLEV FUKMTUKE CS.
91*96
C. B. Hall has bought a Ford Chinese Mandarin ........... Tom Scott I
POLITICAL BRIEFS
tural Society will give an illustrat
FOR SALE Ford ton truck or Reo 1% ton responsible position. Capable, honest, un
in
Rockport
where
he
was
well
GIRLS WANTED to decorate pottery, glass
Pueblo Indian ..... . Bernice Maloney
truck W L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel. questionable. References. A. S. SIMMONS, ware,
touring car.
etc.
CRIE
’
S
GIFT
SHOP.
91*93 J
known and highly respected. He ed lecture. In connection with the Camden
87*92
152-4.
86-tf Warren. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs and
Miscellaneous Chamber
Hoover or Havoc’’ is the campaign was one of Rockport’s oldest citi meeting there will be a flower sale
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
WANTED
—
An
eld
fashioned
well
sweep,
all
FOR
SALE
—
Nice
Home
on
Broadway,
G
daughter Helen have opened their Alexander
Oliver Collamon* slogan coined by Senator Moses, zens, a man of integrity, and will be and exhibition.
rooms, mixlern Improvements and .garage. Ap wood; clso two oaken buckets to hang In the from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
new home at Hinckley's Corner <or Caesar ....
after receipt of order. A two-bushel
Charles Starrett Eastern Hoover campaign manager. missed in the community. In 1S98 h
A series of vocal and instrumental ply to T. J. FOLEY.
83-tf wdi. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Dola. fresh
87-tf bag sent parcel postage prepaid to anv part
the summer vacation.
Cleopatra ......................... Edith Keller The attack of William Allen White, moved to Thomaston where he was concerts will be given in the opera
FOR SALE—Several articles of used fur
of U S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILW. L. Lawry
visited Edwin Napoleon ................... Lawrence Dunn Kansas editor, on Gov. Smith's legis guard in the Maine State Prison for house under the direction of Frank niture. Just the kind for your cottage or
WANTED— Your summer cottage adver BROOK, Philbrouk Fatm, Shelburn-?, N. H.
tised In this column. If for rent or sale. Try
Crawford at North Warren Monday. Joan of Arc ............... Katharine Winn lative record as to liquor and vice will twenty years. In May 1918. he re Bibb on Wednesday, Aug. 8, Friday, camp. TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
91*tf
It and notice the many replies you get.
7T-tf
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Bangs arrived French Court Lady
have a material effect on the Demo- turned to Rockport where he had Aug. 24 and Wednesday. Sept. 5.
1927 STANDARD BUICK. 7000 mileage Just
62 tf
SALE—Soft wihmI slabs 4 ft. long $6
painted and overhauled. MRS. H. D. AMES.
Sunday evening for a two weeks"
Katherine Creighton ! cratic nominee’s status in the voters’ since resided. Besides a wife, he Many well known artists in the mus perFOR
WANTED—Cook for summer home. BOX A. 12 Florence St., City.
cord, stove length $8. $1 less in Thomas
87-89
visit with Mrs. K. J. Overlock.
91-tf
..... Iiussell Gray f‘.ves Mr- Moses said.
leaves a sister. Mrs. Lettie Doherty ical world Will appear on the pro ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C. Port Clyde.
Gypsy Man .....
BIG AUCTION SALE AT Simonton Farm,
At the Baptist Church Sunday Gypsy Girl ......
83-tf
grams and a rare treat is assured PACKARD. Warren. Me.
........ Leah Davis j
* * * *
of Roxbury. Mass. He had been
West Rockport, Maine, Aug. 9. Sale Includes*
morning Rev. H. M. Purrington will Shakespeare ....
..... Albert Elliot! Opposition of Vance C. McCormick, member
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
household goods, elder machinery, tanks,
of
St.
Paul’s
Lodge the public. Tickets can be checked
To Let
speak from the text "A Power Is Ophelia ............
square
stern,
Oldtown
canoe.
I
’
erfect
condi

threshing machine, 5 h. p. electric motor and
at
Mixer
’
s.
.... Eleanor Gray former Democratic national chair* A.F.&A.M.. for over 60 years and
tion,
used
very
little,
almost
new.
Copper
hundreds of other things too numerous to menGiven Vnto Me.” There will he spe Lady Macbeth
FOR RENT—8-room house on Atlantic tlon from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m
Mrs. Emily Jagels will entertain sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
.... Helen Sawyer man, to the nomination of Gov. held the office of Master for four
88-tf^
Highway, furnace, also gas. Inquire of ER
cial music and the service of Com Jenny Lind ......
the
Friday
Afternoon
Club
this
week
82-tf
Mabelle Brown Smith, as the Democratic presiden- years. He was a member of the Ad
G. K. MAYO, representing .1. I,. Taylor «fe
NEST C DAVIS.
92-94
munion will follow. For the evening
at
her
home
in
Elm
street.
*
tial nominee, is crystallized in an vent church. Funeral services will
and Browning, King * Co. wholesale tail
FOR SALE—Standing grass. Telephone
TO LET—Three furnlahed roomsafor light Co.
service the thought will be "What
ors, New York City, made to measure, all wool
80*tf housekeeping
Remember “Tommy" in the opera 1192-W R L. ANDERSON.
Like ‘Mrs. Jarley, the writer “need editorial to be carried in the Har- be held Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
with lights and water 1G WIL- suit or overcoat $25 to $50. The fall line is In.
Do We Want?” An orchestra under not dilute on it at length,” but it is risgurg (Penn.) Patriot, which Mc at the residence of Zadoc Knight house tomorrow (IFriday) evening,
LOW
STREET.
92*94
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement
(J. K. MAYO, 22 Masonic St. Tel. 30488-tf
the direction of Fred Overlock will
The editorial Rev. William Brewster of Beals of by the Cellar Players. All of the modern Improvements, hot water heat, three
TO LET—Two or three rooms with bath for
a temptation to pass on to those who Cormick publishes.
I AM PREPARED to make your wool Into
car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil light
assist In the service.
housekeeping
or
roomers;
also
large
barn
Interment will be in well known amateurs will be in the station and small store. L. W. BENNER, 2
had to lose this great opportunity, repudiates Smith for his anti-dry ficiating.
Write for particulars. Also yarn for
to let. <5«11 at 37 WILLOW ST.
9<2*94 yarn.
Niven Kalloch received a shaking
sale. Samples free. H. A. BARTLETT,. Har
79-tf
some information dispensed so freely, views as governor of New York and Mountain View cemetery, Camden. cast and excellent vaudeville will be Lafayette S<|uare.
up Monday afternoon when he was
TO
LET
—
In
Thomaston,
tenement
of
six
mony'.
Me.
83-94
given between the acts. “Al” Bever
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest rooms on car line, water in house. 1 & acres
such as the bad ends of conquerors, his recent declaration to the Housthrown from a load of hay as Fred
PAWTIN0. PAPER HANGING. MASON.
EVOLUTION OF GAS
age, Cora Calder. William Heal. Paul iuallty at an attractive price. Order now for of land with garage. MRS. LUCY FISH. 15
as witness the glorious Alexander, t 'n (on.enfion tor modiffcatloi of
mmediate or future delivery. Tel Rockland East Main St., Tlioina:
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
Butler’s horses started suddenly
Recent statistics show that gas fuel Carr, Arthur Bronstein and Cath 67-M
la.-jon, Me ______ 92-94 3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
who died at the age of 33 as a con- the prohibition laws and says
70-tf
RALPH P. CONANT, South Hope. 78-tf
while out in the field, but he was sequence of living before the 18th i Smith s
TO LET—6 - room teletnent. first floor at
belated telegram to his serves the immense total of 52,000,000 erine Calder are among those prom
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
FOR SALE—Several hundred R. I. Red 226 Main St. Inquire 266 MAIN ST.
able to be about on crutches Tues amendment, and Caesar, dying among party s convention at Houston was persons in the United jj^ates. through inent on the program.
92-94 built
and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
chicks, 5 weeks old. Price reasonable. E. R.
day.
TO LET— 5 room furnished apartment. All by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
Charles Kidder has returned to VERKILL, 354 Broadway.
78-tf
his Roman punches. How timely a contradiction and repudiation of almost nine million stoves. 3.400,000
Mrs. Mary Montgomery and son
TON.
54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
79-tf
modern
conveniences.
Inquire
at
THE
ELMS,
Mr.
McCorI his party’s platform.”
water heaters. 4,400.000 space heat Hartford. Conn., after spending sev
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed ami oak 12 Elm St.
91--tf " FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Frank Montgomery spent Sunday these lessons!
': mick, as chairman of the Democratic ers and several hundred thousand eral weeks in town.
bureau. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE office.
That
all
is
not
smooth
sailing
for
TO LET—Garage for one or two cars. Ap and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
77*tf
with friends in Waterville and Fair
committee in 1918 directed central heating systems. The great
The funeral of the late Mrs. Har
the resourceful head of the enter- i national
,,
ply 10 PLEASANT ST.
91-93 den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
field.
FOR SALE—Cord and tilted wood ; fitted soft
tainment bureau was confessed by | President Wilsons campaign for re- increase in household gas use in the old Gray was held yesterday after wood
TO LET—Unfurnlslied apartment of five us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
$8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
Fred Spear and Mr. and Mrs. Lee
79-tf.
election. Subsequently he was ap future will be in these centra] heat noon, Rev. Horace I. Holt officiating P. O. slabs
rooms, hath and electric lights. Apply 10 fast, Me.
Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
ISpear and children of Westfield Mrs. Jarley when she brought for pointed chairman of the war trade ing systems. Its development in this Interment was in the Mountain
91-93
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
74-tf PLEASANT ST.
ward
the
immortal
William
Shake

Mass., were guests Tuesday of Mrs,
board and a member of the peace direction has barely begun, and since street cemetery.
TO LET—-Two unfurnished rooms for light Main Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing.
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
Suits made to measure. Fur coats rellned.
Hannah Spear. Lee Spear was re speare and confessed that when she commission. Four years ago he sup 1919 is said to have gained 2,000 per
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat, housekeeping, modern improvements, garage Tel. 738-R.
Saturday.
Belfast
plays
in
Cam
79-tf
electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line. If desired; also one front room, furnished.
newing acquaintance with boyhood was in Chicago she dared not dis ported William Gibbs McAdoo in his cent. The evolution of gas is another den and Camden plays in Belfast.
TELEPHONE
1084.
19
Rockland
St.
91-93
play
an
Englishman,
so
compromised
C. S GARDNER. Rockport. Me
72-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
scenes that he left 18 years ago. an
fight against Smith at the New York milestone on the road leading to
Mrs. W. A. Spring (May Thorburn)
TO LET OR FOR SALE—5-room house with the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main Bt. Mall
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.50.
; lie plans to spend the major part of and called him Longfellow. But no convention.
greater living comfort.
of Somerville, Mass., Is the guest of Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1 ; also sun porch, all modern. EASTERN REAL ES orders solicited. KBLEN C. RHODES. 79-tf
j his vacation camping with his fam compromises were needed upon this
91-96
RLFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins.
lumber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D., Thomas TATE. Tel. 818.
occasion, and applause greeted every
1 ily on the seashore.
70-tf
Miss Vira Stevenson has returned ton.
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment, color; atorsge. J A. STEVEN8 A BON. Mc
Loud St Tel. 241-*M or 13-M.
79-tf
* Mr. and Mrs. George H. Gardiner figure shown.
with
modern
conveniences.
Inquire
front
door
FOR
SALE
—
from Boston.
Special enthusiasm was aroused by
91-tf
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor glove, No. 12,
Large lot of land on Crescent street next 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
have moved from the Haskell house
»:lff
Mrs.
Arthur
O
’
Keefe
has
arrived
west of schoolhouse.
TO LET—Small tenement, 4 rooms and ga good as new, at half price. 64 Bummer 8t.
j on I'nion street to the Shorten house the excellent playing of an orches
from Cincinnati to spend the sum
9*tf
Large corner lot, Rankin street and Atlantic rage. Apply NEW YORK TAILOR, cor Sum TEL 186-R.
, taking the rooms vacated hy County tra under the baton of George B.
Highway.
mer
in
town.
mer
and Main Sts.
90-92 "WHEN IB NEW YORK—rtememl>et that
Mathews of New Britain, Conn., and
Eight
large
house
lots,
Broadway,
opposite
) Agent Wentworth.
Mrs. Leo Strong will entertain the Community Park.
TO LET—Nicely furnished front room ; very you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
$ Miss Bertha Teague returned home regret was expressed that it could
91*93 with the home news, at Hotaltng'i News
Sans Souci Club Thursday.
Good corner building lot on Maverick street, pleasant. Inquire at 109 PARK ST.
Agency. Broadway and 43 St.
I Tuesday from Springvale where slip not have played even more than tlrje
Atlantic Highway.
TO LET—'Modern apartments. Best location.
FOR SALE—Rooming house, 15 rooms, partly
Double tenement house and lot 640-642 Main APPL YCUTLER-COOK (X).
■ lias been visiting her sister Mrs. generous program given.
88 tf
POPULAR? WE’LL SAY!
street.
furnished with garage, line location $6,0ihi.
Violins, Bertha Luce, Howard
Clark.
TO LET —Temement at 36 Mechanic street. Must be sold at once
Jameson house and large lot. 68 Camden
Swift, Forrest Stone. Phyllis Belasco; i
Inquire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main
55 acres-many acres rtf blueberries, ftomp
Carlton Bridge receipts reached the street, on Atlantic Highway.
Good for the
88-tf of wood, Cushing Road $500, on fine road.
House In East I’nion on Route 1, garage, or St. Tel.'278-R.
Mrs. Gnaggs—This is the end. I clarinets, Luther Clark, Joseph Pa- '
$1*500 point Sunday and passed it by chard,
5 loon Louse, Stanley L.»i*n, $,.8)«».
lot of land. Reasonable price. Is situ
quin, Thomas Fleming, G. W. Bleth- I
TO LET—Ideal Beautv Shop 273 Main St.,
can live with you no longer.
65 cents, thus breaking all records for ated opposite Grange hall.
6- room house, hot water heat, all improve
youngsters as
Aug. 1st. Apply ELIZABETH DONAHUE. 85 ments,
Mr. Gnaggs—Yes. 1 guess it is all en; saxophones, John Mathews, Ed-j
fine location. $6,090.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls Park St.
crossing the Kennebec river. The
87-tf
7- room house and barn, 1 acre land $2,700.
87-92
over but the shooting.—Philadelphia gar Ames; cornet, Kenneth V. White;
total receipts, $1506*65 were $84.50 Store.
TO LET—Apartment for small family, all
they
are
House
- 7 rooms $1,50.1 in Thomaston.
drums, Ernest Munro; piano, Mar
Inquirer.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick modern, good location. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
2-family house with ba ii. I acre land at
more than the preceding Sunday and nesses.
Small lots five cents foot planed two Fuller-Cobb-Davls Store.
garet Copeland.
87-92
Ci
(
tk.
Thomaston,
$2,G00. Will sell small house,
so it has been the last four Sundays, sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
growing up !
To the delight of the many friends
TO LET—Furnished room with modern and garage at Head of Bay.
the receipts increasing each succeed buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
The
last
three
houses
I will sell ail take
conveniences. Write “B.” care Courler-Gnind admirers of Miss Adelaide Cross
ing week. One span of horses haul JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 79-tf zette.
87-tf pay in rent. V. F. HTGDLEY REAL ESTATE
FOR
SALE
E.
B.
Sleeper
place.
$39
Cedar
of Rockland, she appeared in Irish I
CO.*
69
Park
St..
Rockland.
yo-92
ing a pair of wheels crossed the bridge St.. Rockland Highlands, 1 story house, of
TO LET—5-room apartment, heated, with
songs and dance, accompanied by her
and the remaining traffic was motor 10 rooms, all modern Improvements, steam bath. S. RUBENSTEIN, lift Park St. Tel. 91G.
sister, iMrs. Harold Jackson.
85-tf ia
operated. There were 2668 automo heat, cemented cellar, with cool room for veg
Altogether it was a memorable eve- |
electric lights; nice shed for coal
TO LET—Five room, furnished cottage with
biles of which 2238 paid 50 cents each, etables.
A Battle Creek physician says. ning and should prove to have been a
and wood connected with house, nice fire shore privilege on Pleasant Point road, by
bringing in a revenue of $1119 and place. plenty of closet room This Is a nicely week, month or season* Inquire of DEWEY
Constipation is responsible for more profitable one, although the proceeds,
430 crossed on trip tickets while 5973 arranged house with nice high rooms, high MALONEY. South Ctiattng. Maine.
84-tf
misery than any other cause.”
lot, very nice barn, henhouses for 300
augmented by the sale of candy, are j
passengers drove across of whom 5613 dry
TO LET—Modern apartment of 5 rooms,
But immediate relief has been found. not known at this writing.
liens, 30 fruit trees, raspberry, blackberry,
all
Improvements,
7
Granite
St.
Apply
NEL

paid
a
nickel
each
and
360
crossed
on
asparagus beds. Electric lights In all outer
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
Thomaston is rather well known for
70-tf
trip ticket. Tire total number of ve buildings: all buildings in tine repair; 10 SON B. COBB at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Since 1840 thi* firm he*
been discovered. This tablet attracts its cooperative spirit when any good '
acre field of nice soil, fine neighborhood, nice
JOHNSON’S ELECTRICAL Floor Waxer.
hides was 2719 for the day.
feithfully served the femlwater from the system into the lazy cause is afoot, and every one is so
store handy by. Grange hall and fine schools, $2 per day. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
electric street lights, good view of mountains 408 Main St.
dry. evacuating bowel called the colon ready to do his or her bit that when I
lie* of Knox County.
79-tf
and Penobscot Bay. city and country life
The water loosens the dry food waste it comes to giving credit where credit I
Lady Attendant
combined, one mile from postoffice. Come and
FRANK H. INGRAHAM see for yourself what a line looking place
and causes a gentle, thorough, natural is due. the task is well nigh impos
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
this Is for the give-away price. Cause of
movement without forming a habit sible. Furthermore the most inde- |
AMBULANCE SERVICE
going away to Massachusetts. L. W.
L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney and Counsellor ai selling,
or ever increasing the dose.
BENNER, Real Estate Dealer, 2 Lafayette
fatigible workers slip modestly into
Stop suffering from constipation.
Sq
.
Rockland,
Me.
Tel.
233
J.
92-94
Law
the background, considering their ef- |
Attorney at Law
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that
forts merely as a matter of course.
IT MUST BE GOOD
Telephone*—Office 46>; Heuee CI3-B you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to- To all these splendid unnamed friends |
Knox County Court House
ROCKLAND, ME.
with the home news, at Hotallng’s News
■ day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store
and co-workers the Thomaston Nurse I
431 Main Street
Agency,
Broadway
and 43 St.
ROCKLAND,
MAIN!
L—adv,
________

Closing Out Sale

j

==

BLUEBERRIES WANTED

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

Girls Wanted

C. F. MILLER

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

?

IMPSOA

SPRING

I

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

DEMAND BY NAME

r

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

MALT

THERE ARE MANY IMITATIONS

BURPEE’S

Every-Other-Day
Miss Pearl Borgerson and Miss I
Miss Carrie Fullerton of Somerville i
spent Friday with Mrs. Willard Fales
in Winslow's Mills.

Mr. and Mrs. Olaf Sernstrom who 1
have been guests at Miss Alice Whit
ney’s home, Ingraham Hill, left for I
their home in Boston yesterday.
j
Miss Anne Blackington, Mrs. John
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord is entertain- j
O. (Stevens, Mrs. Frederica Weeks
ing at a picnic at her cottage at J
and Mrs. Harriet; Frost attended a
Hobb’s Pond today.
dinner and auction at the Northport
Country Club Tuesday evening.
Perley Baker has arrived from I
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Robinson of Touleride, Cot, to join his wife, and
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Bangor are guests of Mrs. M. L. expects to be located here perma
nently.
Mrs. Annie Carpenter Richardson of Johnson, Ingraham Hill.
Norwood. Mass., announces the en
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards were
Miss Katherine Keating was ten
gagement of her daughter Ella Locke
hosts to the members of WinslowRichardson to Lewis Judson Speed, dered a surprise party Monday eve2 Holbrook Post. A. L., and Auxiliary
son of Capt. .and Mrs. Henry Judson ning by 12 girl friends in observance Sunday at their Crescent Beach cot
Speed of Lynn, Mass., formerly of of her birthday and presented with tage. Features of the day included
a very pretty bridge lamp. Lunch
Qwl’s He^d.
a steak fry on the island, bathing,
• * * *
eon, featuring a birthday cake with
sailing, games, stunts and clamming.
In association with the foregoing blazing candles, was served.
interesting social announcement, S. T.
Miss Lena Pike who has been the
Miss Harriet Halt is a guest at the
Kimball, president of the board of di
guest of Mrs. Charles Hall, Ocean
rectors of the Knox County General Lufkin cottage, Cooper’s Beach.
street, is the guest of Mrs. Eugene
Hospital, has received under date of
Milton Friese who has been vaca Gordon at the Hall cottage, Point
Aug. 1, the following communication:
Thorndike, South Thomaston.
tioning with his family returned to
“My dear Mr. Kimball: —
his
home
in
Andover,
Mass.,
Sunday.
“Please accept my resignation as su
Mrs. Harry Keating, Mrs. Helen
perintendent of the Knox County Mrs. Friese and the two children re Wilkie, Miss Katherine Keating, Mrs.
main
for
several
weeks
as
guests
of
General Hospital to take effect as |
R. K. Snow and Arthur Wilkie at
tsoon after October 1st as can be Mrs. C. F. Simmon?, Talbot avenue. tended a reunion of Abbott School
agreeably arranged. May I express to
Mrs. Alice Rackliffe, formerly of students at Boothbay Harbor yes
the members of the board my sincere
terday.
this
city, is critically ill at the home
appreciation of their loyal support
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Frank
Bridges,
and helpfulness. It has 'been a valu
Capt. Ross Wilson of the SS. Ken
in Westerly, R. if
able experience for me, and were it
tuckian of the American-Hawaiian
not for my intended marriage 1 should
llafndr who has been Line is having two weeks’ vacation,
Mrs. B. F. Colla&ndre
l|e most happy to continue my serv
divided between Thomaston and
confined
to
her
room t'he past fort
ices at the hospital. Very truly yours.
Rockland relatives.
night,
is
slightly
improved.
Ella L. Richardson.”
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Snow
Mrs. Percy Roberts and daughter
Mrs. J. M. Humphreys and Mrs. Nancy of Flushing, L. I., N. Y., who and daughter Peggy and Mr. Snow’s
E. Williatnson of Miami are guests have been making an extended stay mother, arrived yesterday to be
at the Laurie, motoring from Miami in Portland, where Nancy has been guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Lufkin
Old County road.
to Canada.
receiving medical treatment, arrived
yesterday to be guests »f Mr. and
i
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner ar
Mrs. Leroy Skinner :^d sons Mrs. H. N. McDougall at their Me
rived Tuesday from a vacation spent
William and Roger have returned to gunticook Lake cottage.
cottaging at Webb Lake, a beautiful
their home in Steuben after spend
spot in the Rumford region.
ing a month with Mrs. Skinner’s
Mrs. Harold Bickford of Vassalhusband who has employment here. boro was a visitor Tuesday in the
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald re
city.
turned from a week’s visit in Bos
Rev. S. E. Frohock and family of
ton Tuesday and with his family
Mrs. Rose Witham and son Har goes Saturday to Guard Point in
Milo are at Owl’s Head for a month’s
old
of
Damariscotta
Mills
visited
in
vacation. Mr. Frohock is a former
Washington County where they will
the city Tuesday.
Camden pastor.
occupy a cottage for the remainder
of August.
Miss KatherinoJnhnson of Balti
G. K. Mayo spent the weekend in
more
is
the
guest
of
Miss
Dorothy
Hallowell and Augusta.
Mrs. Myra Luke of the Home for
Roberts at “Trial Mark” the Roberts' Aged Women has gone to North
summer
home.
Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle and son
Warren to be the guest of her niece
“Ruddy” are expected today from
for three weeks.
IHttle
Barbara
Strout
who
is
at
New York.
Buddy will join the
iRocklaml boys at “Camp Charactei** the Knox Hospital convalescing from
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Haskell Jr., and
Aon Saturday for the rest of the sea a serious ease of appendicitis is son Miles who have been spending
showing
encouraging
gain.
Among
son. Mr. Wahle will come later in
their vacation in this city have re
August and they will visit Mrs. the many remembrances sent her turned to their home in Portland.
was
a
big
basket
of
fruit
from
-the
Wahle’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Qcorge McLaughlin over Labor Day. members of her Sunday School class
Miss Vera Harman of Boston will
at the Methodist church.
arrive Saturday to spend her vaca
Miss Mary A. Hahn of Boston is
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Mann of J. C. Harman.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Hall,
Stoneham. Mass., were recent guests
Masonic street.
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thompson
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, Mrs. Olive Rice
pr. Frederick L. iStevens who died at The Highlands.
and Miss Alice Flagg of Lynn. Mass.,
in Portland Tuesday was a brother
arrive tomorrow to be guests of
Miss Adelle MeLoon. who has been Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
<>f Dr. H. L. Stevens of this city,
the guest of Miss Anne MaLaughlin over the weekend at their Treasure
lje was 57.
and Miss Helen MeLoon for several Point Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney I. Snow and weeks, left hy boat for Bangor, thence
son Barton of Philadelphia, who have by motor to Houlton where she will
Mrs. Freda Hahn who has been liv
beep on a camping tour through the spend’ a few day^ before going to ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Adirondacks and White Mountains Jersey City to taka her new position ence Dorman has taken an apartment
are guests of Admiral A. S. S now with the Y.W.C.A. She will be lo at the home of Miss Lena Conary
and Commander C. F. Snow. Sun cated in a camp in the Hudson HHls. Brewster and Maverick streets.
day they return to Philadelphia, N. Y., for the month of August and
where Mr. Snow Is on the staff of will have charge of physical cduea
Viola and Mazie Joy have gone to
Qie Public ledger.
tion for the remainder of the year at Camp Laughin Loon at East Watthe Y.W. in Jersey City.
erboro for the month of August.
Miss Eleanor Ewell and Miss Mil
dred Fernbloom of New York arc
J. Philip Comeau of Massachusetts
John Palmer and Xbil Dow of Port
guests at William Small’s.
spent the weekend with Mrs. Jennie land are guests at the McDougall cotage. Megunticook Lake.
Harvey.
Mrs. H. A. Bain. Miss Margaret
Snow and Hugh Snow arrived yes
Henry Bird and family are at their
Mr. and Mrs. Whitefield Gross of
terday from Riverside. Calif., and Stonington and Mrs. Iva Lee Cousins cottage nt Dynamite Beach for a few
Mr. Snow is leaving at once for East and niece Miss Lucy Haggett of Bath days.
Machias where he will be assistant were recent guests of Mrs. Jennie
^instructor in civil engineering at the Harvey at The Highlands.
Miss Mabel Chase, Mrs. Lizzie
Tech eamp for the remainder of the
Haines, Mrs. Lilia Weeks, Miss Ethel
summer.
Mrs. Ida Lord, Miss Anne V. Flint Weeks and Mrs. Ada Mills motored
and Mrs. Nina Gregory motored to to Northport yesterday and were de
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foster of Portland and return Monday and en lightfully entertained by Mrs. Fan
Milton, N. H.. are guests of Mrs. joyed a pleasant day's outing.
nie Carleton.
George Judkins, Columbia street.
Mrs. Abbie Geddes of Flushing, L.
Young Norma and Martha Seavey
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins and are visiting their aunt Mrs. Willard T., N. Y.. is the guest of Mrs. Choate,
Miss Daphne Winslow have been oc P’alcs in Winslow's Mills. Monday 30 Spruce street.
cupying their cottage at Holiday being Martha’s jltlx birthday she
Beach for several days.
Crescent Beach folk are united in
invited a few little friends to help
her celebrate. Those present were: the belief that the time has come for
Mrs. John Dix Allen of Los An Marie and Wilbur Vannah, Chester the building of a new pier and to
geles, has been the guest of her niece and Virginia Genthner, Ruth and that end are preparing an intensiv'
Mrs. Roland Rackliffe, Lawrence Muriel Light, Cilfton Davis, Johnnie campaign. The opening gun is a
street, and her cousin, Mrs. F. C. and Madelyn Jenkins and Norma bridge party tomorrow at the pavil
Davis, Rankin street, enroute to and Martha Seavey. Refreshments ion from which it is hoped to net
Uropklin, where she will visit for included a birthday cake. Martha a tidy sum. Tables will be set up
several weeks.
in the dance hall, tea served and
received nice presents.
prizes awarded.
Mrs. Elon Gilehrest of Chicago is
thp guest of Mrs. John I. Snow, Ma
Mrs. J. M. Studley of Warren is
sonic street, for a few days.
visiting her daughter Mrs. W. S.
White, Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Donovan of
dlen Cove, Long Island, X. Y., were
Miss Jeanette Smith entertained at
weekend guests of Mrs. A. D. Dean,
luncheon and auction yesterday, her
Shaw avenue, 'fhis is the Donovans’
guests being Misses Eleanor Bird,
When a paij of
Hrs* visit to Maine. Although they
Carolyn and Eleanor Reed, Katherine
have a summer home in Fair Haven
Johnson of Baltimore, Dorothy Rob
Mass., and winter in Jacksonville,
erts of New York. Ruth Clark, Mar
they find Maine scenery so pleasing
tha Wasgatt, Katherine Vcazie. Ruth
that they will tour the State before
Will end your troubles
Stevenson, Minerva Stover and Mrs.
taking the trail through Canada back
Chester Baily. Honors in cards were
/to Fair Haven.
won by Miss Roberts, Miss Johnson
and Mrs. Bailey.
The Hatetoquitit Club was enter
tained Tuesday evening by Mrs. El
A POWERFUL AID
sie Moody at her cottage at South
I^ond, Warren.
A short time ago a 50-ear train
load of tractors, to be used in the
Several of the neighbors at The
cultivation of cotton, was shipped
Highlands gave a miscellaneous
into Mississippi. It is stated that
shower for Mrs. Stanley Walsh
these machines will do the work of
(Della Crosby) at the home of Mr
1300 men and 5200 mules in drawing
and Mrs. S. D. Crosby Tuesday eve
multiple row cultivators. The Flor
ning. Mrs. Walsh was the recipient
ence, Alabama. Times-'News, in com
of npny lovely gifts of china, glass
menting on this, says that “there
linen and crockery.
The evening
Combination
Last
will probably he no more significant
was happily spent with music and I
development in Southern agriculture
Goodyear Welt
games, vocal numbers l>elng given
during 1928.” The tractor has given
by Mrs. Lyford Ames and Mrs. W. E.
AA
to
EE
the farmer new standards of speed,
Morgan, piano selections by Mrs.
efficiency and labor saving. It will
* Crosby and Mr. Walsh, and a song
be interesting to observe the prog
and dance number by little Virginia
ress in cotton cultivation in the Mis
Pease and Barbara Greenwood of
sissippi delta that will he affected
Wiscasset. The games were under
by the utilization of these tractors.
the direction of Mrs. Austin Moody
and were braintaxing to say the
least. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
R. W. Lufkin, Miss Gladys Hunter,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 'Small, Sher
wood Small and Mary Small, Miss
Irene Weymouth, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Watson, Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Laforest
Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones,
Patent Colt
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and children
Vernet and Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs.
Black or Brown Kid
Eugene Frost and Sherwood Frost.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry, Ver/ non Giles, Miss Norma Hutchinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ames, Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Moody, Mrs. A. W.
SHOE STORE
Hutchinson, and Mrs. Harvey Pease,
Miss Virginia Pease, Mrs. Greenwood
ROCKLAND
436 MAIN ST.
and Barbara Greenwood of Wis
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

Why Suffer ?
ARCH HEALERS

$4.95

R. E. NUTT

casset.
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A FINE PROGRAM

BEDROOM SUITES

Offered For Monday Night
By J. Paul Jameson and
Associated Artists.

THE DRAMATIC EVENT OF THE SEASON

THE LITTLE THEATRE PLAYERS
Present Two Plays

Several musical events scheduled
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
for the late summer season will be
ushered in next Monday evening
when J. Paul Jameson, violinist, will
be featured in a concert with assist
at 8.00 o’clock
ing artists at the Littlefield Memo
rial church at 8.15 o’clock.
Mr. Jameson is a splendid example
of what faith and ambition will ac
complish. Gifted with a natural love
for music, particularly for the vio
A Comedy by George Kelly
lin, he was determined to develop
his talent even with no financial as
One Solid Year In New York
sistance in view. After his grad
uation from the Rockland High
: : and : :
school June 1926 he was employed
as “bellhop” at the Samoset where
he became acquainted with Morris
F. Longhurst, professor of music at
Dartmouth College, who formed a
at 8.00 o’clock
deep interest in the lad, and was in
strumental in having him appear in
a concert at the hotel with Miss
Gladys Austin, soprano.
In the audience was Mrs. Leonard
A Farce by Lynn Starling
L. Hill of New York, president o£
the Criterion Club, who has done
A Laugh In Every Line
much philanthropic work among
young students. Mrs. Hill, too, beame interested in Mr. Jameson, and
A DISTINGUISHED CAST
through her influence the young man
We Are Presenting Remarkable Values Right Now in
has been able to complete two years’
work at the New, England Conser
vatory of M”.tUe, Boston, with the'
prospect of completing the remain
ing two years. Mrs. Hill could have
no more eloquent appreciation of her
interest shown than hy the serious
In a Wide Price Range
application Mr. Jameson is giving to
his musical training.
At the Conservatory Mr. Jameson
An extra special number in American Walnut will
is studying violin with Roland Reasoner; voice with F. Morse IWhimple;
please you with its beauty and small cost
piano with Miss Whitehouse, and
solfeggio with Mr. Lenone. While
at the Conservatory he lives at the
New England School of Theology, of
which a former Rockland boy, Guy
Linwood Vannah is principal, and
evenings attends Bible classes, where
he is receiving valuable training, as
We have a number of old Bedroom Pieces in All
he is of a devoutly religious nature,
and may on the completion of his
Prices from beautiful odd Chiffoniers, Vanities,
musical education enter the evan
gelistical field for which he seems
Chairs, etc., in Walnut to inexpensive pieces in Oak.
aptly fitted.
at 2.90 o'clock
In his concert of Monday evening
he will have as assisting artists.
CASH OR EASY TERMS
FREE DELIVERY
Louise Bickford Sylvester, color
Attractive Prizes
atura soprano; Edna Gregory, pian
ist, a student at the Faelton Piano
forte iSchool, Boston; Dwight Mosher
Reserve a table for your own party
In readings, a student at the Eastern
Theological
Seminary,
Philadel
phia; Sibyl Jones, soprano; Doris
TICKETS 75 CENTS EACH
Daggett, contralto, C. Havenor <’asLOUIS MARCUS, Prop.
sens,
tumor
and
the
choir
of
the
Lit

At
Johnson
’s Hat Shop, Limerock Street
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 980
tlefield Memorial Church which will
and Knowlton’s Market
he conducted by Mr. Jairieson in ad
dition to the violin numbers which
he contributes to the program, j’rof.
91-92
Longhurst. Mrs. Beta Calder wood
ciation in accordance with present
A POWERFUL BODY . conditions.
Robinson and Miss Gregory will act
as accompanists.
The president is Edward E. Rod
Tickets are on sale at the Rock
Maine Teachers' Association erick. Belfast; vice president. Lou land
Rubber Co., Corner Drug Store.
M. Baker, Augusta; secretary Adel
Five Miles North of Skowhegan
Is Largest In the United. bert W. Gordon. Augusta; assistant Chisholm’s store at the 'Brook, the
MaBelle Beauty Shop. S. E. Welt,
secretary, Blanche V. Wilber, Madi
States.
Chase’s Repair Shop, Harbor Viewson; treasurer, George M. Carter.
Tea Room.
Announcement is made of the Caribou; auditor, Harry C. Hull,
26th annual convention of the Maine Saco.
Hammock Tops made $1 to $7.50. All
Tel. Skowhegan 431. il iil Kkuwhegno. Each Kvg at x standard Time
Teachers’ Association with the high
styles o duck. Hammocks recovered.
‘‘BRINGING BROADWAY TO MAINE”
THOSE
ADIRONDACK
HENS
est state membership of teachers in
House awnings $3 50 to $7.50. All
Great Plays, Perfectly Cast, Brilliantly Acted
the United States in Bangor. Ocl.
colors. Prompt service Write us you
24. 25 and 26. when the program will They’re Either Good Layers Or Their needs. Rockland Awning Co.—adv. *
TONIGHT
NEXT WEEK
Owners Are Prodigious Liars.
include the following: Wednesday,
A Throbbing Melodrama
evening, get-together meetings or
The honor of the Adirondack hen
social evening; Thursday forenoon,
special feature program; Thursday has been vindicated. Ever proud of
In a Delightful Comedy
By the Master Playwright
afternoon, departmental meetings; their ability to lay eggs prodigious
AT
Thursday evening, visual education in size, Adirondack fowls have been
H
WILLARD MACK
session; Friday £oren<X>n, depart in a class, well-nigh by themselves.
Author of “A Free Soul.” so well
Pioneer Pavilion
mental meetings; Friday afternoon For many years they have retained
With
liked at Lakewood Last Summer
at 4.00 o’clock, annual business meet the record for producing large-size
EAST UNION
BEATRIX THOMSON
ing; Friday evening, general session.
Big Cast of Broadway
BERYL NERCER
Revision of the constitution will he
Word recently reached Essen,
EVERY SATURD’Y EVG
Favorites
the outstanding feature of business. X. Y'., that a-hen owned hy Mrs.
and a Perfect Comedy Cast
MATINEE WED., AUG. 8
Adelbert W. Gordon, general sec Cora Lovell at Fairmount , Minn,
Music by
2.30 P. M. (Standard Time)
retary of the Maine Teachers’ Asso claimed world honors by producing
Special Matinee
ciation, Augusta, calls attention to an egg measuring more than seven
Dean
’
s
Novelty
Orchestra
BEST
FOOD IN MAINE AT
the complete returns for the 1927 inches one way and nine inches the
Sat., Aug. 4, at 2 p. m.
convention held in Portland, showing other.
LAKEWOOD INN
73T&Th-tf
In Honor of
the really remarkable membership
This report reached the ears of a
record of 7,054. This is 417 more hen owned hy William Fisher of
DANCE
GEORGE M. COHAN
than the previous record member Essex. Stung, the hen laid an egg
WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS
Who Is making a flying trip from
ship of 6,637 in 1925, when the meet measuring eight and one-fourth by
New York to Lakewood to sec Lakewood Country Club
ing was held in Portland.
10 inches.
this play
■TEO” ZAHN and HIS BOYS
The record attained in 1927 again
91-93
gives the Maine Teachers’ Associa
tion state-wide membership, accord
ing to National Education Associa
TUTORING
tion standards, in fact 110 percent,
Always Cool and Comfortable
In English Literature or Composi
and in a table, since published hy
tion, French, Latin and Elementary
TODAY
IlEO
the National Education Association,
S< Pool Subjects.
the Maine Teachers’ Association is
RUTH D. PILLSBURY, Thomaston
given first place in relative rank for
(Senior Smith College)
membership of all the state associa
Tel. 67-12
91-96
With
■
THE INCOMPARABLE
tions in the United States. This is
a distinction of which Maine educa
ANITA
STEWART
tors are proud and will work to
And
maintain in the coming convention.
Portland undoubtedly will send the
HUNTLEY
GORDON
largest delegation.
The committee appointed to draft
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
TODAY
a new constitution for the Maine
Charles Ray
Teachers’ Association expect to be
COLUMBIA PICTUA€S
able to place copies in the hands of
'Pitsents
■
PRE MIER ENTERTAINERS—EDDIE MIXER, SOLOIST
members well before the autumn
"The Count Of Ten"
meeting. Copies of the constitutions
F R IDAY^SATUiR D AY
of every state association have been
received, a number of which have re
Fred Humes
cently been adopted in a new •>'
largely revised form. These will be
“QuicIUFrigger”
of much assistance in preparing a
constitution meeting the require
“The Haunted Island”
ments of the Maine Teachers’ Asso

Extraordinarily Low Prices

MONDAY

EVENTngTAUGUST

13

“THE SHOW-OFF”
THURSDAY EVENING, AUGUST 16

“MEET THE WIFE”

Bedroom Suites

Bridge and Tea-

ODD BEDROOM PIECES

Crescent Beach Inn
PAVILION

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3

Stonington Furniture Co.

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS

DANCING

GRANT MITCHELL

“THE NOOSE”

Andrew Takes A Wile"

STRAND

DOUCETTE’S HOT JAZZ BAO

“Name the Woman”

■

OAKLAND PARK

EMPIRE

TONIGHT

J

!■■■

SUPPER AND DANCE

SOUTH THOMASTON GRANGE HALL

FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 3

PARK

MUSIC:

7 MEN—KIRK’S FULL ORCHESTRA—7 MEN

PUBLIX THEATRE

TODAY

SUPPER 5.30 TO 7.30.

DANCING (.3

TO 12A0

"Come On Down"

“TURN BACK THE HOURS”

92-11

With

MYRNA LOW, WALTER PIDGEON
LATEST IN COMEDY
NEWEST IN NEWS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CHICKEN FLEETWING
A LA KING
With

BARRY BARTON

With

Nancy Carroll
Ford Sterling
George Meeker
TIP hilarious adventures of an
old fashioned husband who goes
on a rampage and gets scorched.

GRINDSTONE INN
Winter Harbor
ALSO

And

Tom Tyler

DOROTHY JANIS

in

.

Color ! Thrills ! Suspense in an
exotic romance pulsing with life.

‘When The Law Rides"

MONDAY-TUESDAY

MONDAY-TUESDAY
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

Buster Keaton
In

"Steamboat Bill"

Eldrich’s Hawaiian
Imperial Orchestra

ON FRENCHMAN S BAY
Cool and Delightful
A modern hotel catering to a select clientele
Fresh Sea Foods Served Daily
Golf
Tennis,
Swimming
Orchestra
A. O. Jones, Mgr.
33-100

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Every-Other-Day
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RAMBLES AFIELD

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Spring.

At The Samoset
(Special to The Courier-Gazette.)
Augusta. Aug. 1—A proposal to
license billboards may come up at
tlie next session of tlie legislature.
according to reports hereabouts, the
idea being to make it unpleasant and
unprofitable enough for outdoor advertising companies so that they will
eease to clutter up Maine scenery
with their gaudy advocacies of chew
ing gum. gasoline, tires, soap, cig
arettes and whatnot.
The problem of billboards comes
up each summer but as yet no per
fect solution has been reached.
It has also come up at each of the
last two sessions of the legislature
with the result that in 1925 a law
was passed making it unlawful to
erect or maintain advertising signs
along the highways within the road
limits. This law can apparently be
obeyed by having the signs placed
on private land but near enough to
the highway so that they can and
must be seen by all who pass.
Efforts to prohibit the placing of
outdoor advertising matter on land
or buildings of private owners failed
on grounds of unconstitutionality, it
being held that persons had the right
to rent their property for such purposes if they saw fit.
In 1927 the legislature was asked
to pass a law providing for high tax
ation of billboards but this also failed
on the rocks of unconstitutionality,
Thus we have the billboards still
with us and from all quarters complaints are heard against this socalled menace to scenery
The matter will undoubtedly come
up at the next session of the legis
lature, and the indications are that
the next attack will be by way of a
licensing proposal. Many lines of
business are already required to take
licenses in Maine, as well as
1° other states, and there seems to
no legal reason why the billboard
business might not also come under
such a f°rm of control. it is said by
I those
are studying tlie question.

Deep sea fishing is one of the many
diversions of the guests at Samosetby-the-Sea. One »f the fishing par[Twelfth Ramble]
jasl week was given by Mr. and
He didn’t buzz; he squeaked, for
Thomas A. Buckner of New York.
the noise he made wxih his wings
Mrs. Buckner also was hostess at a
was such a tiny noise and so high
luncheon party given at the College
pitched that nobody would think of
Irin. Searsport, among her guests be
the word “buzz" in connection with
ing Mrs. Stephen Hatch and son.
j
it. He came quite often when I was
Mrs. Thomas A. Buckner, Jr., had a|
a small child and I frequently heard
theatre party at Rockland composed
il im called a "sweat bee" and I was
of Miss Marjorie 1 awbaugh. Miss,
told that he would not or could not
Betty Potts. Miss Marguerite Wilbur
sting. He was not quite as large as
and Mrs. Sheridan W. Scott.
a common house fly and quite a bit
.Eignt-year-old Henry Heyburn cel
more slender and dainty in shape.
ebrated his birthday last week, a cake
•Not slender like a wasp either, but
with candles being a feature of the
with yellow markings so that I never
occasion.
felt free to experiment with him.
Walter S. Benedict has arrived from
notwithstanding those assurances
Brooklyn to remain until the hotel
that he would not sting.
closes.
1 never see one nowadays and I
wonder why. I also wonder what
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Rueter. Jr.,
may be his real name, for surely
of Boston are visiting Mrs. William C.
“sweat bee’’ is no name at all. I
Rueter.
had a small, rather chunky wasp as
Fifty Samoset guests motored over
a visitor in my living room yester
to South Bristol to witness an exhib
day which reminded me of the little
ition golf match at the Wawenock
fellow I used to see. inasmuch as his
Country Club between the Maine
buzz was fine and sharp and he was
State champion Ernest Newnham,
smaller than the ordinary wasp but
Samoset "pro” playing with Pete Mo
this fellow could surely sting for 1
ran Rockland Country Club, against
held him down with an empty spool
Alexander Chisholm. Portland Coun
and distinctly saw his sting before
try Club, and B. E. Hutchinson, W’adisposing of him.
wenock Country Club. Newnham and
Queer what a difference there is
Moran won the match, 1 up, on the
in the various members of the stingnineteenth hole.
ing tribe!
A desultory sort of
Mrs. Henry H. Windsor, of Chicago,
friendship has always existed behas returned to pass another season at
tween big velvety bumblebees and
the Samoset, accompanied by Mrs. E.
mv adventurous self and when they
B. Thompson and Miss Margaret
come to sip honey from my columChristie. Mrs. Windsor’s son. Henry
bine blossoms 1 like to talk to them
H. Windsor, Jr., editor of "Popular
and pat them gently with one finger
Mechanics.’’ was married last season
as they sip. Many times have I ofto Louise Hunter. Metropolitan opera
fered a tentative finger when one
star, who is expected here later in the
has blundered into the house an 1
season.
beaten himself frantically against
Two bridge parties were given dur
the window panes, and usually he acing the last week, Mrs. George R. |
eepts my overtures gratefully, reW'esterfield of New York, winning the
maining on my hand until I can get
prize for high score at one; Mrs.
Maine
school
teachers
don't
get
him to an open door and liberate I
Charles Thorley of New York, and
him. but a hornet—Ah. a hornet has | enough of school during the year Mrs. Vincent R. Schenck of Jersey
hence
they
go
to
school
during
the
a far different disposition and will
City, winning first and second prizes,
chase me all over a ten acre lot if I summer as well in large numbers, it respectively, at the other bridge in
has
been
found
out
by
the
State
de

he discovers me, and this without |
the evening.
partment of education which keeps
any provocation whatever.
Charle J. Eisenlohr of Philadel
close tabs on all things connected phia. has arrived by motor and his
• » * •
with
Maine
education.
(If one gets into my shed he re
yacht, the Charmarie. is expected at
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, head of Rockland Breakwater shortly.
mains there until he chooses to va
the
department,
is
authority
for
the
cate. while I plod wearily round some
Arriving from Brooklyn for the re
other way to get into the connect statement that between 30% and 40% mainder of the season are Mrs. Kath
of
Maine
teachers
are
taking
summer
ing barn after my hoe or my kind
erine T. MeVine and her daughter,'
ling wood or whatever. 1 have no courses in Maine or elsewhere. “Be Miss Daisy MeVine. Also from Brook
tween
1700
and
1800
teachers
are
en

use whatever for Sir Hornet and I
lyn are Mr. and Mrs. J. \V. Storey.
have no desire to learn what he rolled in the summer normal schools
A group of summer visitors' at
at
Gorham.
Castine,
Farmington,
wants of me, for once, just once in
Christmas Cove motored over to the
Machias
and
Presque
Isfc
and
the
my life, he overtook me. gave me
Samoset for luncheon Thursday. In
one jah on the shin bone, and my University of Maine," he said.
the party were Mrs. Bates, Mrs. I. B.
At
Castine
the
usual
special
course
Rise, Miss Olive Pre^ott and Mrs.
feet went out from under me as
for rural leaders is being given and
though a battering ram had struck
J. E. Prescott.
the
enrollment
limit
of
100
is
com

me amidships. It was nearly half
Miss Nettie Ricker. Mrs. A. B. Harp
plete. W. D. Hall, principal of the
an hour before I could stand once
er and Mrs. George Roberts motored
normal
school,
and
Richard
J.
Libby
more and continue my berry picking.
over from Poland Spring for a visit
of the rural education division of
I limped for almost a week, too.
to the Samoset this week.
the
State
educational
department
are
I am perfectly willing to acknowl
Mrs. Stephen Hatch and son Nathan
in charge. They are assisted by Miss
edge that I am afraid, actually afraid
are among the week's arrivals from
Florence Hale of the State depart
of a hornet, and as far as this lo
Albany.
ment. Mr. and Mrs. Sonford L. Preble
cality is concerned there is no other
To remain until September are Mrs.
of Presque Isle, Mrs. Helen Hance
insect which Jias the power to giv
Joseph B. Dulany and her niece Miss
of Madawaska and Miss Katherine
me any real feeling of fear, though
Lucy B. Tull of New York.
Thomas of the Buffalo, N. ¥.. teach
of course I do not enjoy the society
New Yorkers arriving at the Sam
ers’ college. There are in addition
of those who bite and sting. Cer some specialists and lecturers who oset last week Include S. L. Glassner,
tainly I do not enjoy stepping on a
Miss Jean Glassner* Mr. and Mrs. C.
give short courses.
wasp’s nest and having the little
Speaking of this rural leadership W’. Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
fellows gather on my ankles and try course, Dr. Thomas said that it has Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. H. Dreyfus,
which one can jab hardest. But I demonstrated its value many times Mrs. Clarence Cary. Mrs. E. P. Ellis
experience none of that insane ter over. "Rural helping teachers have Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Brown, Lau
ror, that panicky fear that I have made a very definite place for them rence C. Brown. Mr. and Mrs. G. P.
when one lone hornet begins to fol selves and are doing much towards Throckmorton. Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
low me about.
the efficiency of the state’s rural Scott, Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Rietter,
Once at Verona Park, when fol
Mrs. William Gaston, and Mr. and
schools," he said.
lowing a tangled path in the woods
Mrs. W. H. Wheeler.
far from other human presence. I
Others here are Mrs. F. L. Barstow,
Practically all the exhibit space in
almost walked into a hornet’s nest the Maine buildings on the grounds Mrs. M. J. Hanna, South Orange; Dr.
whereupon an angry buzz arose and of the Eastern States Exposition at and Mrs. Lewis R. Morris, of Morris,
the out-guards came flying about mv Springfield. Mass., has already been N. Y.; C. Grant Lafage, New York;
head. We wore long skirts in those engaged, and the prospects are that Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Jennings. Deep
days and as I turned and ran I did Maine will make an excellent show- River, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. T. Tucker
some quick thinking, and gathering
at this year’s exposition which Burr. Boston; Mr. and Mrs. F. R.
up the skirt of my dress I turned it will be held during the week of Sep Parks. Chestnut Hill; Mr. and Mrs.
over my head just as my foot caught tember 16-22.
P. J. Kane amd C. H. Scott, Scarbor
in a root and I went sprawling, face
The State department of agricul ough.
downward on the ground. There ture will feature apples and potatoes
was nothing further I could do ex and the fish and game department
DAILY BIBLE SCHOOL
cept hold my breath and lie perfect
ill exhibit tanks of live fish and
ly quiet, until they had ceased their wi„ a,so havp 8everal varieties of
investigations and returned to their Maine wl]d animals. Many lines of Being Conducted In Burkett
home. When their buzzing stopped |Mainp manufactures will be shown
ville—A Success In Wash
J cautiously uncovered one eye at a including cotton and wool textiles,
ington.
time and gradually unwrapped my- shoes canned goods, wood novelties
self, rose to my feet and ran once I an(j canoes.
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, assistant
more. The few minutes that I lay
superintendent of Penobscot Bay
there under cover sweltering in the I The qviarantine against the Euro- Bethel Mission and field worker for
hot sun seemed at least half an hour. pean corn borer which heretofore has th‘e Knox County -Sunday schools has
but I considered myself fortunate to been almost wholly confined to towns just completed a daily Bible school
escape being stung to death.
jn York and Cumberland counties, in Washington which has been very
lias this year been extended east to successful. Nearly all of the chil
There are persons who handle lnclude Brunswick, Bath and Tops dren between the age of 4 and 14
honey bees and let them swarm all ham as t|le result of the finding of were daily attendants.
over their hands, hut ! stand at a lhp pest jn those towns by inspectThe work carried on by Miss Bur
safe distance from their hive, and even „rs from the United States depart- roughs differs in many ways from
then they send out scouts to invest!- niPnt of agriculture.
the usual vacation school, as the chil
gate me and every few minutes on<
Quarantine is established annual- dren are from communities where
will fly past my head until 1 am glad ,y
authority of tlie State eommis- they have no Sunday school privi
to retire and study some insect that s'joner of agriculture, and tlie regu- lege. therefore the aim is to give the
is less temperamental.
lations prohibit the transportation of children as much religious instruc
Yesterday a friend brought me a KPVera| kinds of vegetables and flow tion as they would .-receive in the
curious insect which I have never Prs jnto unquarantined areas until usual Sunday school from spring to
before encountered and I am anxious ,he plants have been inspected and winter.
to learn its name. It is about three found free from the borer. Among
The enthusiasm with which the
inches long from stem to stern the special delicacies liked by the children take hold of the work in a
though its head and body extend only corn borer are green corn, cek
daily Bible school of this character
half the length of its four gray nar- green peas in the pod, beans in the shows that Miss Burroughs has solved
row wings, whieh are veined with a pod, beets with tops, spinach, rhu to a large extent the problem of re
darker color and folded after tlie ),arh. oat or rye straw: cut flowers or ligious instruction for the rural chil
manner of the moth family, making entire plants of gladiolus, aster, cos- dren of this county at least. She was
tile creature look abnormally long mos, zinnia, chrysanthemum, liolly ably assisted by Rev. E. N. Rogers,
and slender—in fact only an inch bock and dahlias.
the local pastor, Miss Marcia Hatch.
wide in his widest part and in some
The agricultural department has a Miss Doris Overlook and Miss Olive
parts only half that. He lias for- force of men at work in the Portland Hatch of West Concord. Mass.
midable Jaws, resembling those of markets inspecting vegetables in
Miss Burroughs is now at Burkettsome species of beetle. Two straight, tended for shipment to other parts ville where a school is to be con
very slender antennae grace his head of the State. These men go to work ducted.
and the part whieh seems to be his at 5 a. m. so that the goods may be
neck reminds me of a lobster.
released for early morning trade.
STRAND THEATRE
H am hoping for an opportunity to In one day these men found and de
There is a real treat for all lovers
transfer him to tlie Arboretum col- stroyed a large number of borers in
lection and to discover to what tribe. | a shipment of Massachusetts beets of good drama now showing at the
clan or nation he belongs. Vnfortu- landfill.* alone was almost enough t
Strand, “Name the Woman.” It is
nately he was quite dead when I re- make up for the cost of maintaining full of action, mystery, suspense and
works up to an excellent surprise
ceived him, so I could not experiment the force.
with those big hard jaws, but I feel
It seems tlie corn borer can be climax. The plot revolves around a
very sure he could bite and bite hard fought only by eternal vigilance, and murder trial. The accused is with
■when he was living. Here's hoping once it gets a hold, it can do untold out a single corroborating witness
some “Bugologist" may he aide to I damage to a field of crops. It has unless a mysterous masked woman
help me with my problem, for I con- j become important enough to engage can be found. The prosecuting at
I the attention of the President and torney is grilling the defendant and
fess I am "stumped."
Congress, and emergency appropria it appears that the case is going
Adella F. Veazie
tions were made to combat its rav- against him when the woman makes
Kankln street. Rockland.
an entrance. She refuses to unmask
| ages.
* ♦ ♦ *
and writes her name upon a slip of
Truck covers, I,oat covers, spray
Maine now needs a new variety of paper, handing it to the judge. What
hoods, waterproof duck Quick se* v1(0. price light. Work guaranteed. apple—one which will have all the is written there causes the justice
beauty and flavor of the McIntosh to declare a recess and take the
Rockland Awning Co.—adv.
but which will have less tendency to woman to his chambers for private
scab and will be a better keeper questioning.
OFFICE CLOSED
“Golf Widows" starring Vera ReyExperiments in crossing the McIn
AUG 5 TO 20
tosh with varieties which do have I nolds and Harrison Ford, depicting
When I shall take
these desired qualities are now in the lives of neglected wives whose
Special P. G. Work
progress at the State experimental i husbands are golf maniacs; in a colfarm in Monmouth, and are being orful comedy and will he shown FriBLAKE B. ANNIS
watched with interest. The hybrids day and Saturday. The added atChiropractor
are expected to begin hearing next | traction is "When the Law Rides’’
9(1-tf
year,
Torn Tyler.—adv,
____

Corner Park-Main Sts. ROCKLAND
SALE STARTS
FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
at 9.00 o’clock

Entire stock of Ladies’ and Misses’ Hats, Coats and Dresses. Drastic
ally reduced to make room for our advanced fall creation. The oppor
tunity of a lifetime for you to save $$$$$$$. Every desired hat, coat
or dress in the very newest styles and materials offered to the public
at UNBELIEVABLE PRICES.

Greatest
Money Saving Event
In Years

COME IN EARLY!
SUMMER

Odd Lot

HATS
AH One Price

Entire Stock Reduced
30 to 50 Percent
For Quick Selling

107

EARLY FALL

COATS

DRESSES

S15.00-S25.00 Values
All One Price

WONDER VALUE
S5.00-S7.00 Values
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

$4.95
Only 47 Coats
Early Buyers Will Have
Great Choice

78 CHOICE

116 Dresses

SALE STARTS
FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
at 9.00 o’clock

$2.87
Newest Materials and Colors

0 87 DRESSES

DRESSES

S8.00-St0.00 Values
Very Newest Styles
and Materials
With and Without
Sleeves
to go at
Tremendous
Reduction

The Better Kind
S12.-S15. Values
to go at

Values to $12.00
all to go at the
Unbelievable Price of

S8.48

$1.00

o

Flat Crepes,
Georgettes
Crepe de Chine, etc.
AH Colors and Sizes

HURRY!
AH Colors and Sizes

ONE RACK

HIGH GRADE

CHILDREN’S
COATS

LADIES'
COATS

S5.00-S6.00 Values

S12.00-S39.50 Values
Prices Slashed
For Quick Selling
AL L ONE PRICE

Latest Styles and Materials

COME EARLY!

$8.98

$5.87

DON’T WAIT!

COME IN EARLY

A Saving of 1-2 and More

to close out at

$1.95

147

DRESSES
$10.00412.00 Values

to go at
LESS THAN COST

We advise you to come in at once so you may have choice selection of
these wonderful bargains

DON’T WAIT! COME IN AT ONCE!

THE VOGUE
Corner Park and Main Streets

Rockland, Maine

